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ABSTRACT 
.1 

This report, in three volum.es, exam.ines the acceptability and per£or~ 

m.ance of various designs of soft body arm.or utilizing Kevlar 29 ,a.s the prin~ 

cipal ballistic material. The effects of fit, comfort, and heat containment 

on garm.ent acceptance and wear are assessed. Those factors most impor

tant in the use and specification of arnlOr are identified .. 

From. statistics of confiscated weapons, FBI assault data, and wear 

histories of the garm.ents tested, it is found that armor containing 7 to 12 

5 plies of protective material is optiulUm. in terms of the liklihood of preventing 

fatalities or injury. Changes in attitudes of the officers wearing armor was 

found to be negligible, and none of the arm.or designs tested interfered with 

officer activities. In no cC\.se were internal injuries experienced from as-

s aults while wearing the arm.or. 

Two areas meriting further investigation are the study of blunt trauma 

from higher -energy threats, in particular the. 357 -magnum and 9-mm. 

handguns, and the determination of useful garm.ent lifetime. 
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PREFACE 

The purpose of this final report is to present a comprehensive review 

of the field test and evaluation of the soft body armor developed and ,designed' 

for the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal J1,lstice, Law _ 

Enforcenlent Assistance Administration (LEAA), as well as various com

mercial armor designs of identical ballistic material. Approximately 5000 

garments were issued to patrol officers in i5 cities, and testing was con

ducted during CY 1976. The statistical analysis and evaluation of the test 

data, completed in August 1977, was supported by a subcontract to the Labora

tory for Statistical and Policy Research of Boston College. 

In addition to the field test and evaluation, various design modifications 

of the LEAA armor were implemented and tested, based upon the field test 

results. Studies to characterize the mechanical and ballistic properties of 

Kevlar 29 (the ballistic m.aterial common to all modern soft armor and that 

used in the field test) from a theoretical point of view were conduct-cd. 

Finally, guideLines (or the speclicalion and procurement of armor were de

veloped. A con'lpl'clwnsivc review or lhese activities is given. 

This report is presented in three volumes. Volu~e I, Executive 

Summary, presents an overview of the field test and evaluation activities, 

findings, and principal conclusions and recommendations. Volume II, Test 

and Evaluation, presents a comprehensive discussion of all tests, studies, 

analyses, and evaluations. In addition, details are given of the test design 

and analytical approach, as well as a summary of three medical-technical 

symposia held during the program, reports on all incidents or shootings in~ 

volving armor, and the technology transfer activities carried out at the end 

of the program. Volume III, Appendices, includes the questionnaires used 

to generate the data, a Model Procurement Document, and data on later 

studies. The raw data used for statistical analyses are not included in 
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Volume III because of their sheer bulk., These data will be made available 

,to interested parties. 

These volumes represent a follow-on of previous reports covering the 

design and development and pilot test phases of the Body Armor Program. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

As part of its equipment systems improvement program, the National 

Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice (NlLECJ) of the IJaw 

Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) initiated a program in FY 1973 

to de'termine the feasibility of developing lightweight, protective gaxments 

for use by law enforcement agencies. Existing armors which were available 

to the law enforcement community used balli.stic nylon, metal inserts, 

cerami.cs, or laminated fiberglass. For the most part, these armors were 

used for special situations in which a known threat had been identified. 

In the years preceding 1973, the substantial increase in law enforcement 

fatality rate plus assassination attempts on public officials, such as Senator 

Stennis and Governor Wallace, emphasized the need for protection against 

common handguns. There was an obvious need for armor that was lightweight 

and inconspicuous. Partly as a result of the recognition that recent develop

ments in high strength, synthetic materials offered a potential for lightweight 

soft body armor, a continuous-wear capability for protective garments was 

mandated as part of the program. 

The overall objectives established for the program were as follows: 

• To develop comfortable, inconspicuous, lightweight 

protective garments capable of providing protection 

against common handguns 

• To demonstrate adequate user protection and acceptance 

by pilot test and field test 

• To disseminate the technology acquired to both users 

and industry 

On the basis of these objectives, the program effort was structured into 

four phases:. feasibility assessment, garment development and pilot test, 

field test, and technology transfer. This document reports the results 

obtained from the field test and technology transfer phase. Results of the 

1-1 
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first two phases are documented in the Edgewood Arsnel Special Report 

EB-SR-7500 11 "Lightweight Body Armor for Law Enforcement Officers II 

and The Aerospace Corporation report ATR-75(7906)-1, "Final Report: 

Protective Armor Development Program. II Other reports on the first two 

phases are referenced in Section XII, Bibliography. In addition, a brief 

discussion of the garlnent development work is presented in the following as 

background and for ease of reference. 

It was clearly recognized that the successful development of a new 

armor required the combined effort of many groups in order to provide 

knowledge and special equipment and facilities in many diverse technologies, 

such as physiology and blunt trauma, ballistics, material sciences, anthro

pomet:r;:y and ergonomics, and law enforcement sciences, as well as the art 
i ' 

of we;;".: .. ing with new materials and that of clothing design. As a result, under 

the management of the Advanced Technology Division of NILECJ, The Aero

space Corporation was made responsible for the integration of contributions 

by the following organizations: 

• MITRE Corporation. Preliminary operational requirements 

and supporting operational analyses. 

• National Bureau of Standards (NBS). Specifications, 

standards, test procedures, anthropomorphic data, and 

industry /user guidelines 

• U. S. Army Laboratories (Edgewood Arsenal and Natick) -

Detailed material, ballistic, and medical testing; garment 

development. 

• Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) Lawrence Livermore 

Laboratories. Ballistic 'tests and backface signature 

analysis. 

• Law Enforcement Agencies. Threat definition, test planning, 

test conductors, and garment review and critique. 

• Industry. Material development, consultation, fabric 

weaves, and garment fabrication. 
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In addition to being assigned the program integration taskJ Aerospace 

carried out a number of tasks during both the developrnent and field test 

phases of the program. The Aerospace Materials Science Laboratory pro. 

vided mechanical tests, analyses, and preliminary ballistic tests for the 

selection of the yarn material and fabric weaves. Additionally, test plans 

for both the pilot test and field test were developed. Finally; technical 

direction was provided to the Lawrence Livermore Laboratories,; which was 
./ 

subcontracted to conduct ballis'tic tests and studies of the backface signatures 

of nonpenetratin.g rounds'. 

Prior to the design and development of the garment, a feasibility 

assessment had established the operational requirements for soft body armor, 

in particular, the level of protection, and had identified the most promising 

ballistic material. An analysis of the location of fatal wounds compiled from 

the "FBI Unified Crime Reports II revealed that 51 percent were in the upper 

torso area, compared with 41 percent in the head and neck areas, and 9 per

cent below the waist. Thus, a garment to protect the upper torso was 

indicated. Statistics on assaults against law enforcement officers and on 

confiscated weapolls direc·ted the design to defeat the commOll handgun, i. e. , 

one with energies equal to or less than a .38-caliber, 148-gr ball round at 

900 fps. As shown in Figure 4-6 of Chapter IV, approximately 80 percent 

of all fatalities from handguns during the period 1964 through 1976 were due 

to weapons with energies less than the .38 caliber. Extensive materials 

testing, both mechanical and ballistic, resulted in the selection of Kevlar 29 

as being clearly superior. Indeed, early in the development program, the 

armor industry switched over to the almost exclusive use of Kevlar as the 

protective constituent of garments. This partially achieved a major objective 

of the program; that of technology transfer to industry. It also permitted 

the subsequent field test to include for comparison a wide variety of garnlent 

designs tailored £01" various threat levels higher than that established by the 

threat assessnlent. 
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Early in the development phase, extensive :!:'eseal:'ch was conducted on 

the two roles armor must fulfill, that of defeating penetration and that of 

controlling blunt trauma to the tissue and vital organs of the wearer. Pre

vious armor developments were directed toward defeating penetration and 

were based largely on experimental procedures. The objective of this de

velopment was to combine both analytical and experimental procedures and 

physical and medical research in order to better understand the processes 

involved in protecting the wearer. This required an examination of numerous 

other factors, in addition to the threat, such as shown in Figure 1-1. In 

particulal:', an assessment was made of the interaction among these factors 

in absorbing the kinetic energy and momentum of the bullet and preventing 

penetration and serious medical injury. Medical analysis and tests using 

animals and cadaver organs established the limits of permissible hydrody

namic shock in terms of depres sion factors or measurements of the cavity 

that is formed momentarily behind a nonpenetrating impact. 

THREAT PROTECTION EXTERNAL 

'-. ..:::::~ .--
BALLISTIC r-+ NON - PENETRATING r--+ BODY 

LOADING DYNAMICS LOADING 

• MASS 
• SHAPE 
• MATERIAL 
• VELOCITY 

• MATERIAL (mechanical 
. properties ) 

" WEIGHT (areal densIty) 
" WEAVE (thread co\.llt, 

denier) 
" LAY-UP (No. of plies, 

orientation) 
~ ____________ ~¥ ______________ -JI 

ANAL VTICAL/EMPIRICAL 

" DECELERATION 
TIME 

" DEFORMATION 
(depth, volume) 

• 
EMPIRICAL 

INTERNAL 

BLUNT 
TRAUMA 

• MEDICAL 
ANALYSIS 

Figure 1-1. Factors Involved in Establishing Body Armor Effectiveness 
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This part of the development phase resulted in the specification of 

7-ply Revlar 29, 1000 denier, 31 threads/in. in both warp and fill for pro

tection against the common handgun. Subsequent efforts were devoted to 

the human factors associated with garment design, e. g., form, fit, and 

comfort. The design required was such that the garments would meet the 

following operaii.onal requirements: 

• Be inconspicuous 

• Not hinder the wearer in the p;;:rformance of his duties 

• Be resistant to deterioration and environmental effects 

• Not hinder seli defense by the wearer 

A total of 75 prototype garments designed to meet these requirements 

were fabricated for pilot testing in four cities over a period of six months, 

including the summer months. Several garment types, including undershirts, 

sport jackets, and elements of police uniforms 1 were provided for four law 

enforcement departments for user reaction and wearability assessmentl. 

The purpose of this phase of the program was not only to assess user 

acceptance and to identify any design modifications that user performance 

might dictate, but also to uncover any fabrication problems that might occur 

with the material and designs selected for the garments. On the basis of 

these tests, two s,tyles of undershirts or vests were selected. Although 

similar in construction, one provided complete side protection, while the 

other provided a contoured opening at the sides for added comfort in hot 

weather. 

At this point, the procurement and field test of garment acceptance and 

performance was initiated, which is the subject of the remainder of this 

document. 
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CHAPTER II. TEST PROCEDURES 

A. Planning 

Planning for the Lightweight Body Armor Field Test Program was 

begun early in CY 1974. The initial effort was directed toward establishing 

the test objectives to be accomplished and sizing the test program to meet 

these objectives. Four broad goals were established toward which the 

program was directed: 

• Evaluate acceptability of continuous-wear limited 

protection garments 

.. Evaluate impact of garments on law enforcement 

operations 

• Evaluate garment performance 

• Evaluate cost and ease of manufacture of quality garments 

As sociated with each of the four goals was a set of test objectives 

which, if met, would demonstrate the attainment of the program goals. 

Measurement questions were established which supported the test objectives. 

Questionnaires were then developed which would r\\cord the data required to 

answer the measurement questions. 

In sizing the overall test program, FBI uniform crime reporting data 

on officers killed or wounded were used to estim@'te l2tatistically the proba

bility of an officer being wounded in the protected torso area by a common 

handgun (defined as having ballistic characteristics between the ~ 22 caliber 

firing a 40 - gr bullet at 1000 fps and the . 38 caliber fh"'-1ng a 158-gr bullet at 

800 fps). From the national statistics for 1971 and 1972, estimates were 

made of the probability of an officer being protected by the garment versus'" 

the total man years of garment wear (Figure 2-1). 
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Figure 2-1. Probability of Torso Area Injuries as Function 
of Garment Wear 

Figure 2- i indicates that, with 5000 man years of garment wear, there 

is a 90 percent probability that four or more incidents of handgun injuries in 

the torso area will be less serious if the officers are protected. Since 

national average data were used in the analysis, the as sault information is 

an average of that from all reporting agencies. By selecting cities with high 

assault rates and deploying the available garments in high-risk areas within 

these cities, the maximum protection advantage was tJrovided. 

It was foUnd that the performance goal determined the scope of the 

program. The remaining goals and objectives could be met with fewer re

sponses; hence, the loss of data as a result of officer aversion to paper work 

would not represent as serious a problem. 

As in all test programs, there is a tradeoff between the optimum 

program and costs. In the data collection effort, consideration was given to 
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on-site program representaHves rather than test conductors provided by 

the departments. The on-site representatives may have yielded a more 

complete da.ta set but would have represen.ted a significant cost impact. 

It was felt that department test. conductors would be mor'e readily accepted 

by the participating officers and would provide a decided cost advantage. 

Since some loss of data was acceptable, this approach was selected and, 

for this particula-r program, was satisfactory. 

With the selection of candidate cities and their agreement to partici

pate in the program, detailed planning for the distribution of garments was 

undertaken. The requirement was to place a statistically significant num

ber of garments in each of the police functional activities. to make the 

activity distribution representative of the risk as reflected in assault data, 

and to provide maximum benefit by providing garments to officers in the 

high-risk areas of the cities. In conjunction with the test conductors in 

each participating city, data on officer assaults were reviewed, and the 

distribution of garments was- developed and negotiated. Tables 2-1 and 2-2 

show the distribution of the garments. 

A/training program, including a training film, was planned for the 

participating officers to identify the capabilities and limitations of the gar..:. 

ments and to provide instructions in the wear and maintenance of the 

garments. In addition, a disclosure statement was prepated which further 

defined the capabilities of the gs.rment3, which the officer was. required to 

sign upon receipt of his or her garment. 

As part of the implementation of the program, a test plan was pre

pared and provided to each of the departments. 1 This plan provided the 

guidelines for the conduct of the program, the data collection, and the data 

processing and evaluat,~~?n e£forh. A memorandu~ of understanding was 
'/' ,~ 

executed between each participating department and The Aerospace 

C?rporation which outlined the roles and responsibilities of each organiza-
" ~\ ," " 

tio:h. These documents also estab~i,hed the requirement for 'a single point 

of contact within each of the two or'ganizations. 
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Table 2-1. Basic Undergarment Distribution Summary 

Participating Units and No. of Garments Distributed 

Albuquerque, N. Mex. 

Patrol (Sector 1) 
Special Operations 
Inve stigations 

Atlanta, Ga. 

Morning Watch - 5 Zones 
Anti-Burglary 
High Crime Foot Patrol 

Bh'minghatn, Ala. 

Central Precinct (Patrol) 
Vice Bureau 
Major Felony 

Detroit, Mich. 

14th Precinct (Patrol) 
Tactical Mobile Unit 

Miami, Fla. 

Patrol 
Walking Detail 
Burglary 
RobbJ»ry 
Narcotics and Vice 

Newark, N.J.' 

Patrol (North and East) 
Tactical Force 
Tactical Anticrime 
Detective 
Traffic 

New Orleans, La. 

District 6 Patrol 
Urban Squads 
Special Investigations 
Special Operations 
Criminal Investigations 
1'raffic . 

60 
30 
30 

120 

127 
44 
51 

222 

144 
13 
11 

168 

220 
126 

346 

200 
25 

5 
5 

10 

245 

200 
50 
55 
10 
50 

365 

86 
60 
12 
40 
50 
40 

288 
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Philadelphia, Pa. 

Stakeout 
Highway Patrol 
Narcotics 
Subway Detail 

Portland, Oreg. 

East Precinct 
North Precinct 

Richmond, Va. 

Office of the Chief 
Operations 

St. Louis, Mo. 

Mobile Reserve 
Traffic Safety 
Felony Squad 

St. Paul, Minn. 

Law Enfor cement Aid Unit 
Platoons (2,4,7) Zone 2 
Detectives 
K-9 

Seattle, Wash. 

Central Precinct 
Special Enforcement 
Motor Cycles 
Tactical Operations 

Tampa, Fla. 

Division 1 
Division 2 

Tucson, Ariz. 

Precincts 1 and 2 
Narcotics 
Tactical Unit 

100 
80 
60 

100 

340 

147 
104 

251 

10 
490 

500 

80 
70 
50 

200 

113 
40 

7 
5 

Tb'5 

288 
14 
30 
23 

355 

150 
150 

300 

110 
22 

8 

140 



Table 2-2. other Garment Distribution Summary 

City Women's Integrated Commercial 
Garments Garments Garments 

Albuquerque 4 110 

Atlanta 10 

Birmingham 8 
Detroit 14 50 128 

Miami 5 

Newark - 50 77 

New Orleans 5 132 

Philadelphia 5 

Portland 7 

Richmond 7 100 

St. Louis 6 

St. Paul 1 50 

Seattle 9 50 98 
Tampa 8 96 
Tucson 10 50 26 
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A medical plan was prepared in which local trauma specialists were 

identified in each participating city to act as consultants to the police 

departments and attending physician(s), if requested. Also, a team of 

medical experts was on 24-hour call at Edgewood Arsenal to respond on site 

in the event of an incident involving a participating officer. A medical 

protocol was also established and provided to the test conductors and the 

local tl"auma surgeons. 

The test program was officially initiated during the "First Medical

Technical Symposium., II which was held in Washington, D. C., on 

Novembel" 20, 1975. The test program was scheduled to be approximately 

one year in duration. 

B. Questionnaires 

Data gathering instruments were developed during the preliminary 

test planning effort which would meet the following three goals of the field 

evaluation: 

.~ Evaluate the acceptability of continuous -wear limited 

protection garments 

• Evaluate the impact of garments on law enforcement 

operations 

• Evaluate garment performance 

Five questionnaires were dev~loped for this purpose and were identified as 

the Garment Wearer Pre-Test Interview Questionnaire (WPT), Non- Wearer 

Pre-Test Interview Questionnaire (NWPT), Garment Wearer Monthly Data 

Questionnaire (WMD), Garment Wearer Post-Test Interview Questionnaire 

(WAT), and Non-Wearer Post-Test Interview Questionnaire (NWAT). These 

questionnaires are reproduced in Appendix A, Volume III, of this report. 

One method of determining what effect the garments had on the officers 

was to compare the responses of those who wore the garments with the 

responses of officers who experienced the same conditions but did not wear 

the garments. In this stuLl, those who wore the garment are said to belong 

to the test group, and those who did not belong to the control group. 

[ \ 
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The WPT and NWPT questionnaires were submitted by the test and 

control groups, respectively, at the time the garments were issued. The 

purpose of these questionnaires was to provide a data base on the attitudinal 

and situational characte:-:-~stics of these two groups. This was necessary 

so that differences between the two groups could be accounted for when 

evaluating the attitude changes which occurred over the test period a.nd so 

that the correlation of attitude factors with garment acceptance could be 

determined. 

The WMD questionnaire was administered on a monthly basis to the 

test group only. The purpose bf these qUestionnaires were to assess the 

frequency by which the garments were worn, the problems the officers 

encountered with the garments, and the officers 1 attitudes toward them. 

The WAT and NWAT questionnaires were administered to the test 

and control groups, respectively, at the completion of the 12-month field 

test. These questionnaires were designed to detect, by comparison with the 

WPT and NWPT questionnaire responses, attitudinal changes which occurred 

over the test period and to help assess the acceptability of the garments. 

C. Analysis Philosophy 

In the Body Armor Field Evaluation Program, the system being 

evaluated comprises the garment which is resistant to penetration by a 

ballistic projectile, the officer wearing the garment. the total environment 

within which the office1' is operating. including numerous ancillary factors 

which affect the officer's attitude and acceptance of protective garments. 

Many of these factors can neither be controlled nor measured in an absolute 

sense; as a consequence, the test becomes quasi-experimental, and the data 

become more subjective in terms of experimental :responses. This imposes 

more stringent requirements On the design of the data gathering instruments, 

increased judgment when reviewing the data for completeness and adequacy 

of responses, and a greater reliance on sophisticated statistical tools for 

data manipulation and analysis. 
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The distr.ibution and collection of the questionnaires was accomplished 

through the assignment of a test conductor in each police department, who 

coordinated the questionnaire distribution and collection in his city. Each 

test conductor sent the questionnaires to The Aerospace Corporation, which 

then forwarded them to the Laboratory for Statistical and Policy Research 

(LSPR). The LSPR visually validated the questionnaire responses for 

correctness and completeness and then converted the questionnaire data into 

a machine-readable format so that the necessary analysis could be 

performed. 

The two general procedures of statistical inference are the estimation 

of distributional parameters and the testing of null hypotheses. An example 

of parameter estimation is the calculation of the average time a specific 

style of garment is worn during the test period. This average would be a 

point estimate of the garment's wear potential. In addition to estimating 

the amount a specific garment type is worn, it is also important to deter

mine if the value of that parameter for one garment type is actually different 

from the average for another type. Here, the individual estimates for the 

two types, when taken alone, do not answer the question. The two estimates 

may be different, but that difference could be caused by random chance 

instead of any real difference in the two parameter values. In this situation, 

it is appropriate to consider a test of the hypothesis that the parameter 

values are the same for both types. Appropriate statistical m.ethods exist 

for testing this hypothesis, called the null hypothesis, in the sense that the 

method indicates that the hypothesis should either be accepted or rejected. 

If the null hypothesis is accepted, it is said that the two parameters are 

equal and that any observed differences are due to random choice. If the 

null hypothesis is rejected, it follows that the two parameters are signifi

cantly different. 

The general procedure of analysis to be employed is deterrnined from 

the goals and objectives of the test program. For example, if an objective 

was to determine if an officer I s attitude had changed between the start and 
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the end of the field evaluation, then a hypothesis testing procedure is 

called for. 

Within these two general procedures, many specific methods of 

analysis are employed. The proper method is dictated by the nature of the 

data available for analysis and, in particular I the assumptions that can be 

made correctly about the distribution of the data. The number of questions 

that may be asked are unlimited; however t the types of questions that can 

be answered with statistical validity are limited to questions about certain 

parametric and nonparametric factors. These statistical methods must be 

used with ca.re in order to preclude erroneous findings or conclusions. 

Wrong assumptions about the data cha.racteristics (such as normality and 

independence of distribution of given measured attitudes) can lead to a 

worthless analysis. Most statistical methods are further limited by the 

sizes and types of samples available. Gen.erally~ questions that may be 

answered with statistical validity are related to parameter s of the following 

types: 

• Means (average) 

•. Variances (variation) 

• Moments (higher order variations) 

tI Skewness (asymmetry) 

• Covariances 

• Correlation (lineal' relationship) 

• Independence 

• Same population (similarity) 

• Trends (with time, location, etc.) 

• Proportions 

• Grouping 

• Clustering 

• Factor (inter correlation) 

• Ranks 

• Differences 
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Before prc.~ceed5ng with the details of the statistical tests employed, 

it is useful to categorize statistical tests generally and to present some 

examples of their appropriate applications. The two general categories of 

tests are parametric and nonparametric. 

A parametric test is one that makes use of a model based on an 

assumed distribution of the population being tested and one that most often 

also makes assumptions about the parameters of the population. A some

what familiar example is the much used t-test, which is used to test whether 

two samples have the same mean. The assumptions made are that both 

samples are from normally distributed populations and that the two samples 

have the same variance (dispersion). If the assumptions fail, then the 

conclusions reached through the parametric test are invalid. In conducting 

tests in a relatively unknown environment, the conclusions based on 

parametric tests must be viewed with restraint until it can be demonstrated 

that the assumptions required for their use are satisfied. 

In contrast are the nonparametric tests, which are also called 

distribution-free tests. These tests do not require assumptions regarding 

the population probability distributions and are, therefore, applicable in 

any situation where the sample values are independent, a fundamental 

requirement for statistical inference from sample da.ta. 

In situations where the parametric assumptions are known to hold 

exactly, the parametric tests are more powerful and more efficient 

(requiring less data) than the corresponding nonparametric tests because 

they take advantage of the distributional shape. However, if the assump

tions are not satisfied, the question of comparative efficiency is irrelevant 

as only the nonparametric tests yield accurate estimates in that instance. 

The following are examples of parametric tests: 

• The chi- square test for variance, the Student's 

t-test for means 

• The F-test for variance ratios 

• The estimation of the Poisson and binomial parameters 
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The following ere examples of nonparametric tests: 

• Kendall's test for correlation 

., The Mann-Kendall test for trend 

• Tolerance intervals based on order statistics 

• Rank correlation 

• Median tests 

• Distribution-free contingency tests. 

Descriptions of the principal statistical methods employed in the 

analysis of the pretest, posttest, and monthly questionnaire data follow. 

1. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov one-sample test. The Kolmogorov-

Smirnov one-sample test is a test of goodness of fit. This test is useful when 

it is desired to check the agreement between the distribution of an elnpirical 

distribution and some specified theoretical distribution. For example, the 

most cornmonly used statistical tests, such as t-tests, Z-tests, and F-tests, 

assume normality, independent observations with equal variances. That is, 

the assumption is that the sample param.eter values are from a population 

having values distributed according to 

1 2 
f (z) = p (z) = z.rr exp ( - Z /2 ) .co < z < co (2-1 ) 

If such an assumption is wrong, conclusions based on the above tests and 

assumptions are at best questionable. The K-s test can be used to deter

mine the reasonableness of assumptions about any underlying theoretical 

distribution. 

The method involves the cumulative frequency distribution, 

which for the Gaussian (normal) density function f(z), is given by 

1 1 2 
F(z) = P (z > zQl) = r:;:: exp( - Z /2) dz 

zc/ v 21T 
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For example, consider a test to determine if an observed cumulative 

frequency distribution SN(x) is normally distributed. SN(x) is obtained from 

a sample of N observations for which 

(2-3) 

where x is any possible value and k is the number of observations equal to 

or less than x. 

The null hypothesis HO is that the sample has been drawn from 

a population having the specified theoretical distribution F O(x). Therefore, 

it is expected that the difference between S(x) and F O(x) should be close for 

all values of x. Specifically, the difference should be within the limits of 

random errors if HO is true. 

The Kolmolgorov-Smirnov test is a test on the largest difference 

between F O(x) and S(x) and is defined as 

(2-4) 

Dn is completely distribution-free when HO holds. When Sn(x) and F O(x) are 

plotted as ordinates against x as abscissa, D . is simply the largest vertical 
n 

difference between them. For examph~; i£ a sample distribution is tested 

for the Gaussian (normality) assumption and D is found to be 0.175, the 
n 

probability is 0.94 that the sample came from a normal distribution. 

2. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample test. The Kolmogorov-

Smi:rnov two-sample test is similar to the one-sample test. It is a test to 

determine whether two "indepen.dent" samples are from the same population. 

Since all the participants are police officers, "independent" is used in the 

sense that a sample "groupl' (such as a. department) is a separate entity. 

The two-tailed test is sensitive to most differences such as location {central 

tendency), dispersion, or skewness. The one-tailed test is used to determine 
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whether the values of the population from which one sample was drawn are 

'''''~ochastically larger (or smaller) than values from the other population. 

The general hypotheses are as follows: 

HO: The two groups a.re from populations with the 

same distribution. 

Hi: The two groups are from different distributions 

(two-tailed) 

Hi: Group i is from a distribution having values 

stochastically larger than Group 2. Another 

alternative is that the opposite is true. ' 

When the sample sizes are larger than 40, tables may be used 

which do not require that the samples n i and n2 be equal. The value of D , max 
may be computed from the sample sizes by 

D = Ka max 
(2-5) 

where Ka is a constant, dependent upon the desired confidence level. If the 
-'-observed value of D'" given by 

D~:~ = Sup Is (X) - s (X) I (2-6) 
x n i n 2 

equals or exceeds the value computed above using the sample sizes, HO is 

rejected at the corresponding level of confidence. 

3. Chi-square test for two independent samples. Pearson1s chi-

square test is used to test independence oetween two variables. It does not 

measure the degree of as sociation. The test is only el.n indicator of the 

pt'obability that an observed distribution by chance alone is different from a.n 

independent sannple statisticatly drawn from the true distribution. The test 

is generally used to test the relative frequency with which members of two 
\'::' 
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or more groups fall into various categories. The general hypotheses may 

be stated as follows: 

HO: There is no difference in the assault rate of officers 

in the age groups of 20 to 30 and 30 to 40 

Hi: There is a difference. 

To test the hypothesis, the number of cases in both categories 

are counted, tabulated using a table, and compared using the equation given 

by 

where 

0 .. 
lJ 

E .. 
1J 

r k 

cp2 = L L 
i=1 j =1 

2 
(0 .. - E .. ) 

1.1 . 1J 
E .. 

1J 

= the observed number of cases in the ith row 

d .th 1 an J co umn 

= the expected number under HO that wO';lld be 

categorized in the ith row and j th column. 

(2-7) 

The values of cp2 are distributed approximately as chi-square with degrees 

of freedom equal to (r - 1) (k - 1). For a specified, sample size having the 

compt::fi"-1 degrees of freedom df for a given confidence level, if the computed 

value of fIJ,z exceeds the x 2 value given in table, HO is rejected at that level. 

The assumptions are as follows: (1) the samples are indepen-

* * dent; (2) the expected frequencies are> 5 ; and (3) the sample size is > 20. 

4. Nonparametric correlation analysis (Spearman's r s and 

Kendall's tau). Both techniques produce standardized coefficients based on 

the amount of agreement between two sets of ordinal rankings. The methods 

may be used for different types of data composition. For example, 

Spearman's method is usually preferred when two sets of data include a 

!:~ 
Otherwise, Fisher's exact test must be used. 
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number of ties in ranking. Spearman's l' method yields a closer 
s 

approximation to product-moment correlation (Pearson's) coefficients when 

the data are more or less continuous. Kendall's coefficients are somewhat 

more meaningful when the data contain a large number of tied ranks. The 

details of Spearman's method, only, are described. 

The equation for comput:i.!'.g Spearman 1 s corr elation coefficient 

is given by . 

r s 

N 

6 2: d~ 
= 1 _ i=1 

N3 _ N 
(2-8) 

where N is the number of observations and d. is the difference between two 
1 

sets of scores" 

A correction for tied ranks may be made using the following 

equation: 

N 
T + T - '" d~ 

x Y ~1 1 
1= 

r s = ---:2:-:(=T-T=-"'"')~1 j;;;"2=-
x y 

where T or T is defined by x y 

N(N2 _ 1) -:DR (R 2 - 1) 
12 

(2-9) 

where R is the number of ties at a given rank for x or y, respectively. The 

significance of r can be determined by comparing the quantity l' [(N - 2) / 

(1 - r
2

)J1 /
2 

with :he Student's t-distribution with N-2 degrees of f~~edom. s 
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5. Simple and multiple regression models. The correlation 

coefficient or normalized simple regres sion coefficient is a measure of the 

linear relationship between an independent variable and a dependent variable. 

Multiple regression is a method that provides a linear relationship between 

a set of independent variables and a number of dependent variables while 

also considering thei~terrelationships among the independent variables. 

This method provides a means to maximize the correlation, which subse

quently may be used to predict the values of the dependent variables. 

The "linear" model is linear in the parameters only. The 

"order" of the model is defined to be equal to ~he highest power of the inde

pendent variable. For example, 

2 
Y = ~ 0 + B 1 x + B 2x + e (2-10) 

if of second order but linear in the Bls. A simple model that may be used 

as an example for parameter estimates is 

A 
Y = b o + b 1x (2-11) 

where y is the predicted value of y for a given x. 

The sum of the square of deviations from a true line are given 

by 

N N 

S = L e~ 
i=1 1 

=L 
i=1 

(2-12) 

The estimates b O and b i can be determined by differentiating with respect 

to BO and then Bi and setting the results equal to zero which gives 
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(2.",13) 

and 

N 

as " a-B = -2. LJ x. (y. - BO - B 1x.) 
1 i=1 1 1 1 

(2.-14) 

from which the normal equations, with substitutions (b O' b 1) for (BO' B 1) 

are defined as 

(2.-15) 

and 

(2.-16) 

Solving for b
1 

and b
O 

gh;es 

~(x. - X) (y. - y) 
1 1 b 1 = --"'-------"'-::::--
~ (x. _ X)2. 

1 

(2-17) 

and 

(2-18) 
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From. which the approximate y. values, given x., may be determined 
1 1 

and plotted, 

6. Kruskal- Wallis one-way analysis of variance. The Kruskal-

Wallis test is an extension of the Mann-Whitney test and provides an alterna

tive to the parametric F-test (one-way analysis of variance). The general 

hypotheses are based on medians as follows: 

HO: The medians of the K populations are equal. 

Hi: At least one of the populations has a median 

different from the others. 

The procedure is as follows: (1) Combine all scores for all K 

samples' ap.d rank in a single series; (2) replace scores by ranks of 1-to-N 

for lowest to highest score, respectively; (3) tabulate the ranks for each 

s ample and sum; and (4) the H- statistic is calculated as 

where 

12 k 
H = N (N + 1) L: 

j=1 

• 
K = number of samples 

R~ 
-L + (N + 1) n. 

J 

nj :: number of cases in the j sample 

N = rink total number of cases for all samples 

R j :: sum of ranks in jth sample 

(2-19) 

Under H O' the H statistic is distributed as X
2 

with K - 1 degrees of freedom 

if n. > 5; otherwise, n.'s must be lumped to total>5. 
J J 

The assumptions are as follows: (1) All samples are random 

from their respective populations; (2) there is independence within samples 

and among individual examples; (3) all random variables are continuous; and 

(4) the measurement scale is at least ordinal. 
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In this study the unit of analysis to which these tests were 

applied was the city by garment type by shift by month. That is, the mean 

value of the responses to a particular variable for all officers in a particu

lar city by garment type by shift by month was us ed as the unit of analysis. 

There were 15 cities, 14 garment types, 3 shifts (before 0800 hours; 0800 

to 1600 hours, and 1601 to 2400 hours) and 12 chronological months yielding 

a maximum of 15 X 14 X 3 X 12 or 7650 units of analysis. All analyses 

were performed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) 

computer system of statistical subroutines, which includes among others 

those methods previously described. 

D. Site Sele ction 

For determination of the locations into which the test garnlents would 

be placed, the primary consideration was to provide maximum protection 

benefit to the law enforcement community. Additional requirements were 

representative geographical distribution, adequate trauma treatment 

facilities, and a recognized local tr.auma surgeon. 

A review of the assault statistics on law enforcement personnel pro

vided in the "Federal Bureau of Investigation Uniform Crime Report" indi

cated the highest officer assault rate occurred in the cities with populations 

of over 250,000 (these are identified by the FBI as Group I cities). A 

request was made to the Uniform Crime Reports Section to provide assaults 

with injuries data on law enforcement personnel for CY 1971 and 1972 for 

all Group I cities. The assault data were to refl~ct only officer injuries 

which resulted from the use of firearms and cutting weapons. The tnember ... ~ 

ship roster for the International Associatior: for the Surgery of Trauma was 

obtained, and possible participating surgeons were identified. Table 2-3 

shows the assault rate data and identifies whether local trauma surgeons ,/ 

were available in the highest assault rate cities. The 15 cities with the 

highest assault rate and regirtered trauma surgeons were selected and 

approached to participateip.Ahe program. Detroit was added as a result of 

a direct request from the Chief of Police tOe the LEAA. 
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Table 2-3. Police Assault Statistics - Assaults with Injury per 100 Officers 

I CITY FIREARMS AND CUTTING WEAPONS FIREARMS ONL Y 
1971 1972 1971 1972 

MIAMI 3.92 2. 73 3.22 1.09 
OAKLAND 2.34 - 1. 52 -
JACKSONVILLE 1. 91 - 0.96 -
AUSTIN 1. 91 - 1. 27 -
WICHITA 0 1. 88 0 1. 17 
NEW ORLEANS 0.70, 1. 90 O. 70 0.96 
ATLANTA 1.29 1. 53 G.69 0.89 
ST LOUIS 1.39 0.49 0.94 . 0.49 
RICHMOND 1. 13 1.24 0.57 0.18 
BIRMINGHAM 1.22 0 O. 70 0 
PHILADELPHIA 1.10 0.34 O. 12 0.07 
EL PASO 1.07 0 0.86 0 
ALBUQUERQUE 1.06 - 0.80 -
TAMPA 1.06 0.18 0.18 0.18 
TUCSON 1.04 0.23 1.04 0 
NEWARK 1. 03 0.61 0.27 0.55 
SEATTLE 0.50 1. 02 0.42 0.60 
AKRON 0.38 0;99 0.19 0.99 
PORTLAND 0.14 0.97 0 0.41 
ST PAUL 

( GROUP I AVG = 0.85 \ 
0.20 0.86 0 O. 17 

DENVER 0.63 u.ai:: u. ,!;) U.Ql 

BALTIMORE 0.47 O. n 0.26 0.31 
MEMPHIS 0.38 O. 75 O. 19 0.19 
MINNEAPOLIS 0.50 O. 73 0 O. 73 
CLEVELAND 0.52 0.52 0.35 0.43 
HOUSTON 0.63 - 0.43 

( NATIONAL AVy = 0.47; 

REGISTERED 
TRAUMA 

SURGEONS 

1/ 

'" 
1/ 
1/ 
1/ 
1/ 
1/ 
t/ 

V 
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1/ 
1/ 
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Each of the seiected cities was contacted, and a briefing was 

presented outlining the proposed test program. At the conclusion of the 

briefing, each was asked to participate in the program and to provide 

additional detailed data. All the cities which were contacted agreed to 

participate and provide data, except Oakland, California, which declined on 

the basis that they were already planning to purchase armOr for all their 

officers. 

Figure 2-2 show8 the geographic distribution of the candidate cities. 

This distribution provi~ed good climatic variations representative of most 

of the continental United States. 

E. Garment Selection 

The development program demonstrated that 7-ply 1000-denier Kevlal' 

would protect against the design threat of common handguns firing projec..; 

tiles with ballistic characteristics between the. 22-caliber, 40-gr round-

nose lead bullet at 1000 ips or less and the. 38-caliber, 158-gr round-nose lead 

ST. PAUL. 

ST. LOUIS" 

ALBUQUERQUE • ATt.:NTA 
BIRMINGHAM • 

Figure 2-2. Geographical Distribution of Participating Cities 
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bullet at 800 fps or less. The baseline test garment, therefore, used 

7-ply fabric armor as a minimum. 

The development program, including the preliminary wearability test 

results, indicated the undergarment or undervest was the preferred con

figuration for a flexible continuous-wear apparel. The so-called integrated 

garment.s were limited in that they were generally seasonal-wear garments 

and for the most part front opening. Although they were well-received by 

the departments which reviewed them and by the officers who evaluated 

them/ the wearing limitations and subsequent loss of protection during the 

nonwear months limited their utility to special purpose wear considerations, 

only. 

The undergarment design underwent a number of changes as the 

developnlent program progressed. The final preferred design provided full 

wraparound upper torso coverage. An alternate to this design provided for 

a slight gap at each side as a possible partial solution to the heat retention 

problem. The two styles selected were designated Style I and Style II, 

respectively, and are shown in Figure 2- 3. Three tho\;lsand seven hundred 

of the two styles in "I-ply construction were provided in the program (1850 

in each of the two styles). In addition, 300 Style II garments with 10-ply 

Kevlar were provided to assess the wearability difference associated with 

the added number of plies. 

Two hundred fifty integrated uniform jackets were provided, pri

marily, to assess their wearability and to demonstrate fabrication methods. 

One hundred fifty garments were short cloth jackets; 50 were reefer-coat 

construction; and 50 were leather jackets. All integrated garments con

tained 7-ply 1000-denier Kevlar. 

One hundred garments designed specifically to fit female officers were 

provided in the program. The garments for the woman officers were equally 

distributed between 7-ply and 10-ply construction. These garments incor

porated seams with demonstrated ballistic integrity in the bust area to 

improve the fit. 
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Style I Style II 

Figure 2.-3. Style I and Style II Garments 

In addition to the garments specifically constructed for the program, 

cOlnlnercially available garn"'lents were purchased and tested. These gar

ments were used primarily for wear ability comparison testing. Two hundred 

of each of four types of garments were purchased. The comm.erdal gar

ments represented the equivalent of approximately 12-, 14-, 18-, and 24-ply 

Kevlar and were designated Styles A, B, C; and D, respectively. 

The 12-ply commercial garment (Style A) was full wraparound con

struction with separate carrier and front and rear ballistic inserts. The 

inserts were f2-ply scoured (not Zepel-D treated) 1000-denier Kevlar in a 

water-resistant cover. This garment provides protection against penetration 

of most of the high-velocity. 38-caliber rounds and the. 45-caliber automa.tic 

round. 
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The i4-ply commercial garment (Style B) consisted of front and rear 

panel protection. The construction was a carrier with removable inserts. 

Ballistic fabric layup consisted of both untreated Kevlar and impregnated 

Kevlar, contained in a waterproof cover. This garment was advertised to 

provide nonpenetration protection against most. 357-magnum and 9-mm 

projectiles. 

The i6-ply equivalent commercial garment (Style C) had front and 

rear panel protection. Two garment types were provided by the manufac

turer. The first consisted of 8-ply Kevlar and 8-ply ballistic nylon. The 

outer ballistic nylon plies formed the cover. Advertised protection was for 

nonpenetration of most. 357-magnum projectiles. The second version 

consisted of i6- to i8-ply Kevlar. No impregnated fabric was used, and 

penetration protection was advertised to include most 9-mm and most 

. 357-magnum projectiles. 

The final commercial garment (Style D) was 2.4-ply equivalent Kevlar. 

Construction details on this garment were proprietary. The garment was 

advertised to protect against ballistic impacts of most projectiles from the 

. 44-magnum handgun. 

Table 2.-4 surnmarizes the various garments used in the test program. 

F. PrOcurement 

A relatively large number of procurement actions are required to 

support the lightweight body armor te st programs. The maj ority of the 

procurements involved the purchase of Kevlar fabric and the fabrication of 

garments. The sel'vices of a data processing and evaluation contractor 

were also subcontracted. 

The single most expensive procurement was for the weaving of the 

Kevlar fabric which was used in fabricating the test armor. The woven 

material, with Zepel-Dtreatment, was purchased in accordance with an 

Aerospace-developed specification. 2. The subcontract was let on the basis 

of an advertised competitive low-bid award. During quality control 

ballistic testing, it was noted that the fabric indicated a reduced penetration 

2.-2.4 
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Table 2.-4. Test Garments 

App·:oximatc 
Designation Description Quan,tity Equivalent 

Plies 

LEAA Style I Full wraparound 1850 7 

LEA A Style II Contoured wraparound 1.850 7 

LEAA Style II Contoured wraparound 300 10 

Women's Full wraparound 50 7 
50 10 

Integrated 1 Seattle North Slope jack~.'t 50 7 

Integrated 2 St. Paul mackinaw 50 7 

Integrated 3 TUcson jacket 50 7 

Integrated 4 Detroit reefer coat 50 7 

Integrated 5 Newark leather jacket 50 7 

Style A Commercial full wraparound 200 12 

Style B Commercial front and rear 2.00 14 
panels 

Style C Commercial front and rear 200 18 
panels 

Style D Commercial front and rear 200 24 
panels 
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resistance when compared to the fabric used in the development testing. 

An investigation revealed that the new fabric was being woven froITl a 

different merge of Kevlar yarn provided by DuPont. The new ITlerge caused 

problems in the weaving operation, and the resultant fabric demonstrated 

reduced tensile strength and ballistic resistance. Investigations by DuPont, 

.the weaver, and Aerospace resulted in changes to the manufacturing methods 

used by DuPont and improvements in the weaving operations which resulted 

in an acceptable fabric. The new fabric had iITlproved ballistic resistance 

when compared to the development fabric although the tensile performance 

was still slightly degraded. 

The original purchase order, as amended, was for 23, 000 yards of 

material. As experience was gained in fabricating the garments, the 

purchase order was modified to reduce the total to 17,500 yards of fabric. 

The LEAA Style I and Style II garments were also purchased on the 

basis of an advertised competitive low-bid award. Under this subcontract, 

4000 garments were fabricated. The Aerospace Corporation was respon

sible for providing ballistic material woven to the approved specification. 

The subcontract was responsible for providing the goods and services to 

fabricate the two styles of garments in accordance with the garment specifi

cation3 provided as part of the request for proposals. Patterns, size 

schedules, and serial numbering requirements were provided to the 

subcontractor. 

The purchase of the commercial garments was accomplished by direct 

p'.l.rchase order. In this case, the available commercial garments were 

reviewed in terms of construction and style to best fit the cOITlparative 

'.. wearability requirements. A recommended list of garments was submitted 

to the Government Program Manager for review and approval. Purchase 

orders were issued to the selected ve.udors. These garments were off-the

shelf items with the vendor supplying materials and design. 

For the integrated uniform jackets and coaf;s, the overriding require

ment was that they be identical in external appearance to the department

issued garments. Five cities were selected to perform wearability testing 
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,on the integrated jackets, and the suppliers of the issue jackets were 

identified. Each supplier was contacted to determine his interest in con

struCting ballistic resistant models of the issue jacket by installing liners 

of 7-ply Kevlar in the standarq. jacket. Design flexibility was allowed each 

of the manufacturers to optimize the installation ahd to provi<ie coverage in 

the front opening area. The first articles were requj-t"ed for Aerospace 

review and approval prior to fabrication of the 50 deliverable items. Bids 

were subm:ittedby the manufacturers and purchas~ orders issued for gar .. ' 

:rnent fabrication. The Aerospace Corporation provided the specification 

ballistic fabric (Kevlar); and the subcontractor provided the goods and 

services to manufacture the items. 

The women's protective undergarments were purchased by limited 

competitive, procurement actions. Sarnples of comnlercial women's protec

tive garments were reviewed for design, fabrication, ;and styling considera

tions. ' Two manufacturers had styles which were acceptable to the program 

req.uirements~ Both vendors were request~d to submit bids on 100 garments 

of which 50 were to be iO-ply and 50 were to be 7-ply Reviar. The contra:ht 

was awarded to the low bidder. The Aerospace Corporation provided the 

, specification Revlar material, and the subcontractor provided the goods 

, 'and services to complete the fabrication. 

.' ~ , , 

The final major procurement was for the services of a data process~ 

. ing and evaluation subcontractor., The primary reason for the decision,to 

subcontract this effort was the expected volume of the data to be received 

and the need for sociological and psychological interpretation of the data. 

resulte. A statement of work was prepared which included the Aerospace 

"test'planas a key techn~calex:hibit. Proposals were received, and a 

, subcontract was awarded to the low bidder. The contract performance 

peridd was appro.:ldmately nine 'and one-half months • . " 

~: ' 
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CHAPTER III. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

A. Garment Acceptabilit¥ 

The purpos e of the results reported in: this section is to determine the 

degree to which the garments are acceptable by the individual officer. The 

two principal objectives were to evaluate the officers' attitudes toward the 

garment and the extent to which the garment was used. 

1. Officer attitudes. The three attitudinal questions which were asked 

concerning how individual officers felt toward the protective garments were:-' 

• Do the garments ai£ord an adequate level of protection? 

• How does the oi£icer feel while wearing the garment while 

interacting with the public? 

• How does the officer feel toward his peers while wearing the 

vest? 

a. Level of protection. The officers were asked to respond in 

terms of the level of protection they would find adequate for a continuous-wear 

garment, and they were asked to indicate this acceptable level of protection 

in terms of the pretest and posttest Question 31: 

31. From the following list indicate what you 
feel is an acceptable level of protection 
for a continuous wear garment on your 
normal street duty assignment? 

Protection Thickness Weight 
Level (ins.) {lbs.} 

1)_None 
2)_ .38 special 1/8 1.5 
3)_.46 auto 3/16 2.0 
4)_ .357 mag 1/4 3.0 
5)_ .9 mm auto 5/16 3.5 
6)_.41 mag 3/8 4.0 
7)_.44 mag 1/2 4.5 
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The diatri.bution of responses to this item aggregated by the pretest, posttest, 

and paNic'ipation groups is shown in Table 3-1. Figures 3-1 and 3-2 indicate, 

grapllically, the proportion of officers wi.th complete test data who responded 

in t(\l'ms of the categories above. 

'rabl(~ 3 ... 1. Tho Distribution of Acceptable Level of Protection for 
Continuous- Weal' Garments Aggregated by Type of 
Instrument and Participant Group 

Within Grou:> Percentage 

Instrument Pretest Posttest 

l?al"ti.cipant Croup Test Control Test Control 

Number of Subjects 4037 533 2933 364 

H,e9ponso Category 

None 1.0 7.9 3.4 9. 6 

.38 Special 25.6 15.0 24.7 15. 1 

.45 Automatic 12.8 8. 1 15.2 9. 1 

.357 Magnum 27.0 23.2 19.8 17.6 

9 mm Antomatic 18. 1 14.3 21. 4 18.4 

.41 Magnum 1.1 2.6 1.5 2. 5 

.44 Magnum 9.4 20.7 9.0 19.8 

Missing 5. 1 8.3 4.9 8.0 

Most of the officers would find a garment adequate if the 

garuH.mt was effective against a projectile equivalent to a .357 magnum or 

loss. About 28 percent of the officers indicated that an adequate garment 

would pl'otect them from the impact of a .38 special. Less than 10 percent 

o£ the ()ificors felt that no protective apparel was neces sary. 

The pretest data set COlltained the responses of 4570 officers 

(4037 t(>st g:r:oup and 533 control group). Of these, only 2722 officers had 

l,'cspondcd to this question on both the pretest and the posttest. A comparison 

waG then made of the responses of officers who submitted only pretest 
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information with officers who submitted complete information. The responseS 

of the officers to this item as contained on the pretest data are shown in 

Table 3-2. The observed differences between the proportion of subjects in 

each response group to each type of response was found not to be significant 

using a chi-square test of proportions. Therefore, the group for which com

plete data Wel"e obtained (pretest and posttest) was considered to be represen~ 

tative of the entire group of officers. 

Table 3-2. Pretest Within Group Proporti.on of Subjects That 
Indicated Particular Garment Acceptability 
Categories Aggregated by Whether or Not 
Complete Pretest and Posttest Data Were 
Obtained 

Within Group Percentages 

Type of Data Complete Data Pretest Data Only 

Response Category 

None 1.7 2.4 

.38 Special 27.2 23.2 

.45 Automati.c 13.3 12.3 

.357 Magnum 28.8 26. 9 
9 mm Automatic 18.0 19.6 

.41 Magnum 1.1 1.8 

.44 Magnum 10.0 13.8 

The Friedman analysis of variance procedure was applied 

to these data to determine if a significant change occurred over a period of 

time. The Kruskal-Wallis analysis of variance procedure was applied to 

determine if the participation groups differed systematically or differentially. 

The results of the application of these procedures are shown in Table 3-3. 

No significant difference was observed between the ._pretest 

and the posttest r~lative to the adequate level of protection (chi-square = 

0.111, df = I, p > 0.739). The groups were also not fOUlld to behave 
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'rable 3-3. Results of the Analysis of the Possible Significance of 
Observed Differences of the Officers' Concept of an 
Adequate Level of Protection 

Sour(~e of Variation Test Statistic df Significance 

Pretcl:Jt Post Test Contrast O.ll1b 1 >0.739 
Betweon Oroups Contrast 10.35S c 1 < 0.001 

Interaction Contrast O.lll c 1 > 0.999 

a p1<obability of the obserVled value of the test statistic occurring by 

chance. 

bri'l<iedrnan 'l'est Statistic 

cKruska1-Wallis Test Statistic 

a 

differentially over a period of time (chi-square :::: 0.000, df:::: 1, p > o. 999). 

Both groups did not change their desired level of protection, and no group 

submitted a pattern of variation over a pertod of time which was significantly 

di£fel'ent than any other group. 

The test group was found to differ significantly from the 

control group in terms of the level of adequacy (chi ... squa.re :::: 10.358, df:::: 1, 

p :> 0.001). On the average across questionnaires, the test group felt that a 

level of protection less than a .357 magnum and greater than a .45 automatic 

was n<,cessary. Again, on the average and across questionnai:l."es, the control 

fP'ouP felt that a level of protectio'n somewhat greater than a .357 magnum and 

less than a 9 .. rnm automatic was required. The observed between group dif

ference was found to exist across time. The test group was not found to 

behave di£fm:ently o.fter the gal'ment was issued. 

b. Psy:chological aspects. Question 34 on the pretest and 

posttost questionnaires for both groups was desi.gned to assess the effect of 

the· garment upon the officers I interaction with the public in terms of six 
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o 
dimensio:rls: relaxation, effectiveness, safety consciousness, public hostility, 

security, and ~Iel£ confidence. The exact question asked was: 
I 

34. In your contact with the public while on duty 
do you feel: 

Relaxed: Effective in interact· 
1)_ Very ing with c:itinms 

relaxed 1 I_Very 
2)_ Somewhat effective 

relaxed 2)_Somewhat 
3)_ Neutral effective 
4)_Somewhat 3)_ Neutrnl 

tense 4) _ Somewhat 
5)._ Very tense frustrated 
Safety Conscious: 5).-v·~ry 
1) _ Very safety ; ~ :Jstrated 

conscious Feeling o·f PubliC 
2)_ Somewhat Hostility: 

safety 1 ) _I s very hostile 
conscious toward the 

3) _ Neutral police 
4)_ Somewhat 2)_15 somewhat 

tess safety hostile 
conscious 3)_ Neutral 

5)_ Much less 4) Is somewhat 
safety friendly 
conscious 5)_ Is very 

Secure: friendly 
1)- Very secure toward the 
2)_ Somewhat policn 

secure Self·Confident: 
3)_ Neutrul 1)_ Very solf 
4)_ Somewhat confident 

insecure 2)_ SomewhcH 
5)_ Very self.confident 

insecure 3)_ Neutral 
4)_ Somewhat 

apprehensive 
5)_ Very 

apprehensive 

Using a scale of 1 for a very positive response to 5 for a 

very negative response, the average pretest and posttest responses to the 

questions and their variances are given in Table 3-4 for the test and control 

groups. The mean responses are plotted £01' the six dimensions in Figure 3-3 

through Figure 3-8. The pretest diHerences between "the test and control group 

responses were tested using the Kolmogorov-Smirno'V two-sample test. The 
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Table 3-4. Responses to Public Interaction Dimensions 

Pretest 

-

Standard 
Interaction Group Mean Deviation Mean 

Relaxation Test 2.67 0.85 2.67 
Control 2.58 0.90 2.44 

Effectiveness Test 1. 95 0.78 .2.44 
Control 

I 
1. 96 0.80 1. 83 

Safety Consciousness Test 1. 65 0.77 2.15 
Control 1. 67 0.76 1. 67 

Public Hostility Test 2.33 0.80 2.66 
Control 2.49 0.92 2.68 

Securit(y Test 2.39 0.84 2.42 
Control 2.22 0.84 2.15 

Self Confidence Test 1. 70 0.74 2. 17 
Control 1. 67 0.70 1. 74 . 

Po sttest 

Standard 
Deviation 

0.81 
0.81 

0.76 
0.80 

I 0.80 
0.75 

0.87 
0.94 

0.68 
0.75 

0.79 
0.73 

"0"'" 
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Hnly nL.tit)t H ally 1Jis~mfic'ant rlHf('l'('nG(~ waH tIl<' responsc' to the public hostility 

dum ""pm, L};I'I I:ing 'I abl.' ·~~·i, OlH! C'Ln lJ('(' that this difference is only 0.16, 

lNl.it hi" h il'l f1ltltl ~~r; }W]'/ l'lll IJf Hw ntandarcl d('viation of th(> re$ponscs. H~nce, 

It HPP,·.U'f) that flil' tliWlifl! HlH't' may lw due te) tIl<' large sample sizes involved, 

aw., IH i'f"aht.y, tIlt'!'I' 111ay hi' nn r;uhotanUv(' cliffc'rene(' b(~tw{'en the two groups 

~.·/lth 1"'11111'<1 10 lli1'l t' 1'1'('t,·[;t 1·(·llt)c)ll!J(·~J. 

AI.~ain, \lning tIll' I<olmngorov-Srnirnov two- sample test, the 

i"'nlHllwPrJ of tIll' f.wt) g1'OUpO em tJw postt('st (J1H'stionnaircs were examined. In 

tJHIl ('OWl', 11wl'C* WI'1'I' fivi' rlillwnlijnfls which wC'l'e statistically significantly 

tld'fl'l'('Uf;. Tht'!w 'HI' l'l'luxatiofl, ('f{('ctiv('nc'ss, safety <.~()nsdousness, security, 

and fll'U t onfirlc'un', In nil' (',HII' of t'!'laxntion and s(wnrity, the obsC'rved diffcr

.'U(i'U of 0. ?, i awl O. ;~'l at'c' INl/) than 40 p(~rc('nt of the corresponding response 

IJtanr!;u'.l dc'viatimw n rul hl'/H'P may not b(~ trU(' IHlbstantivc differ ences. In the other 

tht,t'f' fH HWnnttUW, Ow nhll(,I'VPcl cHfff' l'C'n('C' 9 are' gl'C'atC'l' than SO percent of the 

(Uf'l'I'/IIHltllIJltJ! I,Lallfl;lI'd dt'vlalimw ilnd )1<'11('(' may hp 1'(';\1. rr this is true, tlH'n 

1111' {t'!l1 ,ft'IlIlJl IH'nllllt'1l Iliip,hlly !t'IiS pff('divl', naf(·ty ('onB(,[ous, and snl£ con

jpknt, will! ",-ll)It'11 (I) 1111' tllIlll'lll ,.!I'Ollp. ,tnt'I'Il\(' ll'sl. N<,xt the' pretc·sL a.nd 

puntb'nt l'('nlH)[l!j('U Wt,l't' tompul't'cl witMn tlw (~ontrol group and within the test 

gt'tlllP, 1,'111' tlw t'tml:l'ol ~~roup, 1;11('1'(' arC' thr<'p statistically significant pretest

VHnthwt rUffm:m1(wt)! 1'1'1nxution, f'ffectivPfi<'SS I ann public hostility, These 

thfft't'I,UtI'l1 ,ll't' O. 14, 0, 1~, and 0.19, l'l'Sp<'<..!tiv<,ly, whi(~h are less than 

l,U IH'I't (lnt' of l1w "Ol'l't'tlIHH1cling standard d('viations and hence do not appear 

tit 111' l't',Ll (IHf(,1'\>11"(-(1. 

or Ill!' Hix prdt'Ht-postt;Nlt cliff('l't't1('C'f) wil:hin the test group, 

!wp .It'" titl~mflnlHt Iy diff('l'('nt statiHtit'ally: t'ffpctiv('n('ss, Saf(lty conscious-

11l'tW, plIhh\' huottlltYl tlN'\ll'ityt and 8(·1£ conIid(,l1cC'. l"'or public hostility and 

tIl'tln'lt,,_ tlw cliffl't't'lll'\'11 ilt'!' O. '31 and O. (H, l't'!-lp(·ctiv(·ly. which are less than 

·lU PI'I'lt'ut Hf tlw l'tll't't'npnwHng Htanciul't! d('viatiol1s and lwnc(' are probably 

nul l't·.d. 1'1H' 11111'1'1'('1\\\':, lor t'fl'I'('(iV('fH'HH, HI\('('(.y l'Ons('iollStHlSS, and self 

tunfuh'fht' IU't' nIl 1,1'\',\t<'t' than hO p(,l'(~('l1t of tlwir corresponding standard 

dl'viathmn ami Until m.tv lw :mhst:mtiv('. 



)) 

In summary, t3:le responses to this question suggest that at 

the start of the test, both groups felt that while. interacting with the public 

they were: 

• Neutral in their relaxed feelings 

• Somewhat effective interacting with citizens 

• Somewhat safety conscious 

• The public was somewhat hostile 

• They were somewhat secure 

• They were somewhat self confident. 

During the field test, the control group did n.ot alter its 

feelings, while the test group changed over th~{test period in that they felt~ 

• Slightly less effective in intel'acting with citizens 

• Slightly less safety conscious 

It! Slightly les s self confident with respect to how they 

felt at the start of the test and with respect to how the 

control group felt at the end of the test. 

Question 35 on the pretest and posttest questionnaires for 

both groups was designed to measure the IIfatalism" feeling of the officers. 

The question was: 

35. To what extent to you agree or 
disagree with the following statements? 
"When your time is up, it's up, and there 
is nothing you can do to prevent it". 
'0_ Strongly agree 
21_Agree 
31_Neutral 
4)_ Disagree ' 
5)_. Strongly disagree 
"A good police officer doesn't need to 
wear a protective vest to adequately 
protect himself in any situation". 
1 )_ Strongly agree 
2)_Agree 
3)_Neutral 
4)_ Disagree 
51_ Strongly disagree 
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'rho nwans and standard deviations of the pretest and 

ponttuut .reu{J0nuHtJ tor the test and control groups are given in Tables 3-5 

and ;~"(J. and tho nwan rc/;ponse6 are shown in Figures 3-9 and 3-10. 

Tillilt· ~<,t:;. flWh«'n Your Time>. Is Up .•• II Wear Response 

=--
P l'(!test Posttest - -

Standard I Standard 
ill Dl'vlaiion M('an Deviation 

'':'~'''''''-=:''''''''' ::.,;~:t;-~_~. 

1 1.26 I 'j.22 1. 25 I I 2. l.2.7 I 3.22 1. 29 
~l_" 

r
=~=w===---"'~ 

r'"~'~"C-
" ( i 1'!l1l II 1M," 
. ;:r";.,.c:<r·;·,:-~,:::,~' -;..-,~: -.; ... .:>-c,t-;::n;~~1i7._-::.~ .. rt~= 

'I .. ; ,1 j.:. t~ 
i 

( :1)1It j'IIJ 1 1. l 
'.t:~,;~,:,:.:'-:..-! .'.·-.·....::'r-·:r.!.~'""= ~.~~;;,,~"t.~ 

Tnhl(· 3 .. 6. No Need for Vest 

---"""" 
Pl'(,t(~st Posttest 

,.:=~;~~~ 

Standard Standard 
M('an Dc>viation Mean Deviation 

-,;,= '. :: .. :Ct::I...cd.'~'~'-''''''''~h.'.:'..= .. ;;;. 

'I'pot 4.20 0.78 4.13 0.78 

Control 3. H9 0.90 3.84 0.94 
."'..,..w~ 

Tlw responses to QUestion 35 were analyzed using the 

l(olnwgol'ov .. Smil'nov two-st~mple test. For the "When your tirne is up .•. It 

t'll t't of thiH qUNllim\, there were no differences between the test and control 

j.~l·OHp/l (m t·itlwl' tlw pretest or the posttest questionnaires and no pretest

pUlitteut ddtnx'l.illCOfl within th(~ t08t or control groups. The responses remain 

cntwl,mt 'l;vithin tho neutral ,,:ange. 

\Vith l'w~al'd to the "No need for a protective vest" part o~ 

Ow qU(,fltinn, statistically significant diffcrences existed between the two 

gt'oupn in hoth tIl(' pl'et<'st nmI the posttest scores. These differences, 0.31 

'UBt n •• !t~# t>,·t'pt'div(\ly, are l<~ss than 40 perccnt of the corresponding standard 

tkVlttlm'Il'1 awl IH'uc'(', agal1l, the differences Inay not bc.> substantive. 
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'I'hcl'C" was no pretcst-posttest difference in the responses 

[ox' th(' (~()nt:t:'()l group, but the difference (0.07) for the test group was just 

otatiotieally oignificant. This difference is only 2 percent of the corresponding 

Dtnndartl (hwinticJn and h(1'nc(~ is probably not real. Thus, it appears that both 

groupo NHlvonded in the same way to this question over the test and that they 

cliaulS1'('(' with the statement that a good police officer does not need a protec

tiv('. vent. 

A set of 20 optionai. questions, which are a version of 

Rokcw,('h's Dogmntism SC~l.l(:, was included on the pretest and posttest ques

tionnnLt'cf:) for both the tcs:t and control groups. The dogmatism scale was 

d{~oigncd aEi n means of determining the degree to which individuals manifest 

n particular personality C(J/nstruct called dogmatism. The highly dogmatic 

personality exhibits three basic characteristics: (1) the dogmatic pers()nality 

typc is opinionated in the I~ense that there exist sharp distinctions between 

bdie£a and disbeliefs; (2) a person exhibiting ~ high degree of dogmatism is 

ptHwimiatic and has a fear of power or other powerful people; (3) the dogmatic 

pC1'60n holicv<'s strongly in the absolute nature of authority and is highly 

aggrfwatcd by other people who do not share this belief in authority and 

aufhol'ity Iigul'C's. The dogmatic personality relies greatly upon authority 

and (.~atC'gol·ical1y r('jects opinions not concordant with his or her established 

vo.ln('s. 

The question to be answered in this phase of the study is: 

16 the d<'gl'ce to which an officer reflects dogmatic characteristics affected 

by tlH' w(lal'ing of body armor? The average dogmatism scores and their 

otnnc1tu.'cl cl(wiations lor the two groups are given in Table 3-7 , and the mean 

Sf'O'1'PO 0.1'(' plotted in Figul'e 3-11. The sCOre which a person can receive 

1·o.nge8 {1'on1 20 to 120; the higher the score, the more dogmatic a person is. 

The data obtained from these questions were analyzed by 

nwnns of the I'Colmogol'ov .. Snlirnov two-salnple test, and it was found that 

thm'f-' W()l'e no differences between the test and control groups on either the 

lU'cteat or tIl(' posttC'st and that there were no pretest-posttest differences 

with the b.'st group 01' the control group. 
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Group 

Test 

Control 

Table 3-7. Dogmatism Scores 

Pretest 

Mean 

81. 6 

81. 8 

120 
LL1 

g§ 100 
u 
(/') 80 
LL1 

~ 60 
0::: 
l.J.J 

~ 40 

20 

Standard 
Deviati.on Mean 

11.3 82.3 

12.4 80.8 

TEST 
===---_.!.:. .......... - .. 

CONTROL 

Posttest 

Standard 
Deviation . 

11. 6 

14.3 

PRE POST 

Figure 3-11. Dogmatism Scores 

c. ~er group. Each member of the test group was asked to 

respond to pretest and posttest Question 38 in terms of the opinion of other 

officers to the garment: 

38. (31) How do you think your fellow officers 
feel about your wearing n protective 
gnrment? 
1) __ Highly complimentary 
2) ~ Complimentary 
3) __ Indifferent 
4) __ Cntical 
5) _ HIghly cri tical 
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111ho diotribution of responses £01' the entire pretest and posttest, test group 

8atnple,,.in SllOWll in Table 3-8. 'rhe pretest and posttest responses of o££icei"s 

who responded al'e shown in ll'igul'e 3 .. 12. 

To aOGetJ8 tho extent of missing data, the pretest responses 

to the it(~m by o!ficers who completed both questionnaires were compared with 

tho l'NJp0l113N, of the officcra who submitted only pretest information. The 

diBtl'iblltiOll of l'osponSes is shown in Tablc 3 .. 9. The value of the raw chi

!uJllarO £o~< the c(!ll fl'cqucn.<'!ies corl'csponding to the entries in Table 3-9 was 

!'found to bdl 1.071 with foul.' degi"ees of freedom. The probability of obtaining 

il vuh\(, of chiwsqual'c at least as large due to chance is greater than 0.899. 

rrhCl.'(>tol'('; there is no Aignificant difference in the pretest response patterns 

o£ ()tficot's who submitt(~d (lithe)" only pretest data, 01' both pretest and posHest 

data. The o£iiccrs £01' which both pretest and posttest data were available were 

considered ropresentativCl of the enth'c sample of officers with respect to this 

i-tom. 

'I'abl{~ 3 .. B. The Distribution of Test Group Response to the Attitude 
(}f Other Officers to the Protective Garment Aggregated 
by Pretest and I"osttest Smnplcs 

~ ~--- '"""" - ~,.. +. 

Within Group Percentages 

""""".-=Jll!lJJ:llml!J) t Pretest Posttest . 
Nmnh ~r of Officers 4037 2933 

Response' Ca.tegory 

Ilighly COmplilll(1):ltal'Y 11. 0 6.0 

COlnpUmontary 39.2 36.7 

Indifferent 45.6 50.7 

Cl'tticnl 1.8 2.4 

Hig~11y Criti.cal 0.2 0.2 

Mi,8Sillf,t 2.1 4.0 
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Table 3-9. 'rhe Distribution of the Test Group Pretest Responses 
to the Attitudes of Fellow Officers Tow~t,"d Protective 
Cia1:ments Aggregated by Whether or Not Pretest and 
Posttest or only P1:etest Data Were Available 

Within Group Percentages 

'l'ypu of Data Complete Data Pretest Only 

Number o£ Officers 2586 1404 

RespDnse Categbry 

Highly Complim.entary 11.2 11.5 

Complimentary 40.5 39.4 

Neutral 46.4 46.9 

Critical 1.7 2.0 

Highly Cl'iti4al 0.2 0.3 

---- ~, 

The Friedln~ln procedure was applied to the pretest and post

teat data. The average pl"etes.t response was 2.976 with a standard deviation 

o£ 14877. 'rhe average posttest response was 2. 797 with a standard deviation 

of 1.424. The value of the Friedman test statistic with 2877 matched cases 

and Oll(~ degree of fl"eodom was 1.693. With a sample this size, the Friedman 

ttH;it utatitjti.c ia distributed approximately as chi-square with one degree of 

fl.'codonl. 'I'he probability of obtaining a value of chi-square at least as large 

as 1.693 due to chance is greater than 0.193. Therefore, there is no apparent 

dtfiel.'cmcc between pretest and posttest responses to this item. Most of the 

teot gl.·OllPS £olt that the attitude of other officers was one of indifference. 

2. pal~ro(mt utilization. The purpose of this phase of the study was 

to detcrmim~ the amount of timo the various garments were worn and to try 

and idcntiiy thoso factors which affected the ~ear frequency. 

{I 

jr 
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a. Wear .history. Each test officer was asked to respond on 

the monthly questionnaire in terms of the garment wear frequency. The exact 

question and the as sociated response categories were: 

7. What amount of the time did you wear 
the garment during the month? 
1) _ All the time 
2) _ All but a few hours 
3) _ About half the time 
4) _ A few hours 
5) _ Did not wear at all 

For each garment type, the responses were converted for 

ease of interpretation into a sLlgle quantity called the "percent time worn. If 

The formula use in this conversation was 

Percent time worn = (Percent who wore all the time) .j0 

0.75 X (Percent who wore all but a few hours) + 
0.50 X (Percent who wore about half the time) + 
0.25 X (Percent who wore a few hours). 

In addition to the three LEAA. garments, four examples of commercially avail

able garments were selected. The characteristics of the commercial gar

ments are as follows: 

Garment Source 

A 

B 

C 

D 

Equivalent No. 
of Plies 

12 

14 

18 

24 

Coverage 

Full wraparound upper torso 

Front and rear panels only 

Front and rear panels only 

Front and rear panels only 

For these seven garment types, a plot of the percent of time the garment was 

worn versus calendar month is presented in Figure 3 ... 13. This figure shows 

an initial high ac;ceptance and 1.veal' of the garment-sat the beginnthgoI'the 

program. As the novelty wore off and the weather became warmer, the gar-

mentJilwere worn less and less. The upward trend from August to December 

(/ 
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indicates the officers were willing to resume wearing the garments as the 

weather became cooJer. A rough grouping of the garments shows the two 

garments with full wraparound protection were worn the most. The vcry heavy 

24-p1y garment was worn consistently less than any of the other garments. The 

remainder of the garments were distributed between these two. 

In order to evaluate the effect that temperature and humidity 

had upon the frequency with which a garm(mt was worn, National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) weather data were obtained for the 15 test 

cities. From these data, the Temperature Humidity Index (THI) was computed 

for three shifts: 0001 to 0800, 0801 to 1600, and 1601 to 2400. These shifts 

were chosen to correspond. to the three times of tte day where there are the 

greatest temperature shifts. If an officer1s work shift did not correspond with 

these time periods, the THI for the tLne period during which his work shift 

started was used. 

The THI is calculated using the equation: 

THI = 0.4 x (T + TW) + 15 

where 

T = dry bulb temperature in degrees Fahrenheit 

and 

TW = wet bulb -temperature in degrees Fahrenheit 

The THI is used by the U. S. Weather Bureau as a measure of the degree of 

environmental discomfort one experiences. At indices below 70, few people 

experience discomfort. Values between 70 and 80 represent a transition 

period in which the sensation of discomfort increases with the index. At 

values above 80, discomfort becomes acute. 

Figure 3 ... 14 shows the percent of time a garment type was 

'worn versus the TEl, and one can see a rapid rate of decrease in the time a 

garment was worn for iudices between 70 and 80!~ Again, the very heavy 24-

ply garment was v.:'ornconsistently less than any of the other g3lrments t 
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A factor correlation with the percent of time a garment waS 

worn was performed. The most significant factor was the TEL which had a 

negative correlation coefficient of -0.75 with weal'. A SllnUnary of the corre .. 

lation coefficients of wear' with other measured factors is given in Figure 3 ... 15. 

The codficients falling within the range of ±O. 1 a.t'e considered to be of mar

ginal significance. Other than THl, it can be seen that the most significant 

factors involve garment comfort and freedom, officel' age and weight~ and 

characteristics of the officer's work at'ea. 

In addition to the monthly wear data, the test participants 

we~e asked to respond on the pre and posttest questionnaires as to how much 

they expected to weal' and actually wore the garments dUl'ing the summer 

(warm) months and winter (cold) months. 

The distribution of pretest and posttest response~ to the wear 

during the warmllonths is shown in Table 3-10. Table 3-11 shows the fre

quency of wear indicated on the pretest aggregated by whether or not the officer 

submitted pretest and/ or posttest i.nformation. the largest difference in 

within group percentage was 1.8 percent. This did not produce a significant 

chi- square value, and thus the officer s who submitted both pretest and posttes t 

information are considered to be proportionately eqUivalent to ~ihe entire group 

of officers who submitted pretest questionn.aires with regal<d to this item. 

The average anticipated frequency of wear during the warm 

months as determined from the pretest data was 65.2 percent with a standard 

deviation of 18 percent. The same officers indicated a mean frequency of 

wear during the warm months on the posttest questionnaire of 38.6 percent 

with a standard deviation of 33 percent. The Friedman analysis of variance 

procedure was applied to these data to determine if the pretest-posttest con-

1:~last was statist:i.callY significant. The value of the FJ;'iedman test statistic 

was 1106.232. With a sample of 2877 matched cases, this value of the 

Friedman test statistic is distributed approximately as chi. square with one 

degree of freedom. The probability of obtaining c<,lalue of chi-square at 
J ' 

least as large as 1106.232 with one degree of iriidom is less than O. OIL 
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Figure 3-15. Correlation of Wear with Measured Factors 
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Table 3-10. The Distribution of Frequency of Wear During Warm 
Months Responses for Pretest and Posttest 
Respondents 

Within Group Percentage 

Instrument Pretest Posttest 

Number of Officers 4037 2933 

Response Category, % 
100 47.2 12.9 

75 22.3 11.8 

50 17.7 16.0 

25 7.9 32.2 

0 1.7 23.4 

Missing 3.2 3.7 

Table 3-11. The Distribution of the Pretest Garment Wear Fi"equency' 
in the Warm Months Aggregated by Whether or Not the 
Officer Submitted Both Pretest and Posttest Information 
or Exclusively Pretest Data 

,. 

Within Group Percentages 

Type of Data Complete Pretest Only 

Number of Officers 2554 1393 

Response Category, % ! 

100 49. 1 48.2 

75 23.1 23.0 

50 18.1 18.2 

25 8.5 7.6 
, 

0 1.1 2.9 
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The general inference is that as officers wear the garment, they tend to be 

s elective as to when they wear the garment; about 40 percent of the time during 

the warm months after one year of exposure. 

The distributions of responses to the items regarding wear 

during the cold months for the entire pretest and posttest samples are shown 

in Table 3-12. Table 3-13 describes the distribution of responses to this item 

for the offi.cers who submitted pretest information only. The maximum devia

tion of within cell proportions was less than three percent. This did not pro

duce a significant chi- square value, and thus the officers that submitted both 

pretest and posttest information were considered equivalent to the original 

group of officers who submitted pretest questionnaires with respect to this 

question. 

The responses of the officers who submitted both pretest 

and posttest questionnaires were analyzed using the Friedman procedure. This 

was performed to determine if the observed variation from pretest to posttest 

was statistically significant. The mean anticipated frequency of wear for cold 

months was 73.38 percent with a standard deviation of 54.28 percent. The 

mean reported posttest frequency of wear was 55. 5 percent with a standard 

deviation of 59.00 percent. The value of the Friedman test statistic with 

2877 matched cases was 1233.73. Given a sample of this size, the distribution 

of the Fri.edman test statistic is asymptotic to a chi- square distribution with 

one degree of freedom. The probability of obtaining a value of chi- square at 

least as large as 1233.73 with one degree of freedom due to chance is less 

than 0 •. 001. Therefore, the observed decrease in frequency of wear during 

the cold months from 73.38 percent from the pretest to 55.5 percent on the 

posttest is statistically significant. 

These data show that the officers wore the garments a lower 

percentage of the time than they anticipated at the start of the program. In 

actuality, the garments were worn approximately 55 percent of the time in the 

winter months and 40 percent of the time in the summer months. 
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Table 3-12. The Frequency of Wear During Winter or Cold Months 
Aggregated by Pretest and Posttest Samples for Test 
Group Subjects 

Within Cell Proportions 

Instrument Pretest Posttest 

Number of Subjects 4037 2933 

Response Category, % 
100 72.6 25.2 

75 16.3 20.6 

50 5.8 14.5 

25 2.7 22.6 

0 0.6 13.6 

Missing 2.0 3.5 

Table 3-13. The Pretest Frequency of Garment Wear During Cold 
Months for Officers Who Submitted Pretest and Post
test Questionnaires and Officers Who Submitted Only 
Pretest Questionnaires 

Within Cell Percentages 

Instrument Complete Information Pretest Only 

Number of Officers 2587 1408 

Response Category, % 
100 74.7 72.9 

75 15. 9 18.0 

50 6.3 5.3 

25 2.8 2. 6 
0 0.3 1.1 
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In addition to the approximately 5000 men's undergarments 

which were distributed, there were 50 women's LEAA 7-ply garments, 50 

women's LEAA 10-ply garments, and 200 LEAA integrated uniform jackets 

distributed. 

The questionnaire response from the test group wearing the 

LEAA women's 10- ply garments was not sufficient to allow any valid interpre

tation of the data. For the LEAA women's 7-p1y garments, the percent of 

time worn versus month is shown in Figure 3-16 and the percent of time worn 

versus TBI in Figure 3-17. The wear history for the women's 7-ply garments 

is similar to that of the LEAA men's 7-ply garments except that the women 

show a greater sensitivity to TBI with a marked decrease in the percent of 

time they wear their garments for TBIs over 70 as opposed to the men wear

ing 7 -ply garments. 

The integrated uniform jackets were designed for wear dur

ing the cold months, and therefore data were collected only for the months of 

November through March. The percent of time these garments were worn for 

these months is shown in Figure 3-18. This figure shows that the garments 

were worn a rather constant amount of time over this period and were well 

accepted with an average percent of time worn of 62 percent. 

b. Reasons for not wearing. Each month the officers were 

asked the major reason for not wearing the garment. The exact question 

asked was: 

8. What was the major reason for not wear· 
ing the garment? 
1) _ Chafes 
2) _ Binds 
3) _ Rides up 
4) _ Too hot 
5) _ Too heavy 
6) _ Too cumbersome 
7) _ Inside duty 
8) _ Did not W~i1t to 
9) _ Not dangerous situation 
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The proportion of those officers who responded to one or 

more of the items above is shown in Table 3 -14. The expected proportions 

were calculated using the marginal totals. The value of the chi- square statis

tic between observed and expected frequencies was 1317.6 with 40 degrees of 

freedom. The probability of obtaining such a value of chi- square due to chance 

was less than 0.001. The garment types differed most between each other in 

the responses in the columns designated "Too Heavy'l and "Too Cumbersome. " 

The LEAA Style I and II garments were represented by a lower proportion of 

the subjects who indicated that their reason for not wearing the garment was 

that it was too heavy. In addition, the Commercial Type A (l2-ply) and D 

(24-ply) garments were not worn because they were too heavy a dispropor

tionately longer amount of time than expected. The Commercial D (2.4-ply) 

garments were also too cumbersome more frequently than expected from the 

marginal probabilities. By contrast, the LEAA Style I garments were reported 

as too cumbersome less often than had been expected. 

However, the most frequently reported reason for not wear

ing the garment cited that the garments were too hot. Containment of heat 

appeared to be the most commonly reported negative factor across garment 

types. 

The riding up of garments was the second most frequent 

reason stated for not wearing the garments. The propensity of the garment 

to chafe, bind, or become too cumbersome ranks equally with the frequency 

with which they are reported. The responses indicated that garment weight 

was the least frequently chosen reason for not wearing some garment types. 

Yet, a disproportionately greater number of officers indicated that garment 

weight was, in fact, a major reason for not wearing Commercial Garments A 

(12 ply) and D (24 ply). Again, a disproportionately fewer number of officers 

than anticipated on the basis of the marginal proportions indicated that weight 

was a major factor in the infrequent wear of LEAA Styles I and II (7-p1y) 

garments. 
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Table 3-14. Proportion of Officers, Who Indicated That the Garment Chafed, 
Bound, Rode Up, or Was Too Hot, Too Heavy, or Too 
Cumbersome Aggregated by Garment Type 

Too Too Marginal 
Garment Type Chafes Binds Rides Up Too Hot Heavy Cumbersome Proportion 

LEAA-I (7 ply) 8.4 9.9 25.8 34.2 1.8 8. 6 0.457 

LEAA-II (7 ply) 8.8 10.4 29.6 35.7 2.2 9.2 0.334 

LEAA-II (10 ply) 8.5 8.1 30.2 31. 0 1.9 9. 1 0.039 

Commercial 

A (12 ply) .' 7.1 9.0 16.2 36.7 6.6 10.4 0.052 

B (14 ply) 6.0 5.9 19.2 35. 1 3. 5 10.3 0.040 

C (18 ply) 3.2 4.0 12.2 37.8 2.7 7.4 0.019 

D (24 ply) 11.3 11.8 16.5 36.0 14.8 19. 1 0.034 

Marginal Proportion 0.091 0.106 0.283 0.380 0.033 O. 106 ',I 

Ii 



c. Garment discomfort. On the Wearer Monthly Data Ques-

tionnaire, each oi:ticer was asked to respond in terms of the degree of discom

fort experienced when wearing a protection garment. The particular question 

and response categories were~ 

(1 ) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

--- ------ --- ---
--- --- --- ---
--- ---- --- --- ---

If you were to characterize any discomfort experienced 
in wearing the garment it would be: 

Rides up 
Chafes 
Contains heat 
Binds 
Heavy 
Cumbersome 

The average and standard deviation of the responses to the items above are 

shown in Table 3-15. 

Many officers felt that the garment was somewhat irritating 

in each of the areas listed. Many officers also believed that the gC).r.ments 

were uncomfortable enough that they could not be worn for an enti·re shift. 

Each of the garment types were rank-ordered from most 

comfortable (1) to least comfortable (7) for each category. The rank-orderings 

are shown in Table 3-16. 

The subpopulation means are based upon r,elatively large 

samples. The difference between the mean ratings of garments with adjacent 

ranks was less than 0.10 in most cases. A mean difference of less than O. 10 

scale units is also less than 0.10 standard deviation units. The difference 

between the largest and smallest garment type mean is less than O. 55 scale 

units and more often less than 0.30 scale units. Given samples of this size, 

a difference between a cell mean and the grand mean of 0.015 will result in 
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Table 3-15. The Mean and Standard Deviations of the Responses of All Officers 
to the Degree of Discomfort ,Experienceda , b 

Major Areas of Discomfort 
-

Garment Type Rides Up Chafes Contains Heat Binds . 
LEAA-I (7 ply) ,3.63 (1. 137) 4.03 (1.055) 3.37(1:214) 3,91 (1.04) 

N :-: 9984 I 

LEAA -II (7 ply) 3.51 (1.189) 3.98 (1. 077) 3.35 (1.230) 3.83 (1'.09) 
N = 7373 

LEAA-II (10 ply) 3.61 (1.201) 4.01 (1.062) 3.33 (1. 240) 3.81 (1.06) 
N = 884 I 

Commel'cia1 I 
A (12 ply) 3.79 (1. 041) [4.02 (1. 034) 3.37 (1. 228) 3.91 (1. 06) 

N = 1011 

B (14 ply) 3.67 (1. 162) 4.12 (0.963) 3.36 (1.204) 3.90 (1.05) 
N = 844 

C (18 ply) 3.85 (1. 066) 4.21 (0.908) 3.30 (1.245) 4.05 (1.03) 
N = 392 

D (24 ply) 3.57 (1. 075) 3.75 (1. 163) 3.07 (l. 286) 3.62 (1.18) 
N = 670 

aStandard Deviation in parenthesis. 

b 
The lower the number, the more irritating the source of discomfort. 

Heavy Cumbersome 

4.26 (0.88) 4.08 (1. 02) 

4. 16 (0.93) 3.98 (1.09) 

4. 17 (0.85) 3.99 (1. 02) 

3.98 (1.08) 3.98 (1.08) 

4. 11 (0.98) 3.99 (1. 06) 

4. 14 (0.88) 4.04 (0.97) 

3.59 (l. 25) 3.55 (1. 22) 
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Table 3-16. Rank Ordering of Gar'ment Types in Terms of Category of Discomfort
a 

Garment Type Rides Up Chafes Contains Heat Binds Heavy Cumbersome 

LEAA-I (7 ply) 4.0 3.0 1.5 2.5 1.0 1.0 

LEAA-II (7 ply) 7.0 6.0 4.0 5.0 3.0 5.5 

LE~A-II (10 ply) 5.0 5.0 5.0 6.0 2.0 3.5 

Comnlercial 

A (12 ply) 2.0 4.0 1.5 2.5 6.0 5.5 

B (14 ply) 3.0 2. 0 3.0 4.0 5.0 3.5 

C (18 ply) 1.0 1.0 6.0 1.0 4.0 2.0 

D (24 ply) 6.0 7.0 7 •. 0 7.0 7.0 7.0 

a 
7 = Least comfortable, 

1 = Most comfortable 





statistical significance at the 0.05 level. As is the case of a.ny large sample, 

the substantive significance of a statistically significant result is a matter of 

scientific opinion. It appears that the officer s found the garments to be, in 

general? sufficiently uncomfortable so as not to be worn fOl' an entire shift, 

while differences between garment types were not substantively meaningful, 

as opposed to the differences among garment types indicated in the earlier 

discussion of the reasons for not wearing the garments. 

B. Garment Performance 

In this section, evaluation is made of how well the garments fulfilled the 

physical requirements of ballistic protection, undetectability, fit, and 

structural integrity. 

1. Performance. 

a. Shooting incident performance. 

(1) Introduction. This section dis cus ses garment per-

formance in terms of the dual requirements of (1) ballistic penetration resist

ance and (2) acceptable blunt trauma absorption, which is the capability of the 

protective garment to minimize the blunt trauma injury potential associated 

with nonpenetrating ballistic impact phenomena. For discussion purposes, a 

tabular synopsis of the overall LEAA Body Armor Incident Data Base is 

presented which includes data on three categories of incidents involving 

impact to armor while being worn by law enforcement officers: Program 

Participant Assaults (Table 3-17), Nonprogram Assaults (Table 3-18), and 

N onweapon Incidents (Table 3-19). Primary emphasis was given to the 

performance of the basic LEAA 7 -ply Kevlar garment in terms of defeat of 

the common handgun ballistic threat and the minimization of blunt trauma 

injury. as 0 bs erved in 'incidents occurring during the nominal 1-yr 

field test experiment. However. all incidents involving law enforcement 

pe:rsonnel receiving armor under the LEAA program or possessi.ng soft 

body armor via other means for which information is available are displayed 

in the summary tables. The inclusion of data on nonprogram assaults and 

incidents offers the opportunity for interesting comparisons. 
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Table 3-17. Program Participant Assaults 

Locatio~-~~~~Jr=-··T Weapon Range Medical Data Code 

S;~tti-~:'WA""--"+' 23'Dec 75·t·7:P~~~1-;:-;~ i--~38"-c-a-l-R-e--v-o-lv-e-r+P-o-i-n-t-B-i-a-n-k-t-C-a-rdlac monitoring revealedt!-· -a--t 

Richmond, V A 

Portland, OR 

New Orleans, LA 

Philadelphia, PA 

" 

I " with 2-in. Barrel no irregularities. Serial 
EKGs, chest X-rays, and 
arterial blood gases were 

5 Jan 76 7-Ply Kevlar 

7 Jan 76 24-Ply Kevlar t 

and Plastic 
(Commercial 
vest supplied 
by program) 

12 Jan 76 7-Ply Kevlar 
(not being 
worn) 

25 Feb 76 7-Ply Kevlar 

• 22 Cal Revolver : 7 ft 
with 4-in. Barrel i 

· 38 Cal Revolver 
with 2-in. Barrel. 
(also bird shot 
and solid bullet) 

.38 Cal Police 
Revolver 

.,., Cal Rifle · " .. 

10-12 ft 

! 7-10 ft 
, 
1 
I 
I 
i Over 100 yd 

all within normal Hmits. 

Cardiac monitoring revealed 
no irregularities. Serial 
EKGs, chest X-rays, and 
cardiac enzymes were within 
normal limits. 

52 pellets in left arm and 
head; superficial wound on 
right side from solid slug. 
No impact on vest. 

Officer was shot in upper 
leg. No impact on vest 
area. 

Officer was hit over left 
eye; pronounced dead on 
28 Feb 76. No impact on 
vest area. 

a 

d 

d 

d 

I Albuquerque, NM 

l__ ..._1 
26 Aug 76 7-Ply Kevlar 

(not being 
worn) 

• 38 Cal Revolver 
with 3-in. Barrel 

4-8 ft Officer was struck four 
times and seriously 
wounded. Vest would have 

d 

prevented two of the pene
trating wounds and reduced 
the seriousness of the ___ -" ________ . __ '--. ______ l .. mJ~_l.y. _____ . _______ ........ __ ..1 

CODE: a - Vest Impact (7.Ply Kevlar) 
b - Vest Impact (Composite, Multi-Ply Kevlar and Other Materials) 
c - Vest Impact (Noll-Kevlar Armor) 
d - No Vest Impact 
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TCi.hle 3-17. Program Participant Assaults (Continued) 

Date of 
Location Assault Vest Weapon Range Medical Data Code 

1-----. 

I Atlanta, GA 14 Jan 77 7 - Ply Kedar .32 Cal Revolver 20 It Oincel' was struck in upper d 
(not being with 4-in. Barrel abdomr;m 2 in. right of 

! worn) center aboll.t 4 in. above 
belt. Bullet hit liver. gall 
bladder. and an aorta 
arterYi near fatal. Officer 
recovering. 

Miami, FL 24 Jan 77 7 -Ply Kevlar Metal Tipped Not Officer was struck repeat- a 
Walking Cane Applicable edly on left l'eal' l'ib cage. 

Multiple bruises but no 

! 150 yei 

fl'actures. 

POl'tland, OR 29 Nov 76 7-Ply Kevlar • 22 Cal Cal'bine Cardiac monitoring. serial I 
with IS-in. 

I 
EKGs I chest X-rays, C'ardiae en1 

Barl'el zymes, and radio-isotope scans 
VJ l'evealed no intel'nal damage. 
I 

I 
~ Philadelphia, P A 13 Jan 77 7-Ply Kevlar Knife t Not Under covel' "Granny" f-I a 

Applicable officer stl'llck in left rear 
by knife. Slight soreness; 

I no penetration. 

Newark, NJ 22 Mal' 77 7-Ply Kevlal' .25 Cal Semi 10 It Bullet lodged in note book a 
At~tomatic in officel"s pocket. No 

impact on vest. 

! PhiladelPh~ 4 May 77 7-Ply Kevlal' I Knife Not Under covel' "Old Man" d 

l __ ,_., ____ ... _ ... _. Applicable officer struck on rear by 

_L ___ knife. Slight sorenesSj no 
penetration. 

. ... --_ ...... -'-"'" 
CODE: a - Vest Impact (7-Ply Kevlar) 

b - Vest Impact (Composite, Multi-Ply Kevlar and Other Materials) 
c - Vest Impact (Non-Kevlal' Armor) 
d - No Vest Impact 
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Table 3-18. Nonprogram Assaults 

Date of 
Location Assault Vest Weapon Range 

----< --
Prince Georges, 30 Sep 75 Second Chance .38 Cal Revolver 6 In. to I ft 
MD (18-ply bal- ,with 2-in. Barrel 

ll~tic nylon) 

Colorado Springs, 

I 
3 Feb 76 Safariland M-2 Unknown. 15-30 ft 

CO 

I 
(II-ply Kevlar Thought to be .22 
and plastic) Cal Rifle 

Kansas City, MO 
i 

4 Feb 76 Armor of • 38 Cal Smith and Point Blank 

I America Wesson with 4-in. 
(14- ply Barrel 

j Kevlar) 

I New Orleans, LA I 27 Feb 76 Second Chance Dinne~ Fork Not 

! I (18-ply bal- Applicable 

! 
listic nylon) 

I 
Detroit, MI 

I 
I 

3 Mar 76 Unknown • 22 Cal Rifle Approx 10 ft 

I , 

Colorado Springs, 14 Mar 76 Second ChianCe Knife Not 
CO (8-ply bal·· Applicable 

listic nylO1:, 
8-ply Kevlar 
thin tiylon) 

Chicago, IL 30 Jun 76 Second Chal1ce Probably.22 Point Blank 
Model Y (1-1- Cal Revolver and 12 in. 
ply Kevlar, 
4-ply ballistic 
nylon) 

CODE: a - Vest Impact (7-Ply Kevlar) 
b - Vest Impact (Composite, Multi-Ply Kevlar and Other Materials) 
c - Vest Impact (Non-Kevlar Armor) 
d - No Vest Impact 

i 
Medical Data I Code 

2-in. contusion under point t c 
of impact. No 

, 
incapacitation. 

\ No external or internal b I 
damage behind point of 

I impact. 

2-in. contusion under point b I of impact. No I 
incapacitation. I 

I 
Officer was struck on the c 
vest. Some soreness 

I 
behind point of impactj 
no bruise or redness 
observed. 

, 
Officer was shot near 

I 
d 

right eye while attempting 
to rescue Police Chaplain 
William Paris. OIflcer I 
lost his right eye. I 

Cut on left forehead, right , b 
hand. and right side. Vest I 

deflected knife. I 
Officer was struck twice on b 
vest in upper abdomen area. 
Two weeping contusions 
with bruises; no apparent 
internal damage. , 
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Table 3-18. Nonprogram Assaults (Continued) 

Date of 
Location Assault Vest Weapon Range 

---
Jacksonville, FL 30 Aug 76 Second Chance .38 Cal Revolver 7-10 ft 

(14-ply Kevlar, 
4-ply ballistic 
nylon) 

San Jose, CA 4 Oct 76 Safariland M-3 • 22 Cal Rifle 15-20 It 

Gainsville, FL 30 Aug 76 Second Chance 12 ga Sawed-Off Point Blank 
(14-ply Kevlar, Shotgun Magnum 
4-ply ballistic Load 12-00 
!l.ylon) Buck Pellets 

Omaha, NE 24 Aug 76 Federal Labs 12 ga Shotgun 0-6 in. 
with 00 Buck 
Pellets 

Omaha, NE 1 Dec 76 Federal Labs .36 Cal Cap 6 ft 
and Ball 
Revolver 

Sausalito, CA l7Jan77 Second Chance • 38 Cal Revolver 15 it 
(8-ply Kevlar, 
8-ply ballistic 
nylon) 

Inglewood, CA 17 Mal' 77 
I 

Safariland M-3 .30 Cal Carbine 50 ft 
.. 

!' 

San Francisco, CA 15 Mar 77 Safariland M- 2 9 mm Auto 15 ft 

--
CODE: a - Vest Impact (7-Ply Kevlar) 

b - Vest Impact (Composite, Multi-Ply Kevlar and Other Materials) 
c - Vest Impact (Non-Kevlar Armor) 
d - No Vest Impact 

i) 

T-
Medical Data 

Officer was struck in lower 
chest and upper abdomen 
on vest. Two weeping con-
tusions with bruises. No 
apparent internal damage. 

3 impacts on back of vest. 
Reported sorenes s on back 
at impact points. 

Bruise behind point of impact. 
Held 24 hrs in hospital then 
released. External damage 
similar to • 38 cal wound. 

No R~n~tration. Possible 
bruises to heart and lung. 

Bruise and contusion to 
right chest. 

Officer struck in upper 
abdomen. Surface contusion. 
N~i\nternal injury. 

Deep contusion of right 
chest with pos sib Ie lung 
damage. Officer 
recovered. 

Bullet passed through door 
prior to striking officer in 
chest; slight bruise. 

Code 

b 

b 

b 

.. 

b 

b 

b 

:::! 
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Table 3-18. Nonprogram Assaults (Continued) 

Date of 
Locati.on Assault Vest Weapon Range 

------1---
Los Angeles, CA 9 Apr 77 Safari.land M-3 .38 Cal Revolver 12 ft 

Lynwood, CA 20 May 77 Safariland M-3!. 22 Cal Rifle 100 yd 

I . . 
I 

Houston, TX 26 Apr 77 Armor of ,.357 Magnum 10-12 ft 
America Handgun 
(Siege vest, 
28-p1y Kevlar) 

-.- ~---- .-.-~---..... - --'-------

CODE: a - Vest Impact (7-Ply Kev1ar) , 
b - Vest Impact (Composite, Multi-Ply Kev1ar and Other Materials) 
c ~ ''{s'st Impact (~{on-Ke~rlar Armor) 
d - No Vest Impact 

Medical Data 

Bruise and swelling in left 
chest area with no internal 
injuries. 

Slight bruise and laceration 
to chest. X-rays revealed 
no internal damage • 

No penetration of Kevlar 
plies. Officer sustained 
minor bruise of left side. 
Officer treated and 
released from hospital with 
negligible lost time due to 
assault. 

-------

Code 

b 

b 
I 

b 



Table 3-19. Nonweapon Incidents 

r---------
I . 

is:
' Locahon 

, 
\ 

----.-----~ .. "-

Seattle, WA 

Marion County, MD 

-~----. -~I---
Date of 
Incident Vest 

_ ... _----+----
6 May 76 

26 May 76 

1 Jun 76 

LEAA 7-Ply 
Undergarment 

Safariland 
M-2A 

Safariland 
M-2A 

6 Dec 76 Safariland 
M-3 

CODE: a - Vest Impact (7-Ply Kevlar) 

Scenario 

Mo 
55 

torcycle fUpped at 
mph on freeway. 

llision on emer-Co 
gel 
cau 
col 

lCY run; officer 
ght steering 
umn in chest. 

icer struck on Off 
che 
pas 

st by mirror on 
sing van. 

icer charged by Off 
bul 
che 

1; struck on 
st and ieft arm. 

,---

b - Vest Impact (Composite, Multi-Ply Kevlar and Other Materials) 
c - Vest Impact (Non-Kevlar Armor) 
d - No Vest Impact 

Medical Data Code 

No apparent damage a 
under vest. 

Vest prevented rib b 
damage. 

Vest prevented rib b 
damage. 

Vest prevented chest b 
and rib damage. 

_. 



(2) Definition of garment protection. Befol'e dis cus sion 

of the observed" shooting performance ll of the LEAA 7-ply and other protec

tive armors, the definition of garment protection for the LEAA 7-ply armor 

is restated as a means of providing a clearel' perspective of garment perform

ance requirements. 

As part of the overall program to evaluate the protec

tion afforded by soft body armor, it may be recalled that medical personnel 

at the Edgewood Biomedical Laboratory performed a goat-human correlation 

analysis {n conjunction with the extensive animal ballistic test experiment con

ducted prior to the Body Armor Field Test. The stated definition of garment 

protection (for the LEAA 7-ply Kevlar garment) for the field experiment was: 

• It should prevent penetration by the specified 

ballistic threat into the upper torso. 

• Any blunt trauma effects should have a mortality 

risk of 10 percent or less. 

• An adult male wearing the garment should be 

able to walk from the site of a shooting after 

being hit in the chest or abdomen by the speci

fied ballistic threat. 

The specified ballistic threats were: 

• A • 22 caliber proj ectile weighing 40 gr and 

traveling at 1000 fps. 

• A .38 caliber projectile weighing 158 gr and 

traveling at 800 ips. 

(3) Incident performance (7-ply LE;AA undergarment). 

Reference to Table 3 -17 reveals that six incidents involved garment impact 

while the basic 7-ply Kevlar undergarment was being worn (Code a incidents). 

Only three of these involved as saults by firearms. The latter will be discussed 

in terms of garment performance, followed by comments on the nonfirearm 

incidents. 

L~ __ ~_ 
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(a) Seattle, Wash., 23 December 1975. Program 

participant assaulted with a • 38-caliber handgun at near pOintbla.nk range with 

two missiles impacting the 7-ply garment frontally. 

I Medical assessment. The victim officer, 

a 33-yr-old male, was admitted to a local hospital in approximately 30 min 

after assault. At no time during or before the hospital stay was there a loss 

of cons ciousnes s. Examination of the head, chest, heart, and abdomen 

revealed no abnormalities. The admission chest x-ray revealed clear lun:g 

fields without evidence of hemo- or pneumothorax damage or fractured ribs. 

Similarly, the EKG was within normal limits. Two lesions of the anterior 

chest wall were noted behind the Kevlar armor with an area of contusion and 

abrasion with focal superficial laceration in the upper right anterior chest. 

The patient was admitted to General Surgery service, under regional anesthesia, 

for treatment of an injury to the left hand sustained during the assault. Post 

surgery EKGs, chest x-rays, and monitoring of arterial blood gases again 

revealed no abnormalities or irregularities. The victim was discharged from e the hospital on 26 December 1976. Based on the medical assessment, the 

resulting blunt trauma injury was adjudged to be minimal. Figure 3-19 dis

plays the two healing chest wounds (contusions) at four days post injury. 

2 Results of garment exami.nation. The 

protective garment worn by the officer was a 7-ply, 1000-denier, Style II 

Kevlar vest. Examination of the vest (which had not been laundered prior to 

the assault) revealed the following: 

• No penetration or separation of the 

Kevlar material 

• Powder marks and a tear in the cot

ton cover (covering the ballistic 

material at the point of impact) to 

the left and below center of the vest 

• Small tear in coii:on cover also noted 

in right e-houlder area with no powder 

marks and no damage to the under

lying Kevlar material. 



Figure 3-19. Healing Chest Wounds After 4 Days 

Thus, with no penetration of the Kev1ar 

plies, the. 38-caliber ballistic threat fired at close range was clearly repulsed. 

Further inspection revealed that the 158 -gr (soft-lead, round -nose) bullet 

travelled through the officer's outer jacket, police shirt, and undershirt before 

impacting the vest. In the opinion of the State Crime Laboratory specialists# 

the missiles did not strike badges, buttons, or other hard objects. 
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3 Incapacitation effect. Following the two 

impacts in the chest area, the assaulted officer fought with the assailant, and 

both fell to the floor, whereupon two more shots were fired with one impacting 

the officer in the left hand. After struggling free, the victim officer went up 

and down a staircase before dialing the 911 police emergency system to report 

the incident and await tl'ansport to the local hospital. Thus, though the hand 

wound was severe, the officer was not incapacitated as a result of the vest 

impacts. Figure 3 -20 shows respectively: 

• Frontal view of the vest, including 

two areas of missile impact and 

associated powder burns, which indi

cate the proximity of the assault. 

• Inner surface of vest front panel show ... 

ing a blood stain (arrow) over the 

area of injury (contusion) (Note that 

n.o disruption of the Ke'\dar material 

occur1"ed. ) 

• Recovered. 38-ca1i.ber round-nose 

lead missile which struck the central 

area of the vest; asymmetl'ic deformity 

indicates a slightly angled impact to 

(b) ~~chmond, Va., 5 January 1976. Program par~ 

ticipant assaulted with a .22-caliber handgun (hollow-point lead slug) froln 

approximately 7 ft with one missile impacting the 7-ply garment frontally. 

1 Medical assessment. The victim officer, 

a 28-yr-old male, was admitted to a local hospital i.n approximately 30 min 

after the assault. On initial examination, the patient was noted to be alert 

and in no distress with normal pulse, respiration, and blood pressure measure ... 

ments. A single chest wound, located 1 in. left of the left nipple, consisted of 

a slightly elliptical abrasion with a centered superficial laceration and 
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Figure 3-20. The Views at the Top Show Two Areas of Impact and 

Powder Burns at the Left and the Blood Stained Inner 
Panel at Right with No Disruption of Kevlar. Below 
Is the. 38-Caliber Missile Which Struck the Central 
Area 
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generalized swelling in the breast area. The patient complained of some 

tenderness to palpation in the region of the wound. Admission chest x-rays 

showed no rib fractures or discernible injury to underlying stru.cture, and an 

EKG was normal. The patient was then placed in an intensive care unit for 

cardiac monitoring and antibiotic treatment. Following 24-hr observation, the 

patient was transferred to General Surgery. Again, serial EKGs, che~\t x-rays, 

and cardiac enzymes did not show evidence of pathology. Following 48 hr 

hospital observation, the assaulted officer was discharged to the care of his 

private physician. 

Based on the medical assessment, the 

resulting blunt trauma injury, a moderately severe contusion with abrasion 

and superiiciallaceration of the injured area, was judged to be minimal, since 

there was no discernible injury to the underlying rib cage or viscera. Fig

ure 3-21 depicts the location of the wound on the pathological body diagrams 

used by local trauma surgeons pa,rticipating in the Body Armor Field Test 

experiment. 

2 Results of garment examination. The pro~ 

tective garment worn by the officer was a 7-ply, IOOO-denier, Style II Kevlar 

'Vest. Examination of the vest, which (as in the previous assault incident) had 

not been laundered prior to as sault, revealed the following: 

• No penetration or separation or the 

Kevlar material 

= .. A .. lO;mm slit with r.llight gray staining 

3.51 

of the white. cotton outer layer in the 

anterior left panel of the vest. (The 

heat of the impacting missile appeared. 

to have fused the underlying fir§t 

layer of ballistic material, but no 

penetration occurred. ) 

o 
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Figure 3-21. Wound Location on Pathological Body Diagram 
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Thus, with no penetration of the Kevlar 

plies, the. 22-caliber ballistic threat delivered from 6 to 8 ft with probable 

angling from left to right was clearly defeated" Further inspection of assault 

evidence data revealed that the impacting mis sUe entered through the officer's 

brown w:'nter blouse (breast pocket), tan uniform shirt, and undershirt bef>Dre 

impMlting the Kevlar vest. In the opinion of the State Grime Laboratory 

specialists, the missile did not strike badges, buttons, or other hard objects 

before impacting the vest. 

3 Incap:a.citation effect. Following his 

response to a suspected "burglary in process" call, the victim officer had 

entered the assault location and apprehended two of three suspects, when he 

was suddenly assaulted by the third suspect as he turned to face the suspect 

approaching from his rear. As related by the victim officer, "the weapon was 

essentially horizontal and aimed straight toward my chest. II The officer 

related that there was no immediate sensation of impact although a "s1ight 

dull pain" became noticeable in 30 to 45 sec after the weapon was fired. The 

assaulted officer was able to pursue the suspect, resulting in apprehension of 

the suspect outside the house. Thus, as in the previous case, there was no 

incapacitation following impact of the 7-ply garment by the common handgun. 

Figure 3-22 shows the following: 

• Frontal view of the impacte&>7 -ply 

garment with laceration of the outer 

cover in the left nipple area 

= Closeup print of the impacting mis~ 

sile).; a 40-gr lead hollow-point, .22 

caliber (Note scoring of missile 

caused by contact with Kevlar 

material. ) 

• Sturm Ruger Bearcat .22-caliber 

revolver with a 4-in. barrel, the 

weapon used b the assault. 
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Figure 3-22. Top Left Shows the Laceration of the Outer- Vest, 
and the. 22-Caliber Missile Is at the Right (Note 
Scoring from the Kevlar Material). The Weapon 
Is Shown Below 
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W Portland, Ore., 29 November 1916. Program 

participant assaulted with a .22-caliber semiautomatic rifle (long-rifle bullet, 

40-gr solid, round nose, lead) from approximately 150 yd with one missile 

impacting the vest frontally. 

1 Medisal assessment. The victim officer, 

a 29-yr-old male, was admitted to a local hospital in approximately 30 min 

iollowing the assault. After initial examina.tion, emergency treatment, and 

chest x-rays, the officer was placed in the coronary unit for extensive cardiac 

monitoring. The impact point was between the fifth and sixth rib adjacent to 

the left side of the sternum. The resulting abrasion of the chest was approxi

mately 1 in. in diameter with some seeping of serous fluid. Swelling of the 

surrounding area was approximately 4 in. in diameter. The victim officer 

stated that the impact was felt simultaneously with hearing the rifle report. 

Witnesses to the assault commented that the officer recoiled from the impact 

and. fell face down. During the post treatment interview, the officer was uncer

tain as to whether he lost consciousness; however, there was a short period in 

which there was evidence of 1'10ss of awareness. II FQUowing the normal 24-hr 

observation period in intensive care, serial EKGs, chest.x-rays, monitored 

cardiac enzylues, and a radioisotope sc:;tn revealed no irregularities nor inter

nal damage. The assaulted officer was discharged from the hospital 48 hr after 

admittance. As in the previously described firearm assaults, the blunt trauma 

injury was adjudged to be minimal despite the impact recoil effect and "los s of 

awareness,'1 since no discernible internal injury was observed beneath the 

point of impact. Figure 3-23 depicts the abrasion and swelling resulting from 

impact. 

2 Results of garment examination., The pro-

tective garment worn by the officer was a 7-ply, lOOO-denier, Style II Kevlar 

vest. Examination of the vest (which had been laundered pr,ior to assault) 

revealed the following: 

• The projectile was s:'t\opped ii,. the 
(:1 ,L~\ 

first ply of the ballistic material 

(Figure 3-23). 
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FigUl'e 3-23. Impact Abrasion and Swelling Are Shown at Top. Below Is 
the Damaged Vest at Left and an Enlargement of the Fabric 
Damage at Right. 
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There was visible evidence of fabric 

stretching at the point of impact, but 

no significant damage to the yarns. 

Slight sb:1etching of yarns beneath the 

point of impact was also observed in 

the second ply of ballistic material. 

• The impacting missile passed through 

the officer's outer jacket, wool uni

form shirt, and outer cover of the 

vest, and filaments of these materials 

were observed in the missile cavity I 

or depression made in the first ply. I 

The victim officer stated that he ·1 

could sense· the bullet trapped in the 

plies of his vest following impact. 

Later, following the entry of the vest 

as criminal evidence, the deformed 

missile was recovered along the bot-

tom seam of the ve st between the 

outer covel' and the first ply of bal-

listic material. 

ThtLs, with penetration limited to the firs~ 

ply of the 7-ply garment, the threat wc:~s clearly defeated; despite the fact that 

the threat potential exceeded the design capability of the protective garment. 

The rated muzzle velocity of the. 22-t.::aliber, semiautomatic rifle (with an 

l8-in. barrel) used in this assault was 1260 fps. The velocity of the weapolt 

was subsequently measured uSing a chronograph and a test range of 6 ft. The 

average velocity obtained with this method for four test firings was 1247 ips. 

Since the range in the incident was approximately 150 yd, it was theorized by 

ballistic specialists that the impacting velocity was significantly less than 

rated muzzle velocity and probably closer to 1000 fps. Hence, it is highly 
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probable that the ballistic impact equated reasonably with that of a .22 

caliber handgun. 

3 Incapacitation effect. As previously stated, 

in the postassault interview, the officer was uncertain as to whether he lost 

consciousness as a result of the impact. It was reported, however, that he did 

recoil from the impact and was also observed to experience a short period of 

IIlos s of awareness." Despite this, the officer was able to communicate by 

radio with police headquarters to report the incident and request medical aid. 

He then moved to an area of cover while awaiting the arrival of an ambulance. 

By comparison with the previous incidents, the immediate incapacitation effect 

in this case was noticeably more severe; however, the officer was still able to 

walk away from the point of assault under his own power. 

b. Nonshooting incident performance. As referred to earlier 

in Tables 3-17 and 3 ... 19, j four nonfirearm incidents involved the 7 -ply Kevlar 

vest: three assault cases and one motorcycle accident. Two of the incidents 

did not occur during the formal test period, but they are included here simply 

to attest to the nonfirearm protective features of the 7 -ply protective garment. 

The comments in Table 3-17 are sufficient to asses s garment 

performance in the nonfirearm incidents, since there was only one case in 

which the resulting injury required hospitalization. The four incidents are 

labeled with Code a in the table, and one occurred in Miami, two in Philadelphia, 

and one in Seattle. The Philadelphia incidents were both knife as saults involv

ing undercover agents in disguise. In both cases, the officers were as saulted 

from the rear with no penetration of the Kevlar material. A s noted in the 

column "Medical Data, II postassault injury was limited to a feeling of "slight 

soreness" as stated by the assaulted officers. 

In the Miami incident, a metal-tipped walking cane was used 

as the assault weapon. As noted under the column "Medical Data, " the officer 

sustained multiple bruises as a result of repeated.blows to the rib cage, but 

he did not require hospitalization when it was ascertained that no fractures 

occurred. Th&officer returned to duty the following day. 
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The final incident falls in the category of a nonweapon 

incident, and, as noted in Table 3-19, involved an officer somersaulting from 

a motorcycle while traveling at a speed of 55 mph. This incident, of course, 

required hospitalization; however, the injury to the upper torso area protected 

by the LEAA 7-ply undergarment was limited to soreness reSUlting from impact 

• with the pavement and ground, and x-rays of the rib cage revealed no broken 

or fractured ribs and no external damage (contusions, abrasions) to the pro

tected area occurred. The officer I s helmet, uniform jacket, shirt, pants, 

boots, gun, holster, and handcuffs were completely destroyed as he slid 

approximately 200 ft down a freeway. The officer was treated for bruises and 

contusions on all parts of his body except the area covered by the Kevlar vest. 

In the opinion of the attending physician, both external and internal damage 

would have occurred if the garment had not been worn. 

c. Performance sumn"lary. In summarizing the performance 

of the 7-ply LEAA undergarment in incidents involving program participants, 

it can be stated that two and possibly three fatal as saults were prevented by 

wearing the armor, and, that in four other cases not involving firearms, 

severe external and internal injury was avoided in the opinion of attending 

medical personnel. As is noted in Table 3-17, there were also two unfortunate 

program incidents involving impact to the torso area when the garment was not 

being worn. The medical assessments in both cases were that substantial 

damage and surgery would have been prevented if the garment had been worn. 

Fortunately, neither incident was fatal, although each officer required a long 

recovery period. 

The remaining entries in Tables 3-17, 3-18, and 3-19 cover 

program incidents involving no impact to the armor and other categories that 

do not involve the basic 7-ply LEAA undergarment. Sufficient data are included 

for the reader to make several interesting co~nparisons. In addition, signifi

cant comparisons can be made by reference to Figure 3-24, which portrays 

typical posttreatment incident wounds for wearers protected by the basic 

LEAA 7-ply vest, protected by commercial vests, or not protected. The 
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efficacy of the vest versus no vest by comparison of the external wound and 

the apparent similarity of wounds behind soft armor for common handgun 

weapons (although one. 22-caliber long-rifle incident is included), when the 

ply count is different is readily apparent. 

The three top photographs show from left to right the Seattle 

incident in which the officer was struck twice in the chest by a .38 specia11 the 

officer in Richmond who was hit with a .22 revolver, and the officer in POl·tland 

who was st:t'uck by a sniper with a .22 carbine. All were weari.ng LEAA gar-

. ments and received no internal damage. The incidents in Seattle and Portland 

would probably have been fatal were armor not worn. 

In the next two photographs, the officers were not wearing 

armor. The officer in Albuquerque was struck three times in the upper torso 

area by • 38-caliber projectiles, and the officer in Atlanta received a .32-cali ... 

bel' gunshot wound. The opening caused by an exploratory operation is shown. 

Both officers were in very critical condition. In both instances, the 7-ply vest 

would have prevented penetrati on. 

The last three pictures show the condition of the officerfj' 

torsos who were shot with. 38 handguns while wearil1g commercial garments. 

The Chicago and Jacksonville incidents involved an 18-ply composite of Kevlar 

. and ballistic nylon designed to stop the. 357 magnum. The Kansas City incident 

involved a l4-ply Kevlar vestl and the officer was shot with his own weapon. 

It is interesting to compare these results with the predictionfl, 

of the protective capabilities of the LEAA armor design. These predictions 

wel'e made during the development phase of the program by means of the 

so-called IIlethality model ll developed by medical researchers and ballistics 

experts of the Edgewood Arsenal Biomedical Laboratory of the U. S. Army. 

The ~ssumptions used in the development of this model included: 

• A random distribution of hits to the upper torso by a 

.38-caliber special, l58-gr lead, round-nose bullet at 

800 fps 

• Upper torso coverage with 7-plies of Kevlar 400 
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Hospital attention within 1 hr 

• Standard cross sectional areas of vital organs (i. e. 

liver, spleen, heart, and kidney) 

• Standa.rd vulnerability likelihoods for each vita.! organ 

based on friability tests. 

The friability tests were made using a water lavage on the 

vital organs of both the test animals (goats) and cadavers. These tests per

mitted an assessment of the degr~e of tissue damage suffered from hydro~ 

dynamic shock, which is similar to the blunt trauma damage observed in 

animal tests. By convoluting these probabilities of damage with the organ 

cross sectional areas, mortality and surgery probability rates were then 

calculated for each area for the two cases of with and without armor. 

The mortality probability after a random hit without armor 

was found to be between 7 and 25 percent; the probability of surgery was 82 to 

100 percent. If the armor is worn, the mortality rate is reduced to between 

1 and 5 percent, and surgery rate to 7 to 10 percent. Based upon the fact that 

none of the incidents involving armor resulted in a fatality or in the need for 

surgery, it is evident that the garment performance exceeded predictions or 

that the lethality model was too conservative in regard to blunt trauma from 

armor impacts. 

2. Detectability. On the wearer monthly data questionnaire, the test 

gl'01.1.P wa's asked the following question: 

?;)~ 
o~ 

-S ~, rz,rz, . i-rz,rz,?;)~ rz,o, 
rz,1lJ .:S ~ 'b03 ~ i-IQ ~ ~rz,' 

• .,'8 • co ,0 
,?-03 '?' Q' Q' ~ 

(1 ) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

25. ___ ... .,.,.." __________ _ 
Frequent comments by the public indicate that the 
garment is easily detected 
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Figure 3-25 shows the average response of the officers over time, 

and Figure 3-26 shows the average response of the officers with respect to 

garment type. Applying a scale of I to agree strongly and 5 to disagree 

strongly, the greatest monthly shift in Figure 3-2b is less than 0.3, which is 

less than one standard deviation in the monthly responses. Thus, there is 

no substantive seasonal variation in the detectabUity of the garment, and the 

officers indicated a neutral attitude towards the public's ability to detect the 

gar1nent. 

In Figure 3-26, again using a scale of I to 5 for the resp6nses~ the 

greatest differences between responses is O. 52, which is less than the standard 

deviation of 0.8 among t1.~e responses. Hence, there is no substantive differ

ence among the garments in their detectability by the public, -and all of the 

average garment responses are in the neutral range. 

In addition, the test participants were asked on the Wearer Post 

Test Questionnaire the degree to which they found the LEAA Style I and Style II 

garments inconspicuous. The exact question asked wa.s: 

42. From your observation of other officers 
wearing the LEAA garments, which is 
the most inconspicuous? 
1) _ Style 1 (full side protection) 
2) __ Style 2 (front and rear shaped 

panels) 
3) _ Both about the same 

The distribu.tion of responses to this question is shown in Table 3-20. 

Table 3-20. The Garment Inconspicuousness Distribution 

Most Inconspicuous Garment Absolute Frequency Relative Percent 
.. 

LEAA .style I 508 17.3 

LEAA Style II 706 24.1 

Both the same 1520 51. 8 

Missing 199 6.7 
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The number of subjects who contend that one garment is less con

spicuous than another (1214) is statistically different from the number of 

officers (1520) who feel that both types of garments are equally inconspicuous 

(chi-square = 77.13, df = 1, P = 0.001). Therefore, most officers feel that 

the two garments (LEAA Style I and Style II) do not differ in the degree of con ... 

spicuousness. However, the number of officers (508) who feel that LEAA Style I 

type garments are more inconspicuous than LEAA Style 2 garments is signifi

cantly smaller than the number of officers (706) who feel the opposite (chi

square = 77: 17, df = 1, P == 0.001). 

3. Comfort. On the Wearer Monthly Data Questionnaire, the test 

group was asked to respond to the following six questions relating to garment 

comfort. 

?>;~ 
0" ~ ':> 

(QfQ (QfQ 

S§ S§ 
Y'" Y'" 

(1) (2) 

15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. - .. --
24. 

Q,' Q,fb 
.;;s' S§ 

~fQ' • c,'8 
Q' 

(3) (4) 

----

!,fb'<J ?>;~ 
~O) ~ .<:J ,0 

Q' c} 

(5) 

The garment is easy to put on and take off 
The garment fits well 
The garment allows free movement 
The garment allows easy access to my weapon 
The garment allows nornial maneuverability 

The garment comfort remains the same throughout 
the shift 

Figure 3-27 through Figure 3-32 show, as a function of time, the 

percentage Clf officers who answered these questions with the agree response. 

From these:igures, it can be seen that there is little monthly variation in the 

officers' attitudes towards the garments' comfort. 

Table 3-21 shows the average category response to these questions 

over the test period. 

From thi.s table, one can see that generally tl,ie officers exhibit 

positive attitudes toward all these questions except that the garment comfort 
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Figure 3-32. Constant Comfort 
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ITab1e 3-21. Average Comfort Responses 

Average Response 

Agree Disagree 
Questions Strongly Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly 

Easy on and off 15. 1 70.7 9.0 4.6 0.6 

Fits well 5.2 55.4 15.8 20. 1 3.6 
:0 

Free movement 4.6 56.5 18.0 18.7 2.2 

Acces s 'to weapon 8.5 74.8 10.4 5.6 0.7 

Normal 4.6 54.6 19.6 19.7 1. 5 
maneuverability 

Constant cOlnfort 1.4 26.6 15.7 47.2 9. 1 

does not remain the same throughout the shift. This correlates well with the 

results presented in the earlier discussions, and it appears that heat contain

ment is the primary reason that the garment does not remain conlfortable. 

The general comfort and fit of the garments was ascertained from 

a pretest and posttest question directly addres sing the issue for test group 

officers: 

41. From your experience in wearing the 
garment would you say the general 
comfort level was: 
1) __ Very comfortable 
2) __ Comfortable 
3) __ No change 
4) __ Slightly uncomfortable 
5) __ Very uncomfortable 

A similar pretest question indicated the degree of anticipated comfort. The 

distribution 'of responses for the entire pretest and posttest samples is shown 

in Table 3-22. 
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Table 3 .. 22. Protest and Posttest Questionnaires - Garment Comfort 

T"",!:w_~",d: ~ .... --

!nstrun'lC nt 
........ "" 
of Officors 

e Category 

Comfortable 

Numbor' 

Itospons 
Very 

Corn! 

No eh 
Slight 

Very 

ortab1e 

ange 

-1y Uncomfortable 

Uncomfortable 

Missing 
~_,>lo:o:'.\-""""''lI<'-.,t''',. __ ~..-.-...,,,-,,_~ 

-

Within Group Proportion 

Pretest Posttest 

4037 2933 

3.0 1.2 

28.2 19. 1 

6.6 5. 6 

6.8 55.6 

2.3 13.9 

3. 1 4.5 
-

The l'osponses to the pretest question for subjects who submitted 

both pretest an.d posttest information were compared to the responses of the 

subjocts who submitted posttest infor'mation only. Table 3-23 contains the 

obsorved within cell percentages. The within cell percentages were not 

oba(~rvcrl to vary mOl'e than three percent for anyone category between the 

gt'OUP of o££icel's who sUbmitted both questionnaires and the group who sub

mitted only pl:etest iniol'mation. The group of officers for which both pretest 

and posttcst information was submitted was considered to be equivalent to the 

btl'oup of ofiicers who submitted only pretest questionnaires. 

In general, the officers initially felt that the garment would either 

be somewhat comfortable or not change its general comfort level. At the 

end of the test period, the officers felt that the garments were slightly uncom

fortable. The Friedman analysis of variance procedure was employed to 

d(ltet'mino if this change in comfort was statistically significant. 

'rhe value of the Friedman test statistic that was obtained using 

2.877 pretest and posttest responses was 1106.23. With a sample of this size, 

the ltricdman test statistic is distributed approximately as a chi-square with 

ono dCgl'CC of freedom. The probability of obtaining a value of chi-square at 
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Table 3-23. Distribution of Garment Comfort Responses Aggregated 
by Whether or Not the Officer Completed Both Pretest 
and Posttest Questionnaires 

Within Cell Proportions 

Instrument Both Pretest Only 

Number of Officers 2552 1396 
Response Category 

Very Comfortable 3.0 3.4 
Comfortable 30. 1 27. 1 

No Change 6.8 6. 9 
Slightly Uncomfortable 58.2 59.5 
Very Uncomfortable 2.0 3.0 

least this large due to chance is less than 0.001. Therefore, the observed 

decrease in garment comfort between the pretest and posttest was statistically 

significant. 

4. Deterioration. 'The purpose of this phase of the study is to address 

two major questions. The first examines the degree to which the various gar

ments retain their structural integrity, and the second is concerned over 

whether or not the ballistic material bunches. In order to answer these ques

tions, officers were asked to respond on the monthly questionnaires to q.;testions 

regarding the structural integrity of the garment and the amount of ballistic 

material bunchin~ they experienced. The officers responses were solicited 

from Question 14. 

14. The garment showed wear as follows: 
_ seams opening 
_ fasteners working loose 
_ buttons falling off 
_ ballistic material bunching up 
_ wear at crease location . 
_ wear at material edges 
__ velcro does not hold well 
_ appearance deteriorating 
_ other _____ ~ __ _ 

_ none 

, , 
I 



'l'he proportion of officers wearing each type of garment and 

responding to one 01' more of the questions above is shown in Table 3-24, and 

the average monthly responses over time for all garments are shown in 

1;'1gU1'O 3 .. 33. 

Th(' data show that less than 2 percent of the officers indicated 

they experienced bunching of the ballistic material, regardless of the type of 

garment worn. Thorefore, this table supports the conclusion that hunching 

of the ballistic material is not considered a major problem by the officers. 

Tho officers I responses to the garment integrity questions were 

1'1Ot as conclusive as the responses to the ballistic material item. Approxi

n'),ately 5 pe,recnt of the officers indicated that the garment fastener s had a 

tendency to work loose. The occurrence was most often cited by officers who 

wore the I.lEAA Style II, lO-ply garment. 

Again about 5 pel'cent of the officers indicated a problem with 

£abr'ic wear at the garment's seams. Officers wearing Commercial Styles A 

(12 ply) and B (14 ply) reported the highest percentage of problems with gar

ment woal' at the crease. The results were 9.3 percent and 12.8 percent, 

respectivcly. Significantly, less than 3 percent of the officers wearing 

Commorcial Stylos B (14-ply), C (IS-ply), and D (24-ply) garment types experi

enced this pl'oblom. 

Approxinlately 6 percent of the officers indicated they found prob

Imns with the Velcro. The incidence of Velcro-related problems was generally 

consistent £01' all garment types, except Commercial Style C {18 ply}. Only 

1.4 pel'cent of the officers testing Commercial Style C (18 ply) garment noted 

U VOIC1'O problem. 

Relative to concern about garment appearance, about one percent 

of 011 o££icors reported that the garment appearance was deteriorating. The 

highest pOl'ccntageo of this deficiency, 3 percent, were reported by those 

wearing COl':nmercial Styles A (12-ply), B (14-ply), and D (24-ply) garments. 

,tn goneral, it can be said that the garments r~~tained much of their 

structural i.ntegrity. 
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Table 3-24. Proportion of Officers Wearing Each Type of Garment Who 
Indicated That They Experienced One or More Forms of 
Ga1:ment Degradation 

-.. .... -,---.............. ~.----- ,.,~--~- .. ···- .... ....-·--~··-i- ......... ~-.-.---- ... -.. .,.--.. --- .... 
Scams Fasteners 

Garment Type Opening Loose Buttons Bunching Crease Edges Velcro Deteriorate 
~ .~ - ... <r ••• , ~. __ ...... ____ .M ......... ·.·. --.... --.-.. ~ ... ..... ~, ....... ,- .... -.- -_ ......... -._- . __ .... _.- .. -

LEAA-I (7 ply) 0.037 0.058 0.130 0.006 0.042 0.041 0.071 0.012 

LEAA-II (7 ply) 0.053 0.068 0.050 0.009 0.062 0.047 0.064 0.017 

LEAA-II (10 ply) 0.095 0.112 0.020 0.008 0.054 0.050 0.059 0.009 

Commercial --.------
A (12 ply) 0.051 0.044 O.OH 0.000 0.093 0.041 0.066 0.028 

I B (14 ply) . 0.072 0.043 0.037 0.017 0.128 0.028 0.064 0.029 l C (18 ply) l 0,061 0.025 0.019 0.000 0.033 0.005 0.014 0.008 

D (24 ply) 0,065 0.021 0.022 0.011 0.020 0.019 0.046 0.034 
__ "'_,_;"'d ,.,. """,.R ~"'""'-"'.,' ... '"' .... _ """" ..... ',,"" "'~" _ .. _.' _ .. · .. _".,~ ... <- ... _"~r . ~ ... - .. ~.+-"'.~~ -'> __ ~ H'" ,. ...... ~ ... ~ •• _4' __ • 

_0--.-0» ___ " .. ___ . __ ~ ____ 
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c. Impact on Law Enforcement Operations 
~"'~'*t ... ¢-.,.· ~-,. ,... .. 

An invCDtigation was also conducted of the possible overt and covert 

changeD in officer attitudes or performance which may have resulted from 

w<Hu.'ing the garments, and thus impact law enforcement operations. These 

changeD wore defined in terms of four measurement questions, each as soci

atml with one 01'" more pretest and posttest items. The items associated with 

(,ach mca!Jurcmcnt question and results of the response analyses are discussed 

below. 
L Aggl:cBsi.veness. A major issue surrounding protective apparel 

~'"*-'''" 

18 whothel.' Or n()t the gal:ment tends to make the officer more aggressive toward 

the public. 'This issue was addressed in Question 3 O. 

30. 00 you think wearing soft body armor 
would mako you more or loss aggressive 
an officer? 
1) __ Much les,; 
2) _,., __ LctjS 

:-I) _'"~ ~ No th ffml'nt 
4) _".~>~ Morn 
bl __ "~ Much lYIort! 

'l'lm l'eapon~cs to this question aggregated by participation group are shown in 

Table 3 ... Z5. Most of ·the officers (89 percent) felt that wearing a protective 

garn1(mt would have, OJ: has had, no effect on the level of aggression they 

('xpcrit."nc(ld while intel-'acting with the public. 

Complete pretest anJ posttest information was available for 

28ilB subJects. 'rhOl'C l'cmained 1754 subjects who submitted pretests but 

did not submit posttests. III ol'der to address the missing data issue, the 

pretest lHHIPOllSOS of the officers who submitted complete data were compared 

with the prct(~st l'cspouses of the officers who submitted pretest data only. 

'rhe rmmltblU cross tabulation is shown in Table 3-26. The raw value of the 

~hl ... square statistic was 1. 818 with 4 degrees of freedom. The probability 

of obtaining tl. vnluc of chi .. square at least that large due to chance is greater 
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Table 3-25. Levels of Aggression Experienced by Officers While 
Interacting with the Public Aggregated by 
Participant Group 

Within Group Percentage Responding to 
Each Category 

Instrument Pretest Posttest 

Subpopulation Test Control Test Control 

Number of Officers 3995 581 2933 364 

Response Category 

Much Less 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.8 

Less 0.9 1.4 0.7 2.5 

No Different 89.3 89.5 85.9 83.5 

More 8.1 6. 5 9. Z 7. 1 

Much More 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.5 

Missing 1.0 1.7 3.5 5.5 

Table 3-26. Level of Pretest Aggressiveness in Interacting 
with the Public Aggregated by Whether or Not 
Complete Data Were Available. 

Within Group Percentages 

Response Group Complete Data Pretest Data Only 

Response Category 

Much Less o. Z 0.3 

Less 1.0 0.9 

No Different 90.4 90.4 

More 8.4 7.8 

Much More 0.4 0.6 
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Umn 0. '{(if]. It ia concluded that the responses to this item by the officers 

w1w fJubrnittcd complete data did not differ from the responses of the officers 

whf' tmbrnittcd only pt'{~t(~at information. The officers who submitted com

lIh~t(' intorrnntion were considered equivalent to the general pop.lJ.i.aiion of 

o£fit'N'B. 

'L'lio 1triedman analysis of variance procedure was used to detect 
",,=,1 

(:In,mH(~L~m\ I)l~(·tcst al1d posttest l'esponses6 The Kruskal-Wallis analysis 

of variance proccdure was used to determine the significance of the difference 

lwtwc('n teat und (!antral ~p'oupa and interaction contrasts. 'the results of 

tlwse pl'occdurcs appear in Table 3 .. 27. The values of the interaction con

tl'Hst (eh,i ... aqmll'c ~ 0.000, elf :::: 1, p :;: 0.294) were found to be not significantly 

~hf£~'l·('nt. it'om Y.C't'O.. 'l'h C1' <>f'Ol'C, a conclusion might be that the aggressive 

IH·hnvtt)l.' of police o££ic(~rs is not dependent upon the wearing of protective 

appal'(!l. Caution should be e:&orciscd in the interpretation of these results. 

It han l}(lcn shown tho.t the responses to this item seem to cluster about a 

nNltl'ul p08iti(ml which ia highly suspicious, The item itself may cause a 

rml·ticula:t .. ly scnsitivc l'(Hlction by police o£ficel's. Certain items are" social 

(hwh'nbUttyll factors ifthoy elicit similar responses from most people. Devia

tion £t'om fH.ICh specific l'osponses indicates a departure frorn a strong social 

he-Ut"! flh'u(~tul:'C~ It is possible that the responses for this item contain a 

high social desh-nbility- COmpOl'lCnt. The res1.11t of no significant differences 

may be tt·uc; however,. the responses to this item may not clearly demonstrate 

Umt fnct. 

'rho lwxt lucnsul'cmcnt item used to define officer aggression 

in t'utnpoaed of tma' suhitems. The collection of foul' subitems attempts to 

f.h·t(·l·lnim~ the mm'l.l)Ol' of times the oIficel' experiences a violent confrontation 

while in tht, lin(~ of duty. The appropriate pretest question is reproduced 

h<tlow £01' cOlwcnicnec" 
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Table 3-27. Results of the Analysis of the Significance of 
Observed Differences in Aggression 

Source of Variation Test Statistic df Significancea 

Pretest Posttest Contrast 1. 100b 1 0.294 

Between Groups Contrast O.OOOc 1 0.999 
Interaction Contrast O.564 c 1 0.453 

aprobability of the observed value of the test statistic occurring by 
chance 

bFriedman Test Statisti.c 

cKruskal-Wallis Test Statistic 

20. 

(2) (3) (4) (5) 

--- --- --- --- ---

Approximately how marlY times have you been assaulted 
in the line of duty since January 1972? (violence or 
threat of violence) 

... 
Handguns 
Shotquns dnn riflflS 
Other dangerous weapons 
Hands, arPIS, fists, etc. 

The corresponding posttest question is reproduced below for comparison. 

20. 

(1 ) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
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Approximately how many times have you been assaulted 
in the line of duty duo:io,Q the test period (violence or 
threat of viol/mee). . 

Handguns 
Shotguns and rifles 
Other dangerous weapons 
Hanos, arms, fists, etc. 

.... /1. 



It nhould hn clear from the examination of the questions that the 

prctcat and pOtJitcnt l'(!£C1' to two different periods of time. Since the refer

f!:ru:e pm.'iod in not the: Garno for the pretest as it is for the posttest, any 

preteot"prJsttm3t (mntrnGt would not be meaningful, and any between participa

tiun ~~1:0Ut> cOlltraato would not be substantively meaningful to this study since 

thin {~ont;t'aat would he indicative of dH£crcmces which existed over time and 

th(u-e£ol'(! not attrilmtahle in any manner to the garment. What is meaningful 

to thin ntudy io if the two participation groups behaved differently. The only 

'\\ (;ontraBt whic;h wou.ld indicate a possible garrnent effect would be a significant 
\\ 
\ intn, .. a.etion contl'ast. Only the pretest"'posttest interaction contrast will be 

exnminml £01' each type of afJsauit. 

1'ho dist:dhutions of assaults for pretest, posttest, test, and con

trol wroupo arc shown in Tables 3 ... 28 through 3-31. The responses to ea.ch 

of the pr('~t(~8t questionnairos w(}ro con1pal'ed to the responses for the same 

{t(~mfJ :£:rOt)) lHlhjccta who subn-:litted protests only. The resultl~ of these com

pari.f.H)fUJ tl.l'C shown in 'Tables 3 .. 32 thrO\lgh 3 .. 35. The responSle patterns did 

not exhil)i.t significant val'iation between groups. Therefore, the subjects who 

tmbmitted both pretost and posttest quest'lonnaires can be considered equivalent 

totlw cntil~(~ pl"etcot om:t1plc. 

'L'he val\.l(.~s of the Krtlskal .. Wallis and Friedman test statistics for 

(mdl co.tegol"Y of a~H1U:lllt al'O shown in Table 3 ... 36. It should be easily seen 

Iron.'! tho table that all pl'etcflt-posttest contrasts were, as expected, significant. 

Also; all l)(~tw{'cn gl'OUp contrasts were not significant. As previously stated, 

bowevm.', ainc(~ the questions spanned varying time periods, the only meaningful 

(~on1;l,.·nflt in the intcl.·action contrasts. The values of the interaction contrasts 

£01" t.wo typefl of assaults wt'rc found not to be significant. These two categories 

of at:HH'l.ults \\'01'0 "Shotguns and lUflcs" and "Other Dangerous Weapons. II 

'fhert'£Ol'f'. it Hcen1S that whethel' 01' not an officer is wearing a protective 

HO.rnwnt does not have an effect on the rate of assaults which occur with either 

8hot~ltm8) riih" 0, or athel' dangerous weapons. 

I 
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Table 3-28. Distribution of the Number of Assaults Using 
Handguns £01' the Entire Pretest and Postiest 
Data Sets 

Within Cell Percentage 

Instrument Pretest Posttest 

Participation Group Test Control Test Control 

Number of Officers 4037 581 2933 364 

Response Category 

Never 58.1 69.1 87.5 79.3 

Once 17.6 14.2 7. 1 . 9. 1 

Twice 10.2 8.2 3.0 4.7 

Thrice 4.1 1.8 O. 9 2.0 

More Than Three 9.9 6.6 1.5 4.7 

Missing (9.6) (14. 1) (13.4) (l9.0) 

Table 3-29. Distribution of the Number of Assaults Using Shotguns and 
Rifles for the Entire Pretest and Posttest Data Sets 

Within Cell Percentage 

Instrument Pretest Posttest 

Participation Group Test Control Test Control 

Number of Officers 4037 581 2933 364 

Response Category 

Never 75.0 77.0 93. 9 86.0 

Once 15.0 14.5 3.8 9.3 

Twice 4.9 5.0 1.4 1.8 

Thl'ice 1.7 1.0 0.4 1.4 

More Than Three 3.4 2.4 0.4 1.4 

Missing (10.8) (14. 6) (16.4) (23.4) 
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'rnhle 3 .. 30. Dietribution of the Number of Assaults Using Other 
Dangcrous Weapons for the Entire Pretest and 
l'oettest Data Sets 

~~,!:::.:::-;:-~$li>¢...,;.,~;":t;;":;'-'':''~:' ~ 

Within Ce11 Percentage 

IUBtrutllont Pretest Posttest 
'it:#III~Itj';!-..... , _ ... 

Participatiol'l (h'oup Test Control Test Control 

Number of O££iccr s 4037 581 2933 364 
Response Category 

Nevor 55.6 67.9 84.9 77.1 
Once 14.7 10.5 7.5 10.4 
'l'wico 10.9 8.5 4/,0 4.3 
'l'h:l'ice 5.1 3.2 1.4 2.5 
Morc 'than rrhree 13.7 9.9 2.3 5.7 

Misshlg (10.8) (14.6) (14. 7) (23. 1) 
~~~~;.I';;~"',.l::; "l'." .... -"'~."l!' .. ~1\t::"" ••• t;,r';;'~'>;"'" ~":~~:>;~"*,,," .. ,,;,:~:,,p ~'>t.I4'~.i'-",=--_...""~_l-....~,,.,,_,_~, ___ 

'rnble 3 .. 31. l)istribtl'tion of the Number of Assaults Using Hands, 
Arms, If'ists, Etc. £01' the Entire Pretest and 
Pt)sttest Data Sets 

k;"'~-~-~~--~- --~ -
Within Cell Percentage 

Instl'un.1 cut Pretest Posttest 
-= 

'~Pa l.°ti {":ipntion Group Test Control Test Control 

Numher of O££iCC1'S 4037 581 2933 364 
1\e3ponsl\ Cntegol"y 

Nevol' 21. 0 30.3 55.2 41. 6 
Once 8.5 7.7 10.9 13.9 
'rwie(~ 13.0 11. 5 11.3 13.9 
Tln'i(!(~ 10.2- 12.9 7.7 11. 7 
Morc 'rhan Three 47.3 37.6 14.9 18.9 

}..1issing (9.3) (13.1) (5.2) (12.9) 
~.-;.'r:;;~'-;~;~~;~'-:'.;-';";tC"7$"~·71C=;~;z.~~~t~ --'"""'-
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Table 3-32. Distribution of the Number of Pretest Assaults Using 
Handguns Aggregated by Whether or Not the Officer 
Submitted Pretest and Posttest or Only Pretest 
Questionnaires 

Within Cell Percentage 

Instrument Both PI'etest Only 

Number of Officers 2591 1590 

Response Category 

None 59.8 59. 1 

One 16.8 17.9 

Two . 10.0 9.7 

Three 4.2 3.3 

More Than Three 9. 1 10.0 

Table 3-33. Distribution of the Number of Pretest Assaults Using 
Shotguns and Rifles Aggregated by Whether or Not 
the Officer Submitted Pretest and Posttest or Only 
Pretest Questionnaires 

Within Cell Percentages 

Instrument Both Pretest Only 

Number of Officer s 2557 1575 

Response Category 

None 75. 1 75.2 

One 15.0 15. 1 

Two 5.2 4.6 

Three 1.4 1.9 

More Than Three 3.3 3.2 

--" 
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TulJI! J.,. 34. DlOtl'ibution of the Number of Pretest Assaults Using 
OthC!r Dangc:rouo Weapons Aggregated by Whether or 
Not th(~ Officer Suhn1itted Pretest and Posttest or 
Only Prnteot QueatiormairNl 

" -,,, .... _"~_ ,._,...._~·""""" __ 4 __ ,c~.>->o-~~ ....... ,.,.,... ... " .. '"-_LA-... _"-~"'-_ 

Within Ce1l Percentage 
t-='--I 

t---r:~~~7':~ Both Pretest Only ,.,-
. ££icern f NumtH!r of 0 

. tcgory Ronpo:nLlc Gn 

NonG: 

OIW 

'l'wo 
'j'hl'eo 

n Thr(w 

2556 1575 

56.3 58.3 

14.7 13.5 

10.6 10.5 

5. 1 4.5 

13.2 13.3 

',rahlo 3 ... 35. Distl'ibution of the Number of Pretest Assa.ults with 
Hands, Fists, Etc. Aggregated by Whether or Not 
the ()££iC(~l' Suhrnitted Pretest and Postte.st or Only 
1>l·(~t(~st Questionnaires 

[~:~.:n".":··"~········ ."._,. ···· .. ----~;~~rcentage 
Both Pretest Only 

NmnbN' of Offi(~el'fJ 

RClJpOl1B{\ Category 

NOll(' 

Om' 

Two 

, l '1'hl·(,,('~ 

2604 

22.3 

B.4 
13.2 
11. 0 
4S.0 

1594 

21.8 

8.4 
12.2 

9.8 
47.8 L Mnl'(> Than Thre<~ 

."""" ___ ----L-____ L.-.-_----' 

I' I: 
i 
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Table 3-36. Values of Test Statistics for Each of Three 
Contrasts and Four Types of Assaults 

Comparison Contrast 

Assault Category Pretest/Posttesta Between Groups b 
Intel:action 

Handguns 175. 174 c 

Shotguns and 64. 636 c 

Rifles 

Othel: Dangerous 192. 995 c 

Weapons 

Hands, Fists, Etc. 584.861 c 

aFriedman Test Statistic, d£ = 1. 

bKruskal-Wallis Test Statistic, d£ = 1. 

. 
O.634d 

5. 180c 

1. 132d 
3.593d 

O.461d 
3. 680d 

2.100d 
16.392c 

c 
p < 0.05 

d 
P > 0.05 

b 

The value of the interaction contrast was found to be statistically 

significant for two types of assaults: Handguns and Hands, Fists, Etc. The 

average number of assaults within these categoJ:ies aggregated by type of 

questionnaire and participation group is shown in Table 3 -37. On the sur

face, it would appear from the table that the officers who were issued gar- ...: 

ments experienced a greater decrease in the numbel: of assaults involving 

weapons included in the handguns, hands, and fists category than officers who 

were not issued protective garments. Blind reliance upon the statistical pro

cedure would lead to the conclusion that protective garments may contribute 

to a decrease in the number of certain types of assaults experienced by police 

officers. However, a close examinationof the entries in Table 3-37 seems to 

indicate that this conclusion lacks substantive validity. Wi.th regal:d to assaults 

with handguns, the pretest difference between test and control groups was O. 1 

(standard deviation = 1.28), and the posttest difference between the same 

groups was -0.27 (standard deviation = 0.8 approximately). The pretest dif

ference between test and control mean assaults with "hal').ds, fists, etc. II was 

0.21 (standard deviation = 1.6), and the posttest difference fOl: the same 

groups was -0$ 42 (standard deviation = 1. 54 approxima,tely). Considering the 

relatively large size of this sample, and that the number of officers in each 
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'1'alJle 's >37" M(,£tn and Standard Deviation of the Number of Times an 
Officer Wao AfHJaultcd with Handguns or :Hands alld Fistsa 

., ,".,," ~' ... >" ~_"-"""'_,.4 ----"" 
f~~.:JUII;' Gatel ~Ol'y PretBBt Posttest 
,~ --

Teat Control Test Control 

O.H69(1.29) 0 .. 769(1.27) O.22(0.69} 0 .. 49(1.06) 

gte. 2.500(1. (3) 2.290(1.65) l. 14(1. 51) 1. 56( 1. 59) ~
Ia,ml1~UtU; 

Hando, l"into, 
"-~~. '.~ ;'-~~ -: . J) .r#:;"~:;-~.-;:.:;' _', ,:;~,":t:..:~~.:::'~ ," ;cc,' ' :~-"..-~-",,;;;-:-:-"C '1::::,-', ~~~.;,;; _._'~._~ .~...7_~'''''-' -"'"_'~"","= ~'-<~-::""~>~""""'."" ,"'-<-... --"'-..... ........ ~"""'~-.-'''''''-''-...: 

flStandal"d doviation in pal'(mthesis. 

(~(\1l of 'tho d(wign al'e not pl'oportional, the diffcrential effect sizes are not 

inlJH·ooaiv{'. In light of theoe dt1taile, it seems that a conservative inference 

1.8 in ordN.'. It ean bt} sai.d that the1'(~ exi.sts evidence which indi.cates that the 

wt.,al'ing oJ.' a pl'oteetiv{'\ garment dOtH) not have an impact upon the number of 

l\SBaulta (~xpol'ierH~ed hy a police officol'. 'rhero exists a very small amount 

of ('vl<1(llw(~ whie'll aCNlHJ to indicate that protective garments may reduce the 

nmnbpl' of aoonultn oxp<:rienccd hy the officer in certai:n categories (handguns, 

lHUl.fin, fieta l ('tc.) by un (~xtl'{~mcly sl'nall und, perhaps, nonmeaning£ul 

nmutmt. 
2.. Pl\rfol'mancc of duties. On the wearer monthly data questionnaire, 

t;=:;:';;-_;::::::;::;:;'::~::::::~W~!o:'~,",,:--;~ ... =-..;~=o:...,'""-:t-t:t:;·-_:~:;;::r-~":::,:~ 

tht' t,PHt n1'Ollp wan aaked th(~ following thl'(H~ qucstions relating to the degree 

that thl'l' gu,rnHmtn interfer(~ with their pel'£os:manco of their duties. 

I~'l (4) 

21 'Till' 9.mnent htndt~r5 my muvements while purSUing 
,) 5\~~PUi' t 
lite q.lIlllt'ltt hUld(!r~i my efforts to subdue .m adversary 
lilt, ~Nrnwnt IIHNlereS With my efforts during a rescue 
Opm<1tlOfl 



The percent of officers who agreed with these statemel'lts l with respect to 

time, are presented in Figures 3-34 through 3-36, The total average responses 

to the questions for each category are presented in Table 3-38. These data 

show that less than 25 percent of the test group responckd that the garment 

hindered their performance and that these responses were stable over time~ 

3. Fatigue. Each month, the test group was asked if the garment 

increased their fatigue while en duty. The exact question asked was: 

?:;;~ 
0" $ !'b' iii< ~il'f' ?Y;-\ ~' 'bfl.1 !-,fl.tp .~ <'J>~ ,§ij 6" .§ 

\>'-cs ~}' Q~~ If'' Q .... 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Figure 3-37 shows the responses with respect to time of the pel-;;' 

cent of officers who agree with the statement, while Table 3-39 gives the total 

percent response to each category. These data show that approximately 

25 percent of the test group felt that the garment did increas e, to some 

extent, their fatigue on duty. There is no significant trend in the data with 

respect to time, but there appears to be a slight increase during the summer 

months in the number of officers who feel that the garments increase fatigue • 

I, " . ___ ~~J 
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Figure 3-35. Einders Efforts To Subdue 
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Figure 3-36. Hinders Efforts To Rescue 

Table 3 .. 38. Average Hindrance Responses 

Average Response 

Agree Disagree 
Question Strongly Agree Neither Disagree Strongly 

Hinders Movements 1.5 21. 1 34.7 39.6 3. 1 

Hinders Subdue 0.9 14.8 35.9 45.0 3.3 
Efforts 

Hinders Rescue 0.8 13.7 43,,5 39.3 2.7 
Efforts 
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',rable 3-39. Avera.ge Fatigue Responses 
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CHAPTER IV. SUPPLEMENTAL TEST AND ANALYSES 

A. Recall Garments 

The test plan required the periodic recall of garments from the field 

to monitor their performance for degradation. The garments to be recalled 

were identified on the basis of frequency of laundering and amount of times 

worn. When the garments to be recalled were identified, replacements with 

new garments in the same size and style were delivered to the test C;,onductors. 
~: r 

The new garments were thel'l exchanged for the worn garments to eliminate 

nonavailability to the officers. 

The test program was established to determine changes in penetration 

resistance to the. 22-caliber projectile, changes in the clay cavity from the 

. 38-caliber projectile, changes in the tensile strength in the warp and fill 

directions, mechanical damage to the fabric fibers. and degradation in the 

Zepel-D water-repellant treatment. 

The :r.ecalled garments were tested in the following manner. The rear 

panel was used for ballistic testing. Three. 38-caliber impacts were made 

on each panel to obtain average clay cavity measurements, The rear panel 

was then impacted with 10 well-separated. 22-calibe:r impacts to deter

mine penetration velocities. The front panel was used to obtain tensile 

specimens of 10 by 2 in. in both the warp and fill direction. Four samples 

were taken from each ply in each direction. Scrap sections from the panel 

were used for microscopic examination and water-break testing. 

1. Tensile tests. The tensile tests were performed on the Instron 

test equipment equipped with 1 by 2-in. pneumatic jaws operating at 3000 ... psi 

pneumatic pressure. The jaws were 2-in. long in the pull direction. These 

10 by 2-in. test samples were prepared by glueing (contact cement) 2 ... in. 

square cardboard tabs to each side of both ends of the specimen. This gave a 

6-in. pull specimen. The jaws were aligned with the specimen in such a way 

that the same threads or yarns were engaged by both the upper and lower 
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jaW8* 'l'lw iensiJ.c load was therefore applied to the center 1 in. of fabric in 

tho Z .. in. width (approxhl'lately 31 threads). The samples were then loaded 

to railUl~ fl. 
Tahle 4 .. 1 contains the r(~sults of the tensile tests on the recalled 

gn.l'ln(mta. The average values in the Warp and fill direction are presented 

1'01' on.(;h anl'mont tested. Th(~ results shown in the table are somewhat lower 

than the values measured during the acceptance testing of the production 

fabric. 'rho a.(!ceptancctesting showed fabric warp strengths between 1000 

and 1300 IbM The wal"f' fltrength of the sam.ples in the table generally lay 

hetween 900 and 12,00 lb. Only one garment, serial number B2235, was 

significantly outaid(~ ih(~s(~ limits, but there did not appear to be a degradation 

in the ballistic! pC):t'forltH1ilCc. Sirnilarly, the fabric acceptance testing showed 

fill ul"naldng strengths between 1300 and 1500 lb. The test specimens from 

tho rotmllod gal'U'lCn.ts showed breaking strengths betwecn 1100 and 1400 lb. 

~ A~~ain duly one gal'ment, this timt1 serial number A00614 was significantly 

outsi.de those limits and, again, this garment performed well in ballistic 

tosta. 
'l'hl~se lnechanical pl'operty degradations do not appear to be 

l'et'l(~el:"d in loss of ballistic resistance. In investigating mechanical prop

oftlim] (}u a layel,' by lay~r basis, it was found the innermost layer {the one 

f/XpotH~d and towtu'd the body} showed the 1argcst amount of strength loss. 

~rhi8 would tend to c.h:aw the ,,\V01'age tensile strength down, but would contrib

ute tho lenst to ball tetic p<}nctration degradation. 

Tnl)l(~ 4 .. 1, Rccall(~d Garments - Tensile Tcst Results, presents the 

available dntn on the seco,ud set of recalled garments. These sets of tensile 

t(~at8 w{~re rnadc in JUrl.c and J\lly 1977 after approxin~ate1y 15 to 18 months of 

wenr. Again., thoro is 1'10 significant deg1,1adation in mechanical properties 

although tlH' Ulct\t1 strength in both the warp alld fill directions appear to b~ 

slightly d<'gl'a.d()d ft'on1 the earlier test l'CSUltS. 

l4 Balli.stic tests. The ballistic to sting of the garments recalled 

frmn UH~ flicld consis~od in both. GG-calibcr and. 38-ca.1iber tests. The 

.l.t!"!.,'illihet< tests W01'C perie.:1'1l1ed to determine penetration resistance while 

tlm " .Hi"'t~n.libt~t· teats wel'C' per£ot'mod to check the backface signaturc. 
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Table 4-l. Recalled Garments - Tensile Test Results 

Wa.rp Fill 

x x 
Vest City (lb) SD (lbt SD 

A00954 Newark 1075 78 1220 29 
AOOO02 Newark 1175 70 1230 89 
AOO171 Newark 1030 20 1165 48 
AOO868 Newark 1160 14 1340 29 
A00765 Newark 953 81 1318 60 
AOO585 Newark 1188 81 1255 52 
B1965 Newark 1113 56 1400 42 
B2705 Newark 873 38 1217 78 
B3835 . Newark 1088 21 125.5 39 
B18B5 Newark 1108 57 1290 62 
C4630 Newark 1120 134 1325 51 
A00805 Seattle 1093 38 1310 46 
A00285 SeattLe 1140 0 1320 42 
Ao0625 Seattle 1003 54 1260 42 
A01335 Seattle 887 15 1112 13 
A00845 Seattle 1003 73 1145 51 
A009~5 Seattle 1070 30 1187 35 
B2735 Seattle 988 61 1485 7 
B1955 Albuquerque 1088 69 1410 55 
B3825 Al buquerque 1078 87 1270 82 
B1895 Birmingham 1013 70 1388 ~l 
B4065 Birmingham 1103 38 1208 70 
B2245 Miami 1262 78 1248 46 
B1855 Miami 1020 30 1243 95 
A00255 St. Paul 1103 54 1197 90 
BZ235 St. Paul 823 42 1240 92-
A00385 Detroit 1145 107 1207 67 
A00705 Detroit 946 47 1265 71 
A00975 Detroit 1143 67 1255 163 
B3605 St. Louis 975 24 1263 94 
B3415 St. Louis 988 90 1205 31 
B3445 St. Louis 973 31 1128 86 
AOO155 Portland 1028 46 1323 35 
A00825 Portland 1073 71 1113 50 
A00655 Portland 1098 48 1183 62 
B2477 Portland 1158 78 1210 70 
B2715 Portland 1013 66 1328 75 
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Tablo 4 ... 1~ ROt~aUed Garments - Tensile Test Results (Continued) 
~I ~>lib P"..w~ 

Warp Fill 

x x 
VC!;t City (lb) SD (lb) SD 

,f,\f$~',",'" 

AOO415 Philadelphia 915 94 1415 42 
IH045 Philadelphia 1025 31 1190 55 
Bl59H Philadelphia 1070 92 1328 31 
BZ605 Philac1cl phia 1118 54 1120 42 
133407 Albuquerque 1040 75 1407 71 
n:~691 Albuqu(~rquc 1130 50 1025 76 
1~Z3/B Albuquerque 1160 119 1297 39 
.B3154 Albuquerque 119:? 43 1288 119 
nZ805 Seattle 1223 74 1165 38 
A01349 Seattle 1075 53 1273 59 
AOO606 Seattle HH8 101 1193 104 
AOO7:&3 Seattle 11,40 61 1243 90 
A01356 Seattle 1103 71 1020 106 
B2661 Scattle 1060 53 1263 86 
BZ667 Seattle 980 120 1283 156 
B2740 Seattle 1053 70 1338 110 
A01460 Sea.ttlo 1003 158 1250 71 
Bz659 Seattle 968 39 1305 34 
132819 Soaf;tle 1100 54 1043 143 
13Z671 Seattle 1.165 12.8 1160 64 
AOO9H3 Seattle 1160 39 1183 120 
132.657 Seattle 945 163 1230 58 
AOO61-1 Seattle 935 34 877 80 

S('V(ln plit's of new Kevlar fabric yield a nominal depth of cavity 

in ROl't1a );)laataUinaCla.y No. 1 of approxim,atcly 1. 8 in. (4.6 CIU) with the 

156 .. gl' l'ound nOSl~ load proJectile of appl'oximately 800 fps. Table 4-2 shows 

tlw cavity l'NlUltS for 41 garrnents l'(~called from the field. The tnean 

IH~rwh'ation dC'pth is 1. 473 in. with a stallClal:d deviation of O. 185 in. In all 

the tN!ts, the velocities were greatCl,' than 800 ips, with two exceptions. 

VN)t nurnbot, AOOl7l was inlpac'tC'd at 789 ips, while vest A00285 was 

impacted at 7-1:2. fps. 'rh(~rc is apparently no significant increase i.n cavity 

depthfQ1' the g'':l.l'n1cnts tested. 
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Table 4-2. Recalled Garments - • 3 a-Caliber Ballistic Test 

Penetration Data 

Velocity Depth Cross Section Volume 
Vest City (£ps) (in. ) (in. ) {in. } {m} 

A00954 Newark 847 1. 775 2.325 2.330 42 
AOOO02 Newark 890 1. 550 2.275 2.135 48 
AOO171 Newark 789 1. 535 2.510 2.400 58 
A008b8 Newark 888 1.545 2.340 2.400 37 
A00765 Newark 915 1. 475 2. 175 2.550 38 
A00585 Newark 820 1. 475 2.025 2.025 28 
BI965 Newark 860 1. 725 2.225 2. 175 45 
B2705 Newark 930 1. 450 2.300 2.300 40 
B3835 Newark 1. 550 2.450 2.250 42 
B1885 Newark 929 1.925 2.275 2. 125 44 
C4630 Newark 884 1. 200 2.400 2.170 41 
A00805 Seattle ,)20 1. 875 2.000 2.075 22 
A00285 Seattle 742 1. 250 1. 800 1. 800 16 
A00625 Seattle 915 1. 375 2.435 2.425 36 
AOI335 Seattle 951 1. 300 2.200 2.475 32 
A00845 Seattle 959 1. 325 2. 650 2.200 34 
A00935 Seattle 933 1.400 2.275 2.725 36 
B2735 Seattle 949 1.450 2.550 2.450 36 
B1955 Albuquerque 871 1. 450 2.325 2.325 28 
B3825 Albuquerque 875 1. 125 1. 980 1. 975 20 
BI895 Birmingham 838 1. 630 2.875 2.35(1 60 
B45065 BirIll ingham 852 1. 125 2. 600 2. 600 46 
B2245 Miami 885 1. 310 2. 150 2.460 36 
B1855 MiaIlli 871 1. 250 1. 875 2.375 30 
A00255 St. Paul 880 1. 650 2.500 2.475 52 
B2235 St. Paul 964 1. 725 2.325 2. 650 48 
A00385 Detroit 856 1. 350 2.275 2.450 42 
A00705 Detroit 906 1. 700 2. 5·00 2.500 58 
A00975 Detroit 925 1. 400 3.050 2.250 42 
B3605 St. Louis 923 1. 600 2.550 2.200 52 
B3415 St. Louis 879 1. 350 2.225 2.015 32 (":. 

B3445 St. Louis 975 1. 525 2.600 2.950 56 
AOO155 Portland 927 1.425 2.575 2.575 46 
A00825 Portland 869 1. 550 2.575 2.350 42 
A00655 Portland 913 1.375 2.375 2.725 46 
B2477 Portland 885 1. 575 2.575 2.550 50 
B2715 Portland 895 1. 600 2.2'75 2.250 36 
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Tahle 4",G. Re(mlleci GarnHmts - • 3B-Caliber Ballistic Test (Continued) 

Penetration Data 

Velocity Depth Cross Section Volume 
Vost City (ips) (in. ) (in. ) (m) 

i-----"- . 
A()0415 Philadelphia 895 1. 375 2.350 2.425 50 
H304~; Philadelphia 935 1. 400 2.550 2.800 40 
B2598 Philadel phia 901 1. 375 2.425 2.375 44 

~~~6q5 F..lhilade'l 'Ohio. 915 1. 350 2.575 2.575 46 
n:M07 Albuquerque 

" 

835 1. 550 2.375 2.390 44 
IH6C) 1 Albuquerque 843 1. 660 3.025 2.375 44 
nl3{1:~ AlbuqUC1"qUO 857 1. 660 2.475 2.475 44 
R3154 Albuquerque 843 1. 675 2.460 2.460 46 
naBOS Seattle 862 1.760 2.850 2.850 50 
A0134C) Scattle 875 1. 580 2.290 2.450 44 
A00606 Seattle 872 1. 720 2.365 2.365 42 
AOO733 Scattle 846 1. 675 2. 175 2. 615 50 
A01356 Soattlo 866 1. 480 2.230 2.540 38 
Bl661. Scatt~c 868 1. 68() 2.280 2.825 56 
Bl667 SCllttl.c 887 1. 850 2.525 2.750 70 
:13G7·10 Scattlo 867 1. 855 2.745 2.745 50 
A01406 Seattle 822 1. 750 2.525 2.525 54 
n~659 Seattle 864 1. 7 €,5 2. 695 2. 695 58 
1~l819 Seattle 857 1. 915 3.000 3.000 70 
B2.671 Scnttle 845 1. 775 2.570 2.570 56 
AOOt)fB Scattle 859 1. 725 2.595 2.325 46 
Hl6S7 Soat:tle 830 1. 800 2.600 2. 675 64 
At1Q61'1: Seattle 873 1. 67!; 2.725 3.065 66 

~~I,!iWf.ij"'\~~"'" 

a me~l.n = 1. 712 52. 7 = V mean = 5 
SD=0.106 9.5= SD =9 

'l'able 1 N 2, Recalled Garments - v 38-Caliber Ballistic Tests, 

in{1icat~a nlightly larger and deeper cavities for the garments below the solid 

'Hn~ 'whi(~h '\'H1!'e tcstec:llatel~, than the fh'st set of recalled garment tests. 

rrhia could he due to eithcl' the gal'n1ents becoming more flexible with use or 

thl' poosihi1it.~<l.tthc Plastilina Clay No. 1 was somewhat softer for the 

sc~omt s~t of tt'st NHl\tlts. Either way, the cavities are still reasonably CQn-

- aistent with those measul,od with new Kevlar pa.nels. 

'l'ho • 22. ... calibel· penetration characteristics of 7 plies of Kevlar 

is shown in Flp;\ln~ 4 ... 1. This CUl've is typical of what is normally observed 
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Figure 4-1. Typical. 22-Caliber Penetration Probability-
7 -Ply, lOOO ... Denier Kevlar 

in ballistic testing. Because of fabric variations from weaver to Weaver and 

within fabric from anyone weaver, the actual location of the indicated curve 

will vary. The better fabrics will tend to shift the curve to the right or 

toward higher penetration velocities. 

Table 4- 3 Recalled Garments - .22- Caliber Ballistic Testing, 
I • 

contains the results of both the earlier and later recall programs. The mean 

penetration velocity for the first ga,rment set was J.073 ips, and the second set 

.f 
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Table 4; ... 3. Recalled Ga:tments - .22-Caliber Ballistic Tests 

r~' 
'f"'_,~" 

Velocity Velocity of 
.l<L;::::W 

No. of Penetration x 

I-Y-~ City (£ps) SD Penetrations (fps) 

AOO9S'J: Newark 1067 17 1 107H 
At)OOOZ Newark 1057 If? 0 
AOO!7l N(,wa:rll;: 1045 23 0 
AOO868 Newark 1055 16 0 
A00765 Newark. 1062 16 0 
AOOS8S Newark 1051 22 1 1047 
B1965 Newark 1044 25 0 
t32705 Newark 1045 14 0 
B3835 Newark 1051 18 0 
BIB8S Newark 1055 15 0 
C4630 Newark 1051 12 0 
AOO80S S~u.ttle 1056 19 0 
AOOZ85 Seattle 1056 20 1 1072 
AOO625 Seattle 1064 18 0 
A0133S Seattle 1051 22 0 
AOO845 Seattle 1060 2,0 1 1053 
AOO935 Seattle 1056 30 0 
1347<35 Sca'ttle 1007 182 0 e B1955 Albuque:rque 1066 12 0 
IB825 Albuquerque 1073 14 1 1070 
131895 13irlningham 1068 8 0 
134065 Birmingham 1067 18 1 1089 
n~1.45 Miami 1035 13 0 
nlB55 Miam.i 1041 15 1 1032 
A()O~55 St. Paul 1022 21 0 
112.235 St. Paul 1068 11 2 1089, 1067 
AOO385 Doh-oit 1023 19 0 
AOO705 Doh"oit 1041 23 0 
AOO975 Detroit 1053 2'1: 1 1111 
n;3605 St. Louis 1060 21 0 
B3415 St. T • ",,,,OU18 1043 22 0 
13;)(1<1:5 St. Louis 1 05·1- 19 0 
AOO155 Porel'lond 1061 21 1 1085 
AOO8GS Portland 1072 19 1 1089 
AOO6SS Portland 1068 18 1 1092 
n~'177 l"}()l·tlal1d 1056 21 0 
131!7lf; Ih)l'tland 1061 17 0 
AOO'llS Philadelphia. 1029 17 1 1043 
133045 Philadelphia 1033 22 0 
132598 Philadelphia 1025 26 0 
B.?(,05 Philadelphia 1040 20 0 



Table 4 ... 3. Recalled Garments - • 22-Calibel' Ballistic Tests (Continued) 

Veloci~ Velocity of 
x No. of Peneh'atiOll 

Vest City (ips) SD Penetrations (fps) 

B3407 Albuquerque 1042 40 2- 1099~ 1131 
B:3 691 Albuquerque 1019 42 2 1075, 1101 
B2343 Albuquerque 1046 46 I 11Z2. 
B3154 Albuquerque 102Z 4Z 1 1086 
B2805 Seattle 1053 32 2 1025, 1091 
A01349 Seattle 1059 37 3 1130, 1114, 

1120 
A00606 Seattle 1055 38 2 1122, 1133 
A00733 Seattle 1058 37 3 1094, 1101 

1106 
A01356 Seattle 1054 34 
B2661 Seattle 1057 30 2 1112, 1089 
B2667 Seattle 1042 30 1 1094 
B2740 Seattle 1049 39 3 1109, 1112, 

11Z6 
A01406 Seattle 1045 41 1 1119 
B2659 Seattle 1027 41 
B2819 Seattle 1058 36 4 1096, 1097 

1105, 1114 
BZo71 Seattl.e 1065 40 1 1034 
AOO983 Seatt~e 1052 35 6 1068, 1071 

1069, 1097 
1103, 1108 

B2657 Seattle 1054 35 2 10,49, 1099 
A006l4 Seattle 1070 38 1 1084 

was 1097 ips. These values are consistent with what was measured on the 

new Zepel-D treated material as shown in Figll.re 4-1. :Hence, the ballistic 

resistance of the Kev1ar fabric does not appear to be seriously degraded 

with wear and age. 
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B. New Materials Testing 

A review of the threat data, the availability of high velocity. 22 

caliber ammunition almost to the exclusion of the standard velocity round$ , 

and the Police Foundation Report findings that there is a general upgrading 

of handguns on the streets led to a reassessment of the. 22-caliber projectile 

velocity. A review of available data along with the earlier experience in 

performing ballistic testing with. 22-caliber revolvers indicated the design 

velocity for the common handgun threat regarding the. 22-caliber proj ectile 

should probably be in the I080-to-l100 fps region rather than the 1000 fps 

origina.lly specified. In view of this, a test series was undertaken to obtain 

the probability of penetration versus velocity for both 8 and 9 plies of Kev1ar 

fabric. 

Samples of 1000-denier 31 X 31 plain weave Kev1ar were purchased 

from five manufacturers of the woven fabric. The objective was to perform 

ballistic tests on all five sample fabrics to determine if major differences 

existed among the manufacturers and to determine the penetration probability 

curves of 8 and 9 plies of fabric versus. 22-caliber projectile velocities. 

Table 4-4, New Materials Ballistic Testing, shows the results of the tests against 

the five samples of material. Only one sample, sample number 3, indicated 

poor performance in the 8-p1y sample tests. The remaining samples were 

relatively close with some minor variations in performance. 

Figures 4-2 and 4-3 show the ballistic test results for the 8-and 9-p1y 

samples, respectively. These plots are the aggregate of all five samples 

of material. 

Figure 4-4, Probability of Penetration versus Velocity, shows the pene

tration probability curves for 7 -, 8-, and 9-p1y samples. The curves are 

for the. 22-caliber projectiles with the test samples backed with clay. 

4-10 



Table 4-4. New Materials Ballistic Testing 

Sample 1 

pncs - Il Cal;?,;!, - 40-F!r L. R. 

Vclo("ity P(~l\et ralioll Vt·lot·ily Pt~netrati.()l'l Velodty Penetrtltion Velocity Penetration ---
1077 1'1' 10HO PI' IOJ·1 PI> 1150 C:P 
110~ PJ> 1 0<) ~ P1' 1103 <:1' 1119 (:p 

1059 1'1-' 1 {)7(. PI' 11·1·! (;1' !l1l0 C lJ 
llOI pp 10<)0 PI' 11 H 1 Cll lUH CP 
1097 pp 1019 pp 114Z CP 1123 (':1' 
IOn PI' 10(,H PI> 1091 PI' 11 L~ 1'1' 
10117 1'» lOH9 pp 11 04 CI' 1151 CP 
tOHO pp lOllS I'll 1100 (:1' 11 all CP 
1095 l'P 111 (, <.:1' 1100 C1' 1155 (;1' 
107~ pp 105·1 PI' 11 <)0 ell 1141 CP 

Plies - 9 

IIH pp II(d C1' 11~H PI> 
14tH CP 11·11 pp 11·1<) pp 1133 1'1' 
11-1f) 1'1' 1179 C1-' lOIH pp 1150 CP 
IlL! PI' 1137 (;1' 1154 pp 1135 pp 
II7.! ep 1160 CP 116.} C1' 1151 CP 
1150 C:P 1I.!.! ell II.!.! Pi> 1163 P1' 
11 I.! CP 11 H, PI> llOO PI' 1125 1'1' 
10!)? C1' 11 (,l ell 1175 (;1' 1144 pp 
1116 1'1' 1] 07 l'P llOH PI' 1043 1'1' 
U4-1 1'P 12.03 (:p 1109 PI> 1079 PP 

!-lill1lple .! 

Plies - H Cal 2.~ - 40.gr L. R. 
IOH6 l'P IOH7 I'P 100·1 PI' UOO CP 
1070 1'1' 1110 CP 11 H pp 1176 CP 
101)7 PI' lOIlO PI' II H (;1' 1135 CP 
lOll7 P1' II Oil pp 111 (, PI' llllO CP 
1095 pp 10')7 pp 11.!/l PI' 1187 C1' 
1090 PI' IOH PP 1114 C1' 1L55 CP 
107!> PI' 1112 pp l1l6 CP 1, ;)9 Cp 
ilI6 1'1" H)96 PI' 111·1 CP 1091 pp 
10B-l: 1'1' 1107 pp 1133 ell 113S PI' 

Plies - 9 

U6H pp 1103 PI' 1109 pp 1166 PP 
12.07 CP 1136 PI' 1193 PI' 12.0-1: CP 
1155 PP llZl PI' 11 Oil PI" 1142 PI" 
112.9 PI' llZIl PP Ill3 CP 1191 C1' 
113-1 pp 1171 pp 1163 PI' 1175 CP 
IIlZ PP IliO CP lIS7 pp 1153 pp 
1164 1>P 11 03 pp 1119 P}l llO·! CP 
1052, PP 1105 P1' 1170 PI' 1157 PI' 
1181 CP 1G03 PI' 118·1 pIj .11Bl pp 
1117 pp 1117 PP 1173 1'p 1167 pp 
1132 PP 112,5 PP 1119 PP 1176 pp 

----~--~~----------------------' 



Table 4-4. New Materials Ballistic Testing (Continued) 

Salllpic .~,:: 

PIIC!S - k Cal a - o.!-O~gl· L. R. 

Velodt.y J 'en l't ration Vulol'ity l'el1t'tl'atioll Vclodty Penetration Velocity Penetration 

1076 1'1' 10')9 l'P I11H C1' 1191 CP 
1054 Ill' 10k3 PI' 11Ho.!- (;1> 1106 pp 
10<)·1 I'll 10'H 1'1' 1153 CP 11 cH CP 
1077 }J1' 1090 1'1' 11 H9 CP 1163 CP 
1 t 09 pp 1096 PI' liB Pi-' 1153 C1-' 
10H'~ pp 1101 PI' 1~1<J C1> I~H C1-' 
10<]5 pp 107H PI' IUd C1' lUll C1> 
lOki pp lOS·! 1'1' II <)~ (;1-' 11 HI CP 
10kH }JP 1075 1'P 111 H I'P ll·lC) C1' 
10H!. I'll 10k9 1'1' 1407 CI' 1~14 CP 

1'1 it'S - <) 

III ') CP 1127 1'1' 1197 ell 1175 PI' 
II·H, . 1'1' 1165 <:1' 11l:k (;1' 1110 PP 
1177 (:p 11 (,(, PI' I~05 C1' 1167 CP 
11 ')5 pp 115k PI' 1137 pp 1194 PP 
115 ~ PI' 1157 ell 1153 pp 1153 PP 
1l!.7 1'1' 1184 1'1' II (,0 PI' 120Z CP 
IH9 PI' 1157 PI' 1117 PI' 1162 CP 
1171 I'P 119l CP II·H PI' 113H PP 
II·H) 1'1' llHI 1'1' 11-19 Ill' 11o.!-9 PI' 
113!. PP 111·1 PI' 1157 pp 1 Ho.!- PP 

':q.'nbl'il' contained t'l'~'ai;1QS t1l1(1 rnicls - poo)' quality 

Sample ·1 

Plies - H Cal 2.Z - o.!-O-gl' L. R. 
10<) 1 I'P 111 H (:1' 1073 1'1' 10111 PP 
10Hl 1'1' 111 H <:1' 10k7 pp 1054 PI" 
10')0 1'1' 10H() 1']> 107-1 pp 1036 PI' 
II.!. 3 (;1' 1015 1'1' 1107 (:1' 1116 CP 
1 ()H~ pp 10H9 CI' 1117 C1' 10H3 C1' 
1071 PI' 1117 CP 1059 PI' 1076 PP 
lOHO 1'1' 10lH I'P 1103 CP 1096 C1' 
10H3 pp 109~ CP 1090 C1-' 1103 CP 
1070 1'1' 10H3 pp 1101 1'1' 1067 PI' 
1060 pp 1066 pp 1059 Pl> 1110 pp 

Plies - ') 

1199 ell IH·H ell 1.?0·1 C1' 1153 CP 
lIS.? (:1' 1176 CP 1156 CP ll48 CP 
1!.3l ell 1196 ep 1167 pp 1171 1'1' 
1117 I'll 1103 pp 118·1 CP ll0l C1' 
1187 CP 1201 1'1' 1091 1'1' lH6 CP 
1.?0C) ell 1143 PP 116H P1' 1 nl2 CP 
I1-1H C:P 1158 PI' 1188 CP 1116 PP 
Il3·1 c1J 118C) (;1' 1177 PP 1170 CP 
118C) pp 12.0·1 ep 121H CP 1168 CP 
112.5 cP 112.4 PI' 1184 CP 1167 PP 
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Table 4-4. New Materials Ballistic Testing (Continued) 

Sample 5 

Plies - H Cal U. - -1:0-~r I~. R. 

Velocity I' e 11 ct r a ti 0 n Vclod-ty PCllctration Vc[ocity Pcnetl'atiol1 Velocity Penetl'ation 

10(,7 pp 1093 1'1' 1153 CP 1162 CP 
1121 P]' lOil7 1'1' 116H pp U57 C1' 
llOO PI' 106H pp 1177 (;1' lUO C1' 
1070 pp 1071 1']) llHH CP 1205 (;1' 
1H2 pp 1079 pp 1165 CP 1163 CP 
1 06~ PI' 1061 1'1' 1167 (;1' 1156 pp 
1070 pp 10HH P1' 1191 (:p 1161{ CP 1 (lo(, l'P 1100 1'1' 1151 (;1> 1209 CP 
'01' 3 PI' I o C)'} PI' 1171 \It> 1201{ CP 
10H2 PI' 10')1 Pl' II H9 (;1' llHl (;1> 

l'li{'s - ') 

II CJ5 C:1' 111") (;1' 1177 pp 119-1, C1' 
Ill,~ <:1' 11 H-I, C:P la5 CP 11H2 PI> 
Illl7 pp 1207 CP 12.32 (;1' lIS5 pp 
11 Ii ~ C:P 11 (,,) 1']> lIN PP 1155 CP 
Ilil C I' IlHH PI' 12U CP 1190 CP 
11 H<1 Pi' l!.OH pp 11 <)6 1'1' llS? CP 
'12~ i <:1' 11 (10 Ij',) 119H CP 11-1:3' pp 
IIHH I'll IISH (;1' II,)? (:1' ll0H GP I) '5) (;1' 1191 C:P 1105 (:1' !l5H pp 
II H,t PI' 11 H·! PI> 1213 c.;p 1130 CP 

C. High Energy Threat Considerations 

There has been concern expressed by most of the law enforcement 

community that there are m.ore and more 9-mm and . 357-n~agnum weapons 

appearing on the streets and used as threats against law enforcement 

personnel. In addition, a number of municipal police departments have 

been specifying the. 44 magnum as one of the threats required to be defeated 

by lightweight continuous wear armor. In an attempt to quantify the high 

energy handgun threat, two short studies were undertaken. One was to 

obtain data on confiscated ;:~eapons, or weapons which had passed through 

police property rooms. This was accomplished by requesting data from the 
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police departments which were participating in the program for the years 

1975 and 1976. The second investigation was to review the law enfQl,'cement 

officer fatalities summary data from 1964 through 1976. These two short 

studies are contained in Volume III, Appendix G, of this report. 

The confiscated handgun data were reviewed to determine if there was 

a measurable increase in the high energy handguns between the 1971-1972 

International Association of Chiefs of Police study and the 1975-1976 partici

pating department supplied data. Figure 4-5 shows the comparison between 

the two sets of data. As will be noted, the high energy handguns comprise 

almost 10 per~ent of the 1975-1976 data as opposed to 5 percent in 1971 

and 1972. The greatest increase was in the. 357-magnum weapons. Of the 

18,500 handguns surveyed, only about O. 8 percent were. 41-magnum and 

. 44-magnum weapons. These weapons are not considered a significant 

portion of the firearms threat. 
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Figure 4- 6 shows the history of law enforcement officer fatalities 

inflicted by felonious assaults using handguns. Since 1964, there has been 

a steadily increasing trend in the percentage of fatalities from the higher 

energy weapons. In 1976, almost 30 percent of the fatalities were from 

these firearms. A detailed review of the data indicates that of th~ total of 

874 handgun fatalities, only 6 involved the use of • 4 I-magnum or .44-magnum 

weapons. Three of these were inflicted by the use of the officers' own 

weapons. Again, this represents less than 1 percent of the fatalities. This 

would further substantiate the position that these weapons are not a signifi

cant portion of the handgun threat. 

D. Miscellaneous Testing 

To address specific questions, a number of investigative test programs 

were undertaken on a limited scale. These are discussed below. 

1. Test duplication of Inglewood incident. An attempt was made to 

duplicate the ballistic conditions on the Inglewood motorcycle officer incident. 

The incident involved the nonpe-netration shooting of the officer wearing a 

commercial vest with a . 30-caliber carbine. 

The test was set up with double chronographs, one on either side 

of the sheet of 1/8-in. lexan, and a similar vest to the one the officer was 

wearing. 

In the first attemJ;>t, military surplus full metal jacketed ball 

ammunition was used. The first test round penetrated the lexan with 

approximately 40-fps velocity loss and then completely penetrated the 

vest. 

When these data were made available to the police, an investi

gation was made of the vest and it was determitled that the proj ectile was 

not jacketed but was al1 lead. 

With this infol·mation. commercial ammunition with round nose 

lead bullets was obtained and the test repeated. The results were the same; 

in other words. the projectile penetrated the lexan and the vest. Subsequent 

to these tests, it was determined by questioning the suspect that the ammu

nition used in the assault had been hand-loaded. Since ·there was no con

venient way to duplicate these loads. the testing was discontinued. 
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2. Wood backing evaluation. In the certificati.on test program 

defined by the State of California, one of the penetration test series required 

wood backing. In an attempt to assess the impact of this requirement, a 

limited test series was run with duplicate Kevlar test samples with both clay 

and wood backing against the program threat projectiles of . 38·caliber and 

.22 caliber. The objective was to determine if such a backing change would 

significantly affect the penetration of 7 plies of Kevlar at the design threat. 

Although the number of shots into each backing material was limited to two 

for the. 38 caliber and three for the. 22'caliber, there was no significant 

difference. No tests were performed at the higher threat levels. 

3. Support to Los Angeles Police Department. At the request of 

the LAPD, the Aerospace ballistic range was made available to chronograph 

a number of high energy handguns against their vests. Aerospace provided 

the range, operated the chronograph. and monitored the tests and LAPD 

provided the weapons, ammunition, vests, and test matrix. 

4. Other fabric tests. A limited number of tests were made on 

other fabrics woven from 1500-denier yarn and from Kevlar 49 yarn. These 

were small sample tests directed at a quick evaluation for significant 

improvements potential over the baseline material. At the design threat of 

the.38-caliber, 158-gr round nose lead bullet at 800 fps and the. 22-caliber 

40-gr round nose lead bullet at 1000 fps, there was no significant 

improvem.ent over the baseline material of Kevlar 29, 1000 denier in a 

31 X 31 weave. From a performance point of view, the very limited 

higher energy tests were inconclusive when tests were performed on equal 

areal density samples. There may be some cost performance improvement 

available for some combinations of threat versus materiaL These were not 

investigated. 
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CHAPTER V. KEVLAR CHARACTERIZATION STUDY 

The two most importa.nt characteristics of the soft body armor are (1) 

the ability to defeat the projectile, and (2) the ability of the armor to spread 

the momentum of the prOjectile over a large enough region such that lethal 

trauma is not '~ransmitted to the body. A considerable amount of experimental 

work has been directed toward measuring the penetration and trauma charac

teristics of the Kevlar 29 fabric. In particular, the 400/2 (34 X 34) KeV'lar 29 

fabric was thoroughly teste.\'1 by Edgewood Arsenal, Lawrence Livel.·more 

Laboratory, and The Aerospace Corporation and is reported in Aerospace I 
Report No. ATR-75(7506)-1. In addition, ballistic tests of the 1000 (31 X 31) 

Kevlar 29 material were conduded to verify its equal resistance to the. 38 ... 

and. 22-caliber handgun threats. Yet, little experimental information has been 

gathered to account fol', or characterize, the ballistic performance of these 

fabrics versus areal density, 01' ply count. This chapter reports on two sets 

of elnpirical experiments conducted at Aerospace that were designed to supply 

this ba$ ...::l~ ,Ie information. 

The completion of the lethality model by Edgewood Arsenal motivated 

additional measurements of the momentum transfer properties of the Kevlar 
'0 

fabric. Edgewood Arsenal's lethality model correlates the probability of· 

lethal trauma in man with the cavity formation in the Roma Plastilina No" I 

clay. Thus, a model that relates cavity formation to projectile momentum 

gives both the garment manufacturer and user a tremenQ.ous tool for assessing 

the goodnes s of a particular armor t and the practicality of attempting to defeat 

a given threat. These clay cavity measurements were carried out specifically 

to yield the information necessary for utilizing the lethality model in this 

manner. 

Similarly, penetration tests were conducted under 8im.plified conditions 

to provide a baseline for predicting penetration. 
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A. Clay Cavity Measurements 

The fabric tested was Kevlar 29, lOOO-denier (31 X 31) simple weave 

treated with DuPont's Zepel-D. The 12 by 12 in. Kevlar specimens were 

completely taped around the periphery and mounted on the 3 by 9 by 9 in. 

clay blocks using elastic bands. The clay blocks were constrained around 

the periphery by an aluminum frame, which also facilitated reworking of 

the clay between each test. During the test, the clay, with frame, was 

mounted on the front of the steel trap shown in Figure 5-1. A 6-in. -diameter 

hole in the front of the trap allowed the clay to be unsupported on the back 

side during impact. A total of four clay blocks was used in the testing to 

ensure that the block being tested had returned to 70 0 + 20 after reworking 

of the clay. 

Bullet hardness is not critical for the clay cavity measurements, since 

complete penetration does not occur. However, since penetration tests were 

also carried out, the 37 -gr. 22-caliber and the 248-gr .44-caliber bullets 

were cast in the laboratory to ensure equal hardness with the 158-gr .38-

caliber bulleta purchased from Speer. An alloy of 3-percent antimony and 

97-percent lead yielded a bullet of hardness equal to those purchased from 

Speer when measured on the Rockwell hardness tester. These projectiles, 

together with the 100-gr, 9··mm, full metal jacket projectile used in the 

penetration study, are displayed in Figure 5-2. 

The test matrix reported in Table 5-1 was carried out on the ballistic 

range shown diagrammatically in Figure 5-1. The range utilizes a Thompson-
; -
G~nter Contender pistol having interchangeable barrels. Velocity is doubly 

measured by the two Hewlett-Packard counters in conjunction with the paper 

grid system. 

The ballistic impact on the Kevlar fabric typically forms a conical 

depression in the clay, where a cross section of the cone is, in essence, an 

ellipse. The mean of the major and minor axes and the depth of the clay 
,-

cavity were used to calculate the increase in surface area t..S and the 
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L Stee I catch tank 
2. Paper grid system II 
3. Cloth support frame 
4. Paper grid system I 
5. Plywood box wlThompson-Center Contender 

firearm 

Figure 5-1. Ballistic Range 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

(1) Cast lead (0.97 Pb/O.03 Sb) .44 caliber, 248gr r/n; 
(2) Speer cast lead. 357 caliber 158gr r/n; 
(3) Hornady 9 mm lOOgr FMJ; 
(4) Cast lead (0.97 Pb/O.03 Sb) .22 caliber, 37gr r/n. 

Figure 5-2. Bullets Used in Test Series 
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Table 5-l. Clay Cavity Matrix 
_.-

No. Velocity (fps) 
Plies 500 800 1200 1400 

.22 .22 
4 .38 .38 

.44 .44 

.22 
7 .38 

.44 
-~ 

10 .44 .44 .44 .22 
, 

13 .44 .44 .44 . 22 
16 .44 .44 .44 .22 

volume V, assuming the cavity to be a right circular cone. These data 

were then plotted in various ways to determine the functional relation 

between the properties of the projectile, armor, and clay cavity. Figures 5-3 

and 5-4 both display a good linear relationship in the log-log plot. 

In Figure 5-3, the product of the incr.ease in surface area (8
f 

- 8
i
), 

where the initial surface area 8i is simply the area of the base of the cone 

in square inches, and J 1 + n, where n ~.s the number of plies, is plotted against 

the momentum of the projectile in slug-fps. The slope of the line through 

the data is 1. 35. Thus, we may write 

.6.8 = 
.6.8 J 1 + n o 0 

Jl+n 

-;::=l==~ (8.62 mv)l. 35 
Jl+n 

(5 -1) 

(5-2) 

where.6.8 }l +n is chosen as unity, which yields m v = 0.116. Thus o 0 0 0 

Eq. 5-2 may be used to calculate the increase in surface area in the clay 

behind a Kevlar 1000-denier (31 X 31) garment of any ply thickness for a 

projectile of given mass and velocity. 
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Note, in Figure 5-3, that the ~ is used to nor.lnalize the data 

rather than n. Apparently the cavity size or momentum transfer to the clay 

is scaled by the square root of the areal density, and not the first power. 

Secondly, the cavity formed in the clay is related to the total momentum of 

the projectile, and not the momentum density, or momentum per cross 

sectional area of the projectile. Later, the results of the penetration study 

indicate that penetration is better scaled by the kinetic energy and momentum 

densities of the proj ectile. Thus, penetration tends to be more of a local 

phenomenon, whereas the cavity formation depends on the total momentum 

of the proj ectile. 

In Figure 5-4, dV /f+!l is plotted against the momentum of the pro

jectile, where d and V are, respectively, the depth in inches and the volume 

in cubic inches of the clay cavity. Again, a very good straight line is 

obtained; in this case, having a slope of 2.14. Thus, we may write 

d V JI+ti:- (m::J 14 dV = o 0 0 

/f+!l 
(5-3) 

or 

(5-4) 
1 

(5. 0 mv)2. 14 dV = 
Jl+n 

where d V ~ is chosen as unity, which yields nil. v '= 0.2. A similar o 0 00 0 

plot was made of V Jf+n versus mv, but considerable scatter in the d\\ta 

resulted. The dV product reduces the scatter considerably and is reminiscent 

of the conical depression factor (CDF), with the variable time left out, used 

by Lawrence Livermore Laboratory 

CDF ( 5-5) 

where rand h are, respectively, the base radius and height of the cone at 

time t. 
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Also plotted in Figures 5-3 and 5-4 and listed in Table 5-2 ~_re data 

reported in Edgewood Arsenal's "Backface Signatures Study." Except for 

points 3 and 4, the agreement is excellent. Points 3 and 4 are. 22-caliber 

impacts, which typically have very small cavities in the clay and result in 

the largest error in measurement. Points 2, 6, 12, 13, and 14 are also 

worth noting. Points 2 and 6 represent shots into the 1140-denier (27 X 27) 

Kevlar 49 fabric. This result was somewhat surprising since the Kevlar 49 

Table 5-2. Data From Army Report: "Backface Signatures Studies" 

--
Data V r h ~S~ mv 
Poin.t Caliber (fps) Ply Identifi ca tion (in. ) (in. ) (in. 2 ) (slug-fps) 

1 • 22, 950 12 1000 Kevlar 29 0.876 0.591 1. 79 0.156 

2 .22 1186 7 1140 Kevlar 49 0.965 0.866 2.84 0.195 

3 .22 836 7 1000 Kevlar 29 0.925 1.020 3.71 0.145 

4 .22 1011 7 1000 Kevlar 29 0.935 1.180 4.74 0.166 

5 .38 833 7 1000 Kevlar 29 1.152 1.333 6.24 0.584 

6 .38 831 7 1140 Kevlar 49 1.348 1.378 6.94 0.S83 

7 .38 1041 15 1000 Kevlar 29 1.378 1.2.99 8.93 0.730 

8 .38 1061 12 1000 Kevlar 29 1.457 1.417 9.50 0.744 

9 .38 1247 20 1000 Kevlar 29 1.378 1.378 11.32 0.874 

10 .38 1246 23 1000 Kevlar 29 1.329 1. 772 18.12 0.873 

11 .44 1406 23 1000 Kevlar 29 1. 772 2.559 36.56 1.497 

12 9mm 1236 23 1000 Kevlar 29 1.476 1.260 10.56 0.680 

13 9mm 1099 12 1000 Kevlar 29 1.191 1.575 10.57 0.605 

14 9mm 1204 16 400/2 Kevlar 29 1.225 1. 772 14.72 0.622 

fabric exhibits twice the Young's modulus as the Kevlar 29 yarn; this result 

is perhaps fortuitous and deserves additional testing. Points 12, 13, and 14 

are 9-mm impacts, which fall nicely within the other data. Additionally, 

point 14 represents the original 400/2 (34 X 34) Kevlar 29 fabric. Note that 

the three fabric styles plotted here all have nearly the same areal densities 
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per ply. Thus, the factor ~ reduces the data quite well. If the higher 

areal density fabrics such as the 1500 denier were included, it would be 

necessary to replace n by a thickness or areal density factor. 

Lastly, the various armors employing elastomeric coatings should 

not be expected to be described by Eqs. 5-2 or 5-4, since the momentum 

transfer characteristics of the coated fabric are significantly altered. 

Reported in Fig1..ues 5-5 and 5-6 are the same data plotted against 

the kinetic energy of the bullets. In both figures, the cavities formed upon 

impact with the. 22-caliber bullet cluster about a different line than those 

formed on impact with the . 38~ and. 44-caliber bullets; however, the slopes 

are equivalent. Although the physical explanation of this result is not 

presently known, this result does indicate that the projectile momentum is 

the better parameter for scaling the cavity formation in clay. 

To determine the sensitivity of the response of the Plastilina No. 1 

clay to temperature, tests were conducted in accord with NILECJ Standard 

0101. 01 at 32 a, 79 a, a.nd q2 of. Briefly, a I-kg, 1. 75-in. -diameter steel 

cylinder having a hemispherical end was dropped into an 18 by 18 by 4 in. 

clay block. The depth of the cavities formed was used to caloulate the 

volume and surface areas (V and S) presented in Figure 5-7. The results 

indicate that cavity formation is extremely sensitive to the temperature of 

the clay. Thus, it is important to maintain constant clay temperature in 

making clay cavity measurements. The 4°F tolerance used in this test 

matrix seems fairly satisfactory since th~ overall scatter was acceptable 

and good agreement was obtained with Edgewood Arsenal, which also main

tains its laboratory at 70°F. 

B. Penetration Study 

The penetration study was carried out to establish the baseline pene

tration characteristics of the 1000-denier (31 X 31), Zepel-D-treated 

Kevlar 29 fabric. 

several reasons. 

This investigation utilized air - backed specimens for 

First, excluding the backing material greatly simplifies 
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the interaction; not only is the overall experimental scatter reduced. but 

the test results may be directly related to projectile-fabric,. interaction. 

Secondly, exit velocities of the projectiles were desired; although use of clay 

or gelatin backing does not preclude the measurement of exit velocities, it 

introduces additional unknown variables, in addition to the influence of the 

backing material on the armOl7. Lastly, high speed photography becomes 

much Simpler without a backing material. 

Figure 5-8 shows a 248-gr . 44-caliber projectile exiting three plies 

of Kevlar fabric at 1240 ips. The picture clearly shows that penetration 

occurs prior to the transverse shear wave reaching either the clamped 

or free edge of the specimen. Thus I the boundaries of the Kevlar specimen 

do not influence the test results. This picture also displays the result 

that penetration of the Kevlar fabric generally occurs with little or no 
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Figure 5-8. Penetration of Three Plies of Kevlar 29 by .248-gr, 
.44-Caliber Bullet at 1240 fps 
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deformation of the projectile. This r<7'sult is not generally true for impact, 

velocities very close to the cl'itical penetration velocity of the armor, L e. , 

the velocity at which penetration initially occurs. 

Displayed in Figure 5-9 is the typical da.ta reduction scheme used by 

the Ballistic 'Research Lab (BRL) of the U. S. Army for determining penetration ,< 
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velocities of armor. The exit or residual velocities are plotted against 

the impact velocities for each ply configuration. The best curve is then put 

through the points and extrapolated to zero exit velocity. The impact velocity 

obtained in this manner is called the limit velocity for that particular armor 

configuration. The data points plotted along the ordinate represent tests 

in which complete penetration did not occur. 

The limit velocities for all the armor configurations tested are plotted 

in Figure 5-10. The scatter in the data is typical of this type of testing and 

demonstrates why a great number of tests must be carried out in order to 

determine accurately the ballistic limi.t of these materials. Figure 5-11 

shows the same data reduced in terms of kinetic energy per cross sectional 

area of the proj ectile, or kinetic energy density. These data are nearly 

linearized in this plot, except for the single-ply data in the case of the. 22-

and. 44-caliber bullets. 

The implications of Figure 5-11 are puzzling. The. 22 -, .38 -, and 44-

I.'.:aliber projectiles are nearly equal in hardness, aspect ratio (length/ 

diameter), and shape (see Figure 5-2); they essentially differ in cross 

sectional area relative to weave geometry. Thus, we might expect these 

three proj ectiles to yield three lines of equal slopes, but having different 

intercepts, or vice versa. Conversely, 9-mm proj ecttles differ both in 

aspect ratio and hardness (due to the full copper jacket), but have the same 

dictn').eter as the ~ 38. NQ rec)'sQn~ble explanatiQn is offered at this time for 

interpreting these results. Additionally, if the linear relations of Figure 5-11 

are extrapolated to higher ply numbers, it appears that the. 44-caliber bullet 

will become the most penetrating around 17 plies. It is di£ficultto imagine 

the.44-caliber soft lead projectile becoming more highly penetrating than a 

9 -mm copper jacketed proj ectile of equal kinetic energy density. Unfor

tunately, time did not permit carrying this matrix out to greater ply numbers; 

this matrix should be extended in the future. 

Perhaps the most interesting result of the penetration study was the 

greater efficiency of the armor in the air-backed case. For instance, 
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three plies of lOOO-denier (31 X 31) Kevlar 29 fabric defeats the. Z2-caliber 

projectile at 1000 fps in the air-backed case, whereas seven plies of this 

same fabric are required to defeat this threat when backed with clay. 

Apparently the stresses resulting from bullet impact are better distributed 

when the rear surface of the fabric is not restrained. Obviously, either the 

clay o:t gelatin backing is a much more realistic backing when designing 

·armor s~nce they better simulate the human body. However, these results 

do imply that improved penetration might be obtained by providing sortle 

sort of sUp plane between the armor and backing material to provide for 

more uniform loading of the armor. 

In conclusion, the baseline behavior of ·the momentum transfer and 

penetration characteristics of the lOOO-denier (31 X 31) Kevlar 29 fabric 

have been established. As such, the information may be used to measure 

the relative improvements of new armor systems that are thought or 

claimed to be superior. Additionally, these results suggest new areas of 

investigation. For instance, the greater stopping ability of the armor in 

the air-backed case certainly suggests an investigation directed toward 

determining the effects of friction reducing agents between armor and 

backing, and possibly between adjacent plies. The similarities in the pene

tration behavior of the. 22 - and. 38-caliber and the 9-mm projectiles suggest 

an expanded study which would include the European 9-mm steel projectile 

in addition to a 9-mm lead and 9-mm FMJ projectile. Since the slopes of 

the kinetic energy density versus ply number is a measure of the ease with 

which penetration occurs, these three 9-mm projectiles would be expected 

to vary considerably. If not, the implication is that the intercept, or the 

onset of penetration, is related to projee:tile hardness. 
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CHAPTER VI. MEDICAL-TECHNICAL SYMPOSIA 

A series of three medical-technical symposia were conducted during 

the LEAA Lightweight Body Armor Field Test Program. The purpose of 

the one-day symposia, which were held during the pretest, interim, and 

posttest periods of the operational field experiment, was to provide a 

forum £01' exchange of knowledge and experience regarding the blunt trauma 

injury phenomena occurring behind soft body armor following nonpenetrating 

ballistic impact. A secondary objective was to provide the opportunity for 

open. dis cus sion and informational exchang~~, l'elative to the scheduled field 

test, among the prim.ary participants in the program. - the local trauma 

surgeons and police department test conductors. 

A. Pretest Symposium. 

Approximately 60 people, including 15 trauma surgeons and 15 law en

forcement representatives from the agencies participating in the Body Armor 

Field Test, attended the inaugural Medical-Technical Symposium on Light

weight Body Armor held in the Washington, DC, area during November f975. 
The pressing need to discuss the complex mechanism of blunt trauma injury 

with the. nationally known and recognized medical trauma experts (who had 

consented to donate their time and expertise in support of the field teat ex

periment) was the principal reason for convening the first symposium. Of 

equal importa.nce was to explore how the phenomena would be dealt witH in 

the event of its occurrence to a participant during the field test. The ex

tensive animal ballistic testing performed by the U. S. Army! s Edgewood 

Biomedical Laboratory during 'the development program that preceded the 

field experiment and the publication of the technical report entitled ItA 

Method for Soft Body Armor Evaluation: Medical Assessment" provided the 

basis for the keynote briefing given by Dr. Carl Soder strom, Major I U. S. 

Medical Corps (Edgewood, MD). 
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Dr. Soderstrom's briefing concentrated on what members of the 

audience, particularly the trauma surgeons, could expect to see (i. e., 

expected wound severity) in the event of handgun assault upon participants 

wearing the 7-ply protective garments during the field evaluation. A 

thorough discussion of the experimental protocol, justification for the choice 

of the animal type used in the biologic testing, and assumptions preceded 

the showing and discussion of slides portraying blunt trauma injury to 

animab. following ballistic impact while wearing soft body armor. For each 

series of b~llistic tests (one for each of the organs designated as vulnerable 

within the thoracic cavity) the presentation described the manner in which 

the results were correlated with expected human injury. Significant find

ings, in: each case, were highlighted. For exatnple, during the set of goat 

liver shots, first with the. 38-caliber at fOOO fps using 7-ply, and subse

quently, iO-ply, iOOO-denier Kevlar, the experimental results tended to 

support the claitn that the three additional layers of Kevlar fabric do not 

afford additional protection from blunt trautna, although the elevated. 38-

caliber velocity threat r.esulted in more extensive liver datnage than did the 

nominal velocity of 800 fps under the same armor conditions. 

As previou.sly mentioned (and subsequently proven to be prophetic 

during the fieid experiment), the medical experts involved in the biologic 

testing at Edgewood, Md, postUlated the type of wounds the trauma 

surgeons could expect to see in the event of COtnlTIon hi3,.ndg1J.n assg,ults tQ the 

protective area of program participants during the field test. The presenta

tion emphasized the need for immediate hospitalization, followed by 24 hours 

of observation during which cardiac arterial blood gas monitoring should be 

per;ormed. This procedure is imperative, it was emphasized, even though 

the wounded officer may state he feels well or no external injury j,(J noted 

by attendants. Dr. Soderstrom stated that the foregoing recommendation 

was based on experimental evidence observed during the biologic testing, 

which revealed that the; external wound may not correlate well with the 

extent of injuries occurring behind it. 
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The Inedical assessment presentation was followed by a. spirited 

discussion of the blunt trauma phenomenon by the attending surgeons. As a 

direct result of this discussion and in response to trauma surgeon inquiries 

concerning fo~mal procedures to be followed in the event of assault itlcidents 

during the field test, a trauma sur geon' s protocol was formulated by medical 

personnel from the Biomedical Laboratory, to be used as guidance by the 

local trauma surgeons during the field test. The recommended protocol is 

shown in Table 6-1. 

In addition to the keynote briefing, Aerospace program personnel 

presented an overview of the Body Armor Development Program and the plan 

for conducting the Field Evaluation, In the latter briefing, it was stressed 

that although garment performance in terms of resistance to ballistic pene

tration and blunt trauma minimization are major issues to be addressed 

during the field evaluation, other issues of almost equal importance will be 

addressed, such as evaluating acceptability of protective armor by the indi

vidual officer, the overall ilnpact of garment use on law enforcement opera

tions, and the extent of degradation of garments and wear. 

In summarizing the data processing analysis and evaluation effort, 

the Aerospace briefing emphasized the extent of the statistical assessm~p,t 
, -~~' 

effort that would be undertaken to measure the llarInor systemt1 against 

the established program goals and objectives. In response to program 

participant inquiries about the conduct of the field test, it was decided 

that a periodic Body Arm.or Newsletter would be published, containing 

articles on items of general interest, events, guidance, and of assault 

incidents occurring during the test period. 

In summary, agreement was unanimous that the Pretest Symposium 

was very beneficial, particularly, in terms of the feedback provided to 

program personnel for use during the f:ield test period. 

In addition to the pritnary program participants, representatives 

from LEAA, the U. S. Se cret Service, the DuPont Compa.ny I U. S. Army's 

Natick Development Laboratories, the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, 
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Table 6-1. Recommended Protocol in Treating an Officer 
Struck on the Protective Garment 

Body Armor Field Evaluation Program 

1. The assaulted officer should be taken to a hospital as soon 
as possible after being struck. This is imperative, even 
though the wounded officer feels well and minimal or no 
external injury is noted. This is based on the observation 
that the external wound does not correlate well with the 
extent of injurie s occurring behind it. 

2. All officers· struck on the body armor should be admitted 
to the hospital £01' at least 24 hours of observation. 

3.. Patients struck on the body armor over the thoracic 
cavity should have an immediate chest x-ray and EKG. 
Those struck over the heart or the left chest should be 
placed on a cardiac monitor for at least 24 hours of obser
vation. Cardiac enzylnes should be monitored. 

4. Contrecoup injuries opposite the side of impact should be 
considered in evaluating the patient. 

5. In the case of abdominal strikes, careful serial examina
tions by a sur geon for peritoneal signs is the least 
required treatment. Abdominal paracentesis or explora
tion (depending on the institution) should be performed 
when intraabdominal injury is suspected. Shots occurring 
over the liver should be viewed with great suspicion of 
underlying hepatic injury. 

6. Skin contusions and lacerations should be cleansed and 
debricled as necessary. 

7. The appropriate body armor field evaluation medi.cal 
report should be accomplished by the local trauma surgeon 
in consultation with the attending physician. 
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and the Aerospace body armor medical consultant attended the symposium. 

The symposium agenda is shown in Table 6-2. 

B. Interim Symposium 

The Second Medical-Technical Symposium was held in Miami Beach, 

Florida on 29 September 1976 in conjunction with the 83rd Annual Conference 

of the IACP. At this time, the field test had been under way for about nine 

months, and it offered an opportunity to present some of the preliminary 

results to the law enforcement community. Approximately 45 persons 

attended, including repres'entatives of all agencies participating in the pro

gram, trauma surgeon consultants, industl-y, and law enforcement agencies. 

The emphasis of the second symposium was placed on presenting 

preliminary test results, i. e., the 10-percent sample of garment wear data, 

and the incidents that had been investigated. In addition, progress reports 

on blunt trauma modeling efforts and higher energy threat studies by the 

U. S. Army were presented. The complete agenda is shown in Table 6-3. 

Following the opening remarks by Chief Watkins of the Miami Police 

Department and Mr. Wormeli of LEAA, an overview of the program was pre

sented as reference for those attendees unfamiliar with the program, and high

lights of the test results obtained to date were summarized. The most signifi

cant findings at this time resulted in recommendations to replace the metal 

buckle fasteners of the Style I LEAA garment with wider Velcro straps and to 

add shirt tq,Us to the Style II LEAA gax'ment. 

This was followed by a summary of the medical investigations of 

shooting incidents presented by Drs. Carroll and Soderstrom of the 

Edgewood Biomedical Laboratory, with Dr. Wachtel, a consultant from the 

School.of Medicine of the University of Arizona, participating. The blunt 

trauma was characterized from the first two incidents involving test partici

pants wearing LEAA garments (d. Chapter III. B. 1). Five other nonpl'ogram 

incidents involving commercial armor were reviewed with similar results ~ 

i. e., nO internal injury, but with similar surface con:tuSions. The devastat

ing nature of the injuries suffered by one test participant not wearing the 
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9:20 am -

9:50 am -
10:25 am -
10: 50 am -
11:30 am -

12:00 noon -
1:30 pm ~ 

Table 6 - 2. First Medical-Technical Symposium 
Lightweight Body Armor Program Agenda 

9:20 am 

9:50 am 

10:25 am 

10:50 ani 

11:30 am 

i 2:00 noon 

1:30 pm 

2:30 pm 

Introduction/Welcome (Joseph T. Kochanski, 
LEAA / NILE CJ) 

Development Program Overview (R. A. Merkle, 
The Aerospace Corporation) 

Body Armor Training Films (Aerospace) 

Coffee Break 

Field Test and Evaluation Plan Overview 
(A. Ke11eher, The Aerospace Corporation) 

Discussion, Questions, and Answers (Field Evaluation) 
(A11) 

Luncheon 

Medic"al Assessment - Blunt Trauma Injury in Animals 
Fo11owing Ba11istic Impact Behind Soft Body Armor 
(Dr. Carl Sodel'stl'OlTl, Edgewood Arsena.l Biot:tledica.l 
Laboratory - Major, U. S. Army Medical Corps) 

2: 30 pm to Adj ournment Discussion and Aerospace/NILECJ Closing Remarks 





Medical 

8:00- 9:00 

9: 00- 9:1 0 

9: 10- 9:30 

9:30- 9~45 

9~45-iO:30 

10:30-11:00 

11:00-11:30 

11~30-12:00 

Technical 

12:00- 1 :00 

1 :00- 1:15 

i: 15- 1:30 

1 :30- 2:00 

2:00- 2:30 

2:30- 3:00 

3:00- 3:30 

3:30- 4:15 

4:15- 5:00 

Table 6-3. Second Medlcal"Technical Symposium 
Lightweight Body Armor Program Agenda, 
29 September 1976 

Registration (Coffee & Rolls) 

Welcome 

Introduction/ Overview 

Body Armor Field Test Prograln 
Overview 

Summary of Medical Investigation 

Review of U. S. Army Modeling 
Effol.'ts (Blunt Trauma l;:;orrelation) 

Summary of Data Processing 
Results 

Clear Hall/Luncheon Set-up 

Lunch (Invited Guests) 

Su:mmary of Ballistic Tests on New 
and Recalled Garments 

Summal'Y of New Laundry Tests 

Review of Higher Energy Threat 
Study 

Aerospace Itt-House Fee Sponsored 
Research 

Break 

Sumlnary of Shark Program 

Importance of Proper Design Con·· 
struction, and Fit of Law 
Enforcement Body Armor 

Discussion 
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LEAA garment (d. Chapter III B. 1) was clinically described. Interestingly, 

all but one of these incidents involved the most comluon of handguns, the 

. 38 special. 

Efforts to establish a predictive model of hum.an lethality from 

animal data was reviewed by L. Sturdivan of the U. S. Army. An extension 

of previous discl'imLnant models that only predicted survival or fatality was 

developed to delineate three regions of low and high probabilities of fatality, 

with a mixed region lying between. These regions were defined by critical 

values of a "dose measure " defined as: 

2 1'3 
In (mv /w TD) 

where mv
2 

is given in g (m/ s)2, T is the bodywall thickness at impact in 

cm, w is animal mass in kg, and D is the diameter of the missile in cm. 

When applying this to cases utilizing armor, it is necessary to obtain esti

mates of the effects of energy partition by the vest material. These were 

made from measurements of clay cavities obtained in ballistic tests. The 

diameter of the base of the cone was taken as the effective diameter of the 

missile (D). The mass of the circular piece of armor was added to the 

mass of the missile. By these methods the "dose" of blunt trauma WGl5 

ca~culated for a 75-kg man with a lean, 3-crn body wall thickness when 

itt·}.'f':~ted under three vest-handgun combinations. The results are shown in 

Figure 6-1. 

A concluding note of caution was emphasized. While the model 

is consistent with both experimental and field data (none of the officers shot 

while ween'lng the 7-ply Kevlar vest in field tests showed the respiratory 

distress exhibited by some of the much lighter test animals), it should not 

be taken as thoroughly tested. In addition, the lean body wall thicknesses 

assumed for the man lends a built-in conservatism, making the situation 

look a little worse than it might actually be. In any case, this information 

should not be taken to indicate that a bulky, perhaps conspicuous, vest 

is required for protection. One must trade off probability of lethality 
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a.gainst the> probability that the armor will be worn. A vest that would 

decrease the probability of lethality by 5 percent over all threats and all 

users, but that simultaneously decreases the probability that it will be worn 

by 10 percent, increases the overall probability of lethality. Some study 

along this line is indicated so that the optimal protection may be achieved. 

l'thc lethality model was followed by a review of the preliminary 

t(:tost results on garment wear based on the 10-percent sample analysis of 

questionnaires i ,:,:"eceived during the first six months of t11e test. The con

clusions obtained at this juncture were in general agreement with those 

obtained from all data, and as reported on in detail in Chapter III. 

The remaining agenda items, with the exception of the Shark 

Pl"ogratn, are also reported on elsewhere in this volume. The Shark Pro

gram was conducted for the U. S. Navy by Aerospace using corporate funds. 

Tests were made off San Diego using a dummy encased in a iOOO-denier) 

3 .. ply Kevlar suit. After an hour of shark attacks (attracted with chum) 

there was no penetration of the Revlar material. The problem remaining 

is to increase flexibility, since the 3-ply proved too stiff for practical use 

by dive:l.'s. Work w~~~ continue on different weaves to increase flexibility. 
C. Posttest Symposi"lJ':1;'l 

It was agreed by all particip&.ats, at the conclusion of the Interim 

Medical-Technical Symposium, that a ;final symposium should be held as a 

culminating effort near the end of the LEAA Lightweight Body Armor Pro

gram. This final sy:mposium, referred to as the Posttest Medical-Techni

cal Symposium, was held in the Colorado Springs, Colorado area in mid

August 1977. 

The symposium was timely in that the data processing, analysis, and 

evaluation task had proceeded to the point that a preview of the overall' 

statistical assessment of gal"ment wear profiles and acceptability as derived 

fl.'om participant questionnaires coU~cted during the field experiment could 

be discussed. 

A total of 38 people atrinded the Posttest Symposium, and, as 

beiol'e, the audi,ence was c0'mprised predominantly of the primary partici

pants - the local traur.r:+fti;surgeons and the test conductors or their designees. 
// 
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The agenda for the symposium is shown in Table 6 -4. As noted, seven 

presentations were made. Other sections in this document provide a detailed 

report of the subjects of the morning b:tiefings, and therefore, this section 

will limit discussion of the highlights to the first three presentations of the 

afternoon session. 

1. Ballistic evaluation of high energy. handgun threats. It is 

appropriate to begin the discussion of posttest symposium highlights with this 

subject because of the impact of the ballistic evaluation of high energy hand

gun threats 'On the subsequent, and related medical assessment of the blunt 

trauma injury phenomena. There was intense interest in this subject through

out the overall program (particularly during the preceding symposia), during 

subsequent briefings to law enforcement officials, and as evidenced by the 

responses to the field test questionnaires. A significant number of officers 

perceive a need for body armor capable of defeating the higher energy hand

gun threats, particularly the. 35 7-magnum and the 9-mm. Recent surveys of 

the law enforcement community do in fact, support the need £0;1' armors capa

ble of defeating these threats; however, in terms of the statistical assessment 

of the occurrence of fatal assault on law enforcement persollnel by firearms, 

the common handgun continues to prevail by approximately a 4~i ratio. None~ 

theless, because of the interest expressed by the user cornmunity. LEAA 

authorized a continuatl!,)n of ballistic evaluation by the Edgewood Biomedical 

Laboratory to include the performance of armors against these higher threats. 

In presenting the results of the extended ballistic and biologic 

testing, Mr. Hawkins of the Edgewood Biomedical Laboratory explained 

that at this time, only limited data had been collected on animal tissue response 

to ballisHc impacts from the higher energy handgun threats. As repor.ted, 

some animal testing was performed using Kevlar 29, iOOO-denier in a i6-ply 

configuration versus the 9-mm, i24-gr, tull metal-jacketed projectile at 

velocities approaching 1200 fps and the • 357-magnum handgun with 158-gr lead 

projectile at velocities approaching 1326 fps. The preliminary ballistic test 

resultE? revealed, according to Mr. Hawkins, thatlliese higher energy threats 
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could be defeated by soft armor of suff.tcient plies; however, he cautioned that 

no conclusive results were available relative to blunt trauma absorption capa

bility. No test results were available involving biological testing with the 

• 44-magnum. 

In summarizing the limited higher energy ballistic threat 

evaluation, the Edgewood representative stated that more testing is required 

in order to generate sufficiellt data to enable a conclusive medical assessment 

to be made regarding the blunt trauma injury potential behind soft body armor, 

when the threat is greater than the common handgun. 

2. Medical evaluation of high energy handgun threats. The 

presentation on the medical evaluation of high enel"gy handgun threats was 

neces sarily limited due to the sample size of the previous animal ballistic 

testing. In fact, the amount of data available did not lend itself to providing 

the basis for an in-depth medical analysis of the animal-human blunt trauma 

injury correlation. The Edgewood surgeon did show pictures of typical 

damage sustained behind Kevlar armor (16 plies as cited) following impact 

fJ!orrl the 9-mm and • 357-magnum handguns. Even with the increased armor 

pJ;y. count, there appeared to be visible evidence of an increase in the severity 

of wounds sustained behind the armor in the higher energy case than in the 

case of projectiles from the common handgun with 7-ply protection. Fig

ures 6 -2 through 6 -5 show in juxtaposition, skin lacerations and hepatic con

tusions resulting from the. 38-caliber handgun and the higher energy. 357-

magnum. 

In conclusion, the Edgewood medical speCialist -- prefacing his 

remarks with the statement on the availability of limited biological test 

data - inferred that comparison of blunt trauma injury in animals following 

impact behind soft body armor from common handgun p;rojectiles and higher 

ene~l.'gy handgun projectiles reveals an increased damage potential in the case 

of the higher energy threat - even though the elevated ply count is sufficient 

to prevent ballistic penetration. Because of this, it was stated that the proba

bility ranges for surgery and mortality given in EB-TR-740n (Dept. of the 
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Figure 6-2. Skin Laceration - .38 Caliber at 
80\) ips; 7-Ply, 1000-Denier Kevlar 

Figure 6-3. Skin Laceration - .357 Magnum at 
1326 ips; 16-Ply, 1000-Denier Kevlar 
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Figure 6 -4. Hepatic Contusion .38 Caliber at 
800 ips; 7-Ply, 1000-Denier Kevlar 

Figure 6-5. Hepatic Contusion - .357 Magnum at 
1326 ips; t6-Ply, 1000-Denier Kevlar 
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Army Technical Report, dated January 1975) for the case of a human with and 

without ai'mor, following impact from the. 38-caliber (and below) handgun, 

would probably increase in the nonpenetrating case of impact from higher 

energy handguns such as the. 35 7-magnum. 

3. Ballistic armor of Kevlar aramid. Mr. Louis H. Miner, of 

the E. 1. DuPont Company, Textile Fibers Division gave a presentation 

(the first and only briefing given by an industry representative during the 

series of three one-day symposia) focused on the basic 7-ply, 1000-denier, 

Kevlar 29 aramid fabric, with a weave construction of 31 X 31 pics per inch. 

He also provided some information and comparisons involving closely related 

aramid fabrics. Most of the data presented derived from recent tests on 

Kevlar aramid fabrics, including Kevlar 49, which was included in the pre

liminary ballistic screening activities conducted at the beginning of the LEAA 

Body Armor Program by The Aerospace Corporation, and the U. S. Army's 

Edgewood and Natick Laboratories. It should be recalled, that the results of 

those preliminary tests showed the Kevlar 29 aramid fabric to be slightly 

superior to the Kevlal' 49 with respect to minimizing blunt trauma following 

nonpenetraHng ballistic impact. Test results shown during this briefing still 

support the ea.rlier program test results, as is seen in Table 6-5, in which 

the final column depicts the depression volume for. 38-caliber impacts at a 

velocity of 800 fps. As is seen, the depression VOlUITie is less for the 7 -ply 

Kevlar 29, 1000 -denier fabric than it is for 7 -ply Kevlar 49, 1140 -denier 

fabric - even though the observed depth of penetration is less for the Kevlar 49 

fabric. 

Other test results provided in the b:r;iefing are shown in 

Tables 6 -6 and 6 -7. The effect of various laundering methods on the Level 1 

ballistic resistance of the Kevlar 29, lOOO-denier aramid fabric is shown in 

Table 6- 6 (fabric is 7 -ply). It is noted that these recent laundering tests still 

support; the findings recommended by the LEAA Program; that is, hand wash

ing in "Woolite bralld" detergent is still a completely acceptable procedure, 

even though other methods are now shown to be equally effective in minimizir.!.g 
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Table 6-5. Effect of Material on Backface Signature ("Blunt Trauma ll ) 

in Fabrics of Kevlar Aramid Plaster Mold in Glay 
.38 Galiber at 800 fps 

Indentation Geometry 

No. of Depth Diameter 
Material Plies (cm) (cm) 

Kevlar 29,1000-Denier 7 3.2 7.0 
(31 X 31) 

3.6 6.5 

4.0 7.2 

Kevlar 49, 1140-Denier 7 2.5 8.9 
(31 X 31) 

2.5 9.5 

Kevlar 29,1000-Denier 8 3.2. 5.8 
(31 X 31) 

3.2 6.2 

3.8 6.9 

Kevlar 29 l 1000-Denier 8 1.3 6.0 
(31 X 31) 

1.3 6.9 Elastome r-Goated 

Conclusions: Means Available to Reduce 
Dynamic Deflection: 

• Flexible Armor 
• Increase number of Plies 
• Kevlar 49 for Kevlar 29 
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58 

47 

67 

80 

79 

44 

36 

53 

33 

38 



Table 6 -6. Effect of Laundering on Level 1 Ballistic Resistance 

Some: 

TEST CONDITIONS 

• Home Laundering (top 10 detergents) 
+ Machine Dry 

up to 50 cycles 

• Commercial Drycleaning 

7 cycles 

• Hand Wash ("Woolite") + Air-Dry 

15 cycles 

• Fabric Softener (IIDowney ") + 
Deter gent (" Tide ") + Machine Dry 

i5 cycles 

• Presoak ("Wisk" or "Borateem") + 
Detergent ("Tide") + Machine Dry 

5 cycles 

• Stain Remover ("Shout II) + 
Detergent ("Tide " ) + Machine Dry 

5 cycles 

• Machine Wash + Direct Sunlight Dry 

35 hour UV exposure 

• Commercial Laundering 

5 cycles 

• Bleach (I'Clorox 'l ) + Detergent (IITide") + 
Machine Dry 

5 cycles 

Level j:: .38- and • 22-Caliber Handgun 
158- and 40-gr Round Nose Soft 
Point LGLad 
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Table 6-7. Preferred Fabric Styles 

• Soft Armor 

• Flexible Armor 

• Hard Armor 

• Combination Armor 

Kevlar 29 Aramid, 1000-Denier, 31 X 31 (ends by picks) 

per in. 

Plain Weave - 8.3 oz/yd2 Nominal 

or 

Kevlar 49 Aramid, 1140-Denier, 29 X 29 (ends by picks) 

per in. 

Plain Weave - 8.3 oz /yd 2 Nominal 

Best Value .i.n Use 

Kevlar 29 Aramid, 1500··Denier, 24 X 23 (ends by picks) 

per in. 

Plain Weave - 9.6 oz /yd2 Nominal 

Less Expensive 

• Lower })(mier (200 and 400) Fabric Constructions are Superior 
Ballistically, but are expensive • 

• All Other Kevlar Fabric Constructions are Inferior Ballistically 
by Our Tests. 
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m.inimizing the degrada.tion of fabric ballistic resistance. Table 6 -7 offer s 

intel:'esting conclusions relative to the preferred Kevlar aramid fabric weaves 

for use as ballistic armor. Again, it is noted that the fabric weave selected 

on the basis of the recently conducted industry tests is identical with the bal~ 

listic fabric -recommended for us e in soft body armor applications by this 

£inall:eport. (Copies of the indushy presentation should be requested from 

the DuPont Company, Textile Fibers Division, Wilmington, Delaware 19898.) 
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CHAPTER VII. DESIGN MODIFICATIONS 

A. Garment Modifications 

The baseline 7 -ply garments were designed and constructed to have 

minimum weight and bulk. Testing in the development phase indicated mini

mum degradation of the ballistic fabric as a resultqf repeated wash cycles. 

The only serious limitation was that chlorine bleaches would degrade the 

mechanical and ballistic performance of the material. A second problem 

was also uncovered in that the ballistic resistance of the fabric was seriously 

reduced if the fabric became soaked with water. Experimentation with water

resistant treatments showed that the problem could be eliminated by treating 
." 

the fabric with Zepel-D'" or an equivalent. Repeated wash cycles did not 

seriously degrade the performance of the Zepel treatment. 

With these and other considerations in mind, it was decided to integrate 

the ballistic fabric into the basic undergarment. The outer shell material. 

shoulder straps, adjustment straps, and finishing materials were sewn to

gether to form a single integrated unit. Figure 7 -1 shows the Style I garment 

outer and inner construction details. This approach yielded the lightest 

weight undergarment for the design protection level. Three vertical stitch 

Hnes were required through the 7 plies of material to minimize the blousing 

effect of the rear panel. 

During the course of the program, a number of problems and deficien

cies Were uncover~~d which indicated a need £01' modifications on future gar~ 

ments. 

In the baseline garments, the outer shell material and the ballistic 

material were edge-sewn with bias binding tape. In use, it was discovered 

that the coarse yarn ballistic fabric was pulling away frOl'tl. the binding tape 

by the fabric yarn being pulled from the material. This problem could be 

)', 

"Registered trademark, E. 1. Du Pont. 
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Style I - - Outside Style I - - Inside 

Figure 7 -1. Style I Garment Configuration 
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minimized or eliminated by exercising additional care in sewing the binding 

tape to the fabric and by using a wider tape to ensulte engaging more yarns in 

critical areas. It is recommended that in future designs only the outer 2 

plies be sevm with the bias binding tape. This will increase the apparent 

"softness" of the construction and reduce the probability of tearout of the 

fabric. 

The adjustment straps on the Style I garments were equipped with 

buckles, The buckles were stamped and had relatively sharp edges. As the 

garments were worn, these 'buckles cut through their elastic ret;a.ining straps, 

resulting in failures. In addition, the buckles represent a potential SOtlrce 

of secondary projectiles either by breaking themselves or by causing the bal~ 

listic projectile to fragment. Buckles should be eliminated in any future 
~,,? 

garment de sign. 

As mentioned previously, the Style I garments had a short elastic 

strap as the buckle retainer. It was dete:)."mined from use that the officer s 

stretched this elastic to its limit when donning the garments. As arestl1t, 

no elasticity rePlained and the garment could not adjust to changes in the 

torso tlnder different conditions. Thtls, the garment would bind and ride up. 

It is recommended that additional elastic be provided in the a,djtlstment straps 

and that specific instructions be prepared for the wearers to only adjtlst the 

garments to a snug fit and ensure that additiol.~al stretch is remaining to 

allow the garments- t.e e~pand and contract with the body movement. 

The Style I garments were also equipped with 1 ~ln. adjustment straps. 

Wider straps are recommended to allow the tlse of more elastic material 

and greater holding area in the Velcro fasteners. 

In the Style II garments, shown in Figure 7 -2, there were two main 

deficiencies. Fi rst, the Style II garments did not have tails to be ttlcked 

into the pants. Thtls, they had a greater tendency to ride up. Second l the 
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Style II - - Outside Style II - - Inside 

Figure 7 -2. Style II Garment Configuration 





garments were equipped with a single adjusttnent strap without elastic inserts. 

Both the single strap and the lack of elastic contributed to the tendency of 

these garments to ride up. 

Although the recalled garments test program did not show a significant 

reduction in either ballistic or mechanical properties of the garments after 

up to approximately 15 months of wear, there was some evidence of mechan

ical damage to the material which was apparently caused by agitation of the 

material during the laundry and drying cycles. Additional life cycle testing 

would be required to determine when or i£ this damage becomes critical. 

To ensure maximum ballistic fabric Hfe, a design change was suggested 

which would reduce the number of required exposures to the wash and dry 

cycles. 

Based on the reported data from the test program, discu.ssions with 

participating police officers and test conductors, and additional work per

formed by Natick Laboratories and the industry manufacturers, extensive 

design modifications were recommended. 

Figure 7 -3 shows the basic characteristics of the recommended gar.,. 

ment. Since weight did not appear to be a significant factor in the willingness 

of an officer to wear the garment, the decision was made to use the separate 

carrier and ballistic inse:rt approach in the ~eW design. This entails the 

fabrication of a carrier garment containin(:lpocl~iets for installation or remov~ 
al of ins erts which contain the ballistiG- fa~ri9. \\I7he c,ar~ier provides the 

shoulder straps, the adjustment straps, and,;the ga:rro_en~!tails. Two 2 ~in.-
','0. 

wide adjustment straps with Velcro fasteners are provided on each side of 

the garment. The adjustment straps are provided with a minimum of 3 

in. of elastic to allow adequate give in the garment SO that it can expand and 

contract with the wearer's body changes. The rear of the adjustment strap 

is attached to the garment in such a way that the front panel will overlap the 

rear when overlap is required for fit. Ideal fit wO\lld be for the front and 

rear panels to butt or have a slight gap when the wearer is standing and re .. -

laxed. Full wraparound upper torso protection is thus provided. 
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POL YCOnON SHEll- 5 oz 
MINIMUM 

FUll WRAP AROUND 
UPPER TORSO 

. VELCRO FASTENERS 
.. MINIMUM 2 INCHES WIDE 

~MINIMUM 2~~ INCH WIDTH IN SHOULDER 
BEARING AREA 

--- RELIEVE ARM HOLES TO PREVENT 
BINDING AND IMPROVE AIR CIRCULATION 

............. - .. ~ TWO ADJUSTMENT STRAPS EITHER SIDE, 
MINIMUM OF 3 INCHES OF 
GOOD QUALIi'V ELASTIC 

POLYCOnON TAILS 
FRONT AND REAR 

~ ________ -t---VELCRO BOnOM CLOSURE FOR 
INSERT REMOVAL 

EXTEND BALLISTIC MATERIAL TO WELL 
UP ON SHOULDER FOR lOAD DISTRIBUTI 

...J TAPER OF PLIES DESIRED--
I 
0' 

LINER MUST BE SNUG FIT IN 
CARRIER 

POL YCOnON COVER 

Bun FIT PRE FERRED ---\:;;;i;;;;n;--1iIWf 
SLIGHT GAP OR FRONT 
OVERLAP OF REAR ONLY 
ACCEPTABLE 

ADJUST SNUG DO NOT 
MINIMUM STITCHING ON BALLISTIC MATERIAL STRETCH OUT ELASTIC 
FOR GOOD DRAPE 

Figure 7 -3. Recommended Garment Configuration 

AnACHIN 
REAR TO 
ALLOW 
OVERLAP IF 
NECESSARY 
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The recommended method of insert construction is to sew the shaped 

ballistic panels into a lightweight fabric cover. The recommended 8 l?lies of 

ballistic fabric should rlot be sewn together. Bar tackf~ only should be used 

in the top of the shoulder straps and at the four corne:r's ox the inserts. This 

will allow the fabric plies to slide over each other for a softer and mOI'e 

flexible garment, but will prevent material bunching when the inserts ate 

washed. 

One of the major advantages of the carrier-insert approach is that the 

carrie!' can be laundel'ed frequently and the ballistic resistant inserts only 

occasionally. This will minimize V "'\ mechanical damage to the fabric due 

to the wash and dl"Y cycles and shoillc1. significantly extend the useful life of' 

the expensive ballistic inserts. Also, if two carl"iers are purchased, then 

the inseHs can be exchanged whUe one carrier is being laundered and the 

second is being worn. 

A further advantage, which has not been addressed in det,:a.i1, is the 

flexibility inherent in this design approach. 

mended with 8 plies of fOOO-denier fabric. 

The basic garment is recom·· 

By providing an additional set of 

inserts in eUhel' 8, fO t or 12 plies I higher level threat protection can be 

achieved. With two inserts front and rear, protection will be provided 

against penetration of most 0.357 - and 9-mm. projectiles. Va:L'iations in front 

and rear protection can then be selected by the wearer, depending on his 

perception of the :risk and weather conditions. Minimum protection level 

would be the ,8 -ply insert in the front and no insel"t in the rear. 

The recommendation waa made to increase the number of plies fl"otll 

7 in the test garments to 8 in the Model Procurement Document. The l"easons 

for this are threefold. First, later data on the handgun velocity for the 

. 22 -caliber long rifle round indicates the design velocity should be closer to 

f080 to 1100 fps, rather than the fOOO fps originally selected. Second, bal-;" 
"". . .' 

listic testing of Kevlar fabric has indicated a variation in ballistic resistance 

not o.nly between fabric weavers, but also in fabric from. the same weaver. 

Since rigid quality control and testing is an expensive operation, thp, addi~ 

tional ply of :£abric will provide an added safety factor to the garment 



periCH-mane£? Lastly, although there has been no evidence of a significant 

108e in ballistic resistance with wear or laundry cycles, the additional ply 

()f rnato1"ial will safeguard against an undetected gradual degradation in bal-

1iati(~ I)(~l'fol'mance in the high coat ballistic resistant inserts. This, com-

1,innd with minimizing the wash cycles, will extend the useful life of the 

in~H'l·ts • 

13. Human ]'actors 

'rho recommended design modifications which resulted from the evalua

tion of the test garments were substantial. As a result, it was decided to 

initiatoa program with the support of the U. S. Army Natick Research and 

Development Con'lmand and the Research Institute of Environmental Medicine 

.to obtain labol'atol'Y data comparisons between the field test garments and 

the l'c(wmmended garm,ent configuration. The recommended program was 

a.Pl'l.'()vfHl by the National Institute of Law Eni'orcement and C:timinal J'.lstice, 

whi.oh made funds available for the conduct of the test. The test plan for 

thia sPl'iea of tests is contained in Volume III, Appendix F. 

The objective of the program was to obtain laboratory con"lparisons 

between tlH) two con£igul:ations in tel'~s of comfort and heat retention. The 

com£ol't fa.ctm,· Was asseised using the load profile analyzer instrumentation 

aystml:l at tho Natick Research and Development Command. The heat reten

tion factor was analyzed by using the copper man in an environmental cham

b<'l' at the R(HH~al'ch Institute of Environmental Medicine. Both activities 

WC1'(~ l'l'lonitol'cd 1:hl'ough the Natick Laboratories. 

'rhc second pl'ogNl.rn which addressed the human f~,ctors aspects of the 

man and th() al'mo)" was conduct~d at and by the Federal Bureau of Investiga

tion A(;adcxny at Quantico, Virginia. It was deteXluined in the dev~lopment 

l>l'ogril.:m that a wet gal'ment lost a significant portion of its ballistic resis

tance and that Zepcl .. n tl'eatnH.mt of the fabric prevented this loss in perfor

mancc-. 'rhe objet;'(l~ve of the Quantico test was to determine if there was suf

iici<"llt wut()l'l.lptakc by the gal'ment from hun1.an body perspiration to reduce 

the baHi stie l'H .. 'l'£c.rmancc. 
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The results of these two programs are presented in the following 

sections. 

1. Natick results. In the Natick test progran~, four garments were 

provided and were identified as follows: 

• A-1. Style I LEAA test garment with Zepel-D treatment 

of Kevlar 

• A-2. Modified garment (new design) with Zepel-D treat

ment of Kevlar 

• A-3. Modified garment (new design) without Zepel-D 

treatment 

• A-4. Style I LEAA test garment without Zepel-D treatment 

The first set of tests was to investigate the relative cornfort of 

the garments in terms of load distribution. An instrumentation system called 

the Anatomical Load Magnitude Analyzer was developed by personnel at 

Natick. The system is a reticulated series of 248 miniature, local sensors 

which covers the upper torso of an individual wearing the test garments. A 

"3D" display unit is provided to visually display loads and pressure points. 

The system is capable of displaying pressure, pressure changes, load mag

nitude, and distribution of forces transmitted to the torso by the garment as 

the test subject assumes a variety of positions. 

In this evaluation, the 4 garments were to be tested while the 

test subject assumed 12 different positions. Figure 7-4 shows the basic 

elements of Anatomical Load Magnitude Analyzer. For the purpose of data. 

recording and presentation, the pressure point readouts are summed over 

four areas or zones. The zones are as follows: 

• Zone 1 - Upper front 

• ,'Zone 2 - Low'ex front 

• Zone 3 - Upper rear 

• Zone 4 - Lower rear 

Table 7-1 contains the data 't"esultsfrom the Anatomical Load 

Magnitude Analyzer comparison of the four garments tested. The data indi

cate that there is essentially no difference iu load distribution among the 
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FORCE ON SENSORS, LIGHT OISPLP<Y 
GREEN YELLOW RED 
112 LB 1 LB 1·1/2 LB+ 

Figul'e 7 ..... 1. Anatomioa.l Loa.d Magnitude Analyzer 
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Table 7 -1. ~oad Magnitude Analyzer - Garment Compal'ison Dat~\ a 

Body Position 
Valut!s Shown Atl' Avt!l"aANl o£ '1'",u 1'<'sts in lb. 

Hem 7,on(' 1 ZOlll' 2. ZlltH' :3 ZOI'l,' <1 'l'otal 

1. Standing, Normal Breathing A-I 0.50 0.25 0.00 0.0t) 0.7~ 
A-2. 0.50 0.00 O.OU 0.00 0.50 
A.3 0.2.5 0.00 0.2.5 0.00 0.50 
A.4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 

2.. Standing, Heuvy 13r<.'uthing A-I \, SO 1.2.5 0.00 3.50 6.2.5 
A.2. 2.2.5 0.2~ 0.25 0.75 3.50 
A_3 2.50 0.00 a 00 0.50 3.00 
A-4 2.00 0.00 0.25 0.00 2.25 

3. Reaching Up, Both HandS A.l 1. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 
A_2 1.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 1,00 
A-3 0.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 
A-4 1.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.50 

4. Reaching to Holste'r, 
Right Hand to Right Hip A-I 0.00 0.00 1. 00 o.Gr; 1.2.5 

A_2 0.~0 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.7<; 
A.3 0.00 0.00 0.2.~ 0.00 0.2'> 
A.4 0.00 0.00 1. 25 0.00 I. 25 

5, Rifle Fi~'ing, Standing A-I 1. 50 2. 7$ L 50 8.00 13.75 
A-Z 1. 50 0.00 L 50 7.00 10.00 
A-3 I. 2<; 0.2.~ J. 2~ 'l.00 7.75 
A-4 I. 00 I. 00 I.l'; r.. 7<; 9.00 

6. Rifle Firing, I(no('ling A.l 0.25 4.00 0,00 13.25 17. ~O 
A-2 0.00 1.50 1.50 9.00 12.00 
A-3 0.25 3. 7S 0.25 8.75 13. 00 
A-4 1. 00 4.50 0.00 8. 50 14.00 

7. Pistol Firing Standing, 
Both Hands Forward A-I 0.00 0.75 2..75 6.50 10.00 

A_2 0.75 0.2.5 3.50 5.50 10.00 
A-3 0.00 0.50 1.75 4.75 7.00 
A-4 0.15 0.75 2.50 4.50 8.50 

8. Pistol Firing, Cl'ouched, 
Both Hands Forward A-I 0.75 7.50 0.00 13.50 2,1. 75 

A-2. 2.00 5.00 0.50 6.00 13.50 
A-3 1.7S 6.25 1.00 6.75 1<;.75 
A-4 0.75 7.00 0.2.5 8.00 \6. 00 

9. Stooped Ov"r A-I 0.00 0.25 0.00 1 1. 00 11.25 
A-'2. 0.00 0.2,5 0.2,5 10.'2., \0.75 
A-3 0.25 I. 25 0.00 10.2S 11,75 
A.4 0.00 0.75 0.00 6.75 7. <;0 

10. Pistol Firing. O'l\' Hand 
F<)t'ward A-I 0.00 0.25 l. 2.') 0.7~ 2.'2.'> 

A-2 0.00 0.00 0.'2.'> O. r,0 0.75 
A-3 0.00 0.00 0.75 1.2.5 2.00 
A-4 0.00 0.00 0.2'1 0.00 0,2<; 

11. Pistol Firing, 0,,,, Hand 
at 45· Angle A-I 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 

A_<- 0,00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0,00 
A.3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
A-4 O. SO 0.00 0,00 0.00 O,~O 

12., PistoL Firing, One Hanel 
at 90· Angle A-I 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

A-2 1. 00 0.00 0,00 0.00 I. 00 
A-3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
A-4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

altems testl!d: A_I, Style I J .. EAA test garment with 7.c'pcl-D treatment of Kevlal', ai1\c 
medillm regular; A-i., modHied garment (new desi.gn) with Zepol-D trcatml'nt o! 
I<evlar. size medium targ<.'; A-3, modified garment (new d<.'~ign) without Z"pl'hD 
treatment, st",<.' medillm largc; A-4, Style 1 LEAA test llarmen~ withmlt Zl·pl'l.D 
tr('atm~nt, si:>:e m<.'dillm lal·ge. 
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tour garuwntEi j(~stO(1. The slightly higher readings noted for garment A-1 

a:ro attributr!cl to the fact that this garment was a smaller size than the other 

tlrroc (medhun 1"cgula.r rathel' than large regular). The test subject, with 

the l.ust1'um('ntatic)ll syatcnl in place, required a large regular size for proper 

£it. Howcv(~r I the lH)6ults shown emphasize the need for proper fit to mini

:nliz(~ tho loads impo~£}Ja on ):he body. The high readings in the heavy breathing, 

kneeling, and cl'(>u~hcJ i)o"';ition~ indicate unnecessarily high loads imposed 

by a gar:r.n<mt which is incorrectly fitted. 

11ho conclusions from these data are that there is essentially no 

<11f£m!oncc between the l.oad distribution of the new design and the test garments. 

Y1."he second phase of the human factors test program was per

forr.tmd by the ti. S. Al<my Research Institute of Environmental Medicine. In 

this set of cx.pm,"inlcnts, the Army-developed copper man in an environmental 

dlliLrubc:t: was used, The copper manildn system comprises a hollow simula

tiVl' C()llfltl·U(.~tod to the sizc.~ of an average U. S. Army infantryman with ther

lTIoco'llplcs located at 21 representative sites on the skin. The copper skin is 

equipped with thel'n"lOstatically controlled heating wires. Varying the thermo

sta.t Botting to n1aintailt skin temperature and measuring the power delivered 

to the h('ating wil'cS enables determination of heat loss through the skin. By 

P(~l'fOl.·1l1ing tN.HS in a (!()t1tl'ollcd extol'nal environment with the copper skin 

<.h·y, Uw insulating effect of clothing placed on the manikin may be determined. 

l.'hia tedmiqu() is us cd to measure the insulation index (clo) of various gar

menta. 

By pln.cing a cotton skin over the manikin, wetting it, and adjust

i11g the ayst~:m t~o equilibli.um. conditions, the impermeability index (im) is 

dotcl·mined. 
" 

'rhe pl'in'lal'Y purp()sc of the copper manikin test series was to 

dMnrxnine h'OID laboratory meaSU1'Clnents if the new garment designs would 

ho.v(~ u. significantly different physiological impact on the wearers than those 

tt18tctl in tIll." progral::1)'. Thc tests WC1'C ru.n in two series. First, the gar

m.NltB W(>l'(, placed on the copper rt\a.nikin with dry skin, and the insulation 

itld(;~x waB detel'mincd. Next, the cotton skin was placed on the manikin, the 
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protective garments were installed, the manikin was dressed the same>i</~S 

for the insulation index measurement, the cotton skin was wetted, and thi3 

impermeability index was measured. Figure 7 -5 shows two photos o£ the 

copper man, one with the police uniform shirt installed and buttoned, and 

the other with the undergarment exposed under the open shirt. The ratio of 

the impermeability index (im) to insulation index (do) is an indication of the 

comfort which should be experienced by the wearers. The three indices are 

interpreted as follows: 

• Insulation index (clo). The higher this)'lumber, the warmer 

the garm.ent should feel in cold weather, 1. e., dry skin 

conditions. 

• Impermeability index (im). The higher this number, the 

more evaporative cooling will take place, hence the cooler 

the body will feel with wet skin conditions. 

• Comfort index (im/ clo). This ratio is a measure of the 

combined effects of the garment and the actual sensed 

co:m£Ol't. Adding a garment will make the subject warmer, 

but if the garment allows evaporative cooling, the discom .. 

fort will be reduced. The higher the ratio of the two 

numbers, the more comfortable the garment will feel. 

In addition to the four protective undergarments provided, two 

peg-point configurations were also tested. The two configurations consisted 

of the dressed manikin without any protective ga:i~ment and also with an early 

design, serial number U-0012, which was an integrated, full wraparound, 

non-Zepel-treated garment containing 7 plies of 400-2 Kevlar fabric. This 

was one of the test points in the original U. S. Army l4eport. Far al1·c~~ts, ~ 
'~o~~ 

the basic clothing used on the manikin co:mprisedthe following: 

• Shirt, police, short sleeve, collar open 

• Trousers, police, polyester, summer weight 

• Cap, police, open weave 

• Police belt with holster (containing 1. 5.,.kg weight) whistle, 

pen and pencil holder, double cartridge case, handcUIIS 
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Figure 7 -5. Copper Manikin Instrumentation System 
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• In trouser pockets: i2-in. billy, leathei' notebook, and 

flashlight with wand 

• Cushion sole socks and combat boots (U. S. Army items) 

Table 7 ~2 contains the results of the copper manikin test pro ~ 

gram. In essence, the following conclusions can be drawn hom this series 

of tests: 

• The two new vests, which have separate carriers with and 

without the Zepel-D treatment to the Kevlar, have slightly 

higher insulation indices than the integrated garments. 

• In terms of eva.pora.tive cooling, the use of carriers in

creases the evaporative COOli'llg characteristics of the vests 

by increasing the water absorption and probably providing 

a medium to transport the water away from the skin. 

• The integrated garment with Zepel-D treatment provided 

the least evaporative cooling and should exhibit the 

greatest hot weather discomfort. 

• There is no Significant discomfort difference between the 

two new designs and the untreated integrated vests. Water 

resistance treatment of the Kevlar fabric is required to 

maintain wet ballistic resistance. 

• All garments show a decrease in evaporative cooling 

(comfort) by about 17 percent, except for the Style I test 

garment which indicated a 28-pei'cent decrease. 

• Both the load profile analysis and the physiological testing 

indicate the new design garments should he as comfortable 

as the Style I garments in the test pt'ogram, and may show 

a slight improvement in terms of heat comfort. 

2. Quantico results. The Quantico tests were undertaken to attempt 

to determine if there was sufficient watE}).'" uptake from perspiration to degrade 
{( 

the ballistic performa.nce of the Kevlar material. 

During the developriJ,<;jnt program and in subsequent testing, it was 
Ii 

determined that when the untreated (not water .. repellant-treated) Kevlq,l' 

fabric is water soaked, the ballistic resistance is reduced. Submerging the 
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Table 7 -2. Copper Manikin Test Results 

0/0 Watet' 
Vest, Dry Vest, Final % Water Absorbed 

Clothing Configuration clo im im/cIo Weight (g) Weight (g) Absorbed in Shh·t 

Basic - No Vest 1. 32 0.48 
, 

0.36 

U0012 Vest 1. 48 0.45 0.30 846 1125 33.0 23.5 

A-l (Test Vest) 1.46 0.38 0.26 963 1033 7.3 18.3 

A-2 (New Design 
Zepel-D) 1. 52 0.45 0,30 1087 1216 11. 9 20.1 

A-3 (New Design 
Not Zcpcl-D) 1. 54 0.44 0.29 1069 1194 11.7 20.7 

A-4 (Tcst Vcst 
Not Zepcl-D) 1. 48 0.45 0.30 976 1232 26.2 19.7 
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fabric in watel' with and without agitation reduced ballistic resistance. 

Spraying the fabric with water yielded inconclusive results. E:x:posure to 

iOO-percent-humidity environment did not indicate a significant degradation. 

The questions then remained of which procedure, subm.erging Qr spraying, 

was most representative of the actual water absol'ption possible f\;\om perspi

ra.tion and whether sufficient water can be absol'bed to reduce the ballistic 

penetration resistance. 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation Acaderny at Quantico, <> 

Virginia, agreed to support a limited test program to obtain data on the sub-, 

ject. Instructors at the Academy agreed to participate in the test program 

by wea:r.ing water-repellant treated and untreated garments to detel'mine the 

liquid takeu.p of each. Ballistic testing Was peJ;'formed on each garment at 

the conclusion of the wear period. 
;~I 

Six garments were provided for testing. All were the LEAA 

., 
\\ 

Style I configuration with 7 plies of Kev1ar. Three garments contained 

Zepe1-D .treated material, and three contained K:ev1ar wit'll a scoured finish 

and no water-repella.nt treatment. Two garments (one treab~d and one un ... 

treated) were control garments to be tested without being w~l'n, The re

maining four garments were to be worn by Academy instructoJ"s and then 

ballistically tested. The test procedure employed wa'S to weigh each gar

ment. The instructor would wear the garment for 5 to 6 hOU1'S of activity. 

The participant would then return to the ra'i;\ge, where the garlnent would be 

removed and weighed to determine the amount 01 water absorbed. The gar

ment was then placed against a. block of P1astilina Clay No. 1 and ballistically 

tested with projectiles from. 22- and . 38~caliber handguns. 

Two officers on auto patrol duty Were each issued a vest, one of 

which was untreated and the othe:!.· Zepel treated. Similarly, two instructors 

on the firing range were each issued a vest, one tt:;eated and or~e 'UntreatQ,d. 

The two officers on patrol performed their regular duties withot}.t any outside 

activity. The two instructors\'~layed handball with the vests on for 2 hour B 
'J 

in the mornillg, taught class after 1;u:nch1~nd played handbalffor 30 minutes .~ 

just before their garments were tested in the aftel'noon. 
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Tho f.irat test was on a new Zepel treated vest. Ten. 22-caliber 

ahoM and thl'eti ,3B .. caHbcr shots were made, and the cavities were m.ea

Bm·~1(t 'l'hf~l'(! wore no ponetrations. Next, a new untreated vest was tested 

v,{ith Um .22 ",caliber ahots, and again there were no penetrations. This 

tUl.trm\tud vetIL waf) then soaked in water £01' 1 hom:, drip dried :tor 3 minutes, 

and thfHl tntltcd with throe .2Z-caliber shots. All three shots penetrated. Six 

.38",·nlAhm.' ahots were ltlade, and th~re were no penetrations. After 1 hour 

of soak~i\~g, this vest: contained 22.75 oz of water, an increase in weight of 

(,(, IW1·r:(\~,.t. AttN' 30 minutes of drip drying, this vest still contained 12. 5 oz 

of watt\'l', o.n increase in weight of 36 percent. 

'rhe \lr1trcatc.!d vent WOrn by on(~ of the instructors {subject 1) was 

tnstml nc~tt, 'rhiB vest had absorbed 7.5 oz of m.oisture, an increase in 

woight of 22 PCl·(~cnt. frOn. 22 -calibel' shots were fired at the front of the 

vost, and thoto were nine penctl'ations. Five, 22-caliber shots were fired 

at t;h(\ bacl(t o£ the 70 Bt, and there were four penetrations, 

Next, the Zepel treated vest WOl'n by an instructor (subject 3) 

wad tCBted., 'I'hie vest absol'bcd 3. 5 oz of moistul:e, an increase in weight of 

12 pert~ont. This vest was tested with ten. 22 -caliber s:l1ots, and there were 

un pcn0tN\t.lt)n~. 
The final to.st was run on the untreated vest worn by the officer 

nn pa.tl.'ol (auhjed Z). This vest had absorbed 1. 625 oz of moisture, ad in

n:eo.fH-'> in woight n£ 5 PP1·ccnt. This vost was shot ten times with a .22-

t~ij.Ub<'l·. 'rh~\j.·(\ wor(~ nti ~o:mplctc penetrations, but all were partial penetra

tions. 

T.lw treated vest wOrn by the oIfit:'or on patrol !subject 4) ab

IW1'bml 0. H;5 I:JZ or xnoistur(~. an increase in weight of 3 percent. This vest 

, wae 'not tnetl\,"ld ballistically" since the tl'eated vest worl1 by an instructor had 

tl'5ting. 

li'l'om t1\(' dnta obtained by weighing the garm.ents before and 

afh'l" the weal' 1llcriod, it appears that the water s~lb:mel'gence test with ap

pro~h'nM('ly 1/2 hl' of <:lrip dl,'yingmoat closely approaches the water uptake 



frorn perspiration. These data also compare favorably with the water uptake 

measured on the copper man. 

The ballistic test data sheets are contained in Tables 7 -3 through 

7 -7. As indicated, five sets of ballistic tests were performed. During the 

ballistic testing, proble:rns were encountered with the chronograph. As a 

result, the velocity rneasurements are suspect. However, since the same 

weapon (Smith and Wesson Model 45 with a 4-in. barrel) and atnmunition 

(RerY'ington) were used in all testing, and ten. 22-caliber rounds were £i.red 

at each vest, some conclusions may be drawn. First, there were no .22-

caliber projectile penetrations of the Zepel-D-treated garment. Priortesting 

indicated there was no significant difference in the penetration resistance of 

treated versus untreated fabric. Two oi\.the untreated vests showed peneh'a'" . ~ 

HUns. 'rhe new vest which had been wate~~ soaked and the untreated ;~st 
,\1 

which had the highest percentage by weight of water uptake during the. wear 

testing were both penetrated by . 22-ca.liber projectiles. Since the vest 

which was worn was penetrated by n.ine of the ten impacts and the probability 

of all nine being higher than nominal velocity is very small, it must be con

cluded that sufficient water can be absorbed from the body to reduce signifi

cantly the penetration resistance. Since none of the Zepel-D vests which 

were worn were penetrated l it can be concluded these vests were not degraded. 

'\ 
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Tah1.(~ 7 .. :3. Ir"ecl(·r.al Bureau of Investigati.on Body Armor Test Data Sheet 
- Treated Zcpel~D Pretest 

RmmdB 1 through 10 used a Smith and Wesson Model 45 with a 4-in. barrel 
aml .22 .. ,:ulib<.H', 40 ... gr R('.mington Long Rifle LRN ammunition. 

Rounds 11 through 13 used a Smith and Wesson Model 19 with a 4-in. barrel 
, amI. 3H ... {'aHh(n· 7 158",gr Remington Long Rifle LRN ammunition. 

--
nel Ron 

No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

6 
.. 
f 

8 

9 

10 

11 

-

~>t~ .... :~U~I~"""_ -

Penetration 

,'Il'*"-""''' ,,~ . 

Test Results 

No Trauma 
Depth Penetration (em) 

X 2.0 

X I 1.5 

X 1.3 

X Z,O 

X 1.7 

X 1.7 

X 2.6 

X 2.5 

X 2.4 

X 2.3 

X 2.7 

X 3.0 

Trauma 
Chronograph Width 

(em) (£ps) 

3.5 989.1 

3.0 984.2 

3.0 970.8 

5.0 980.3 

4.5 973.7 

3.0 961. 5 

4.5 980,3 

3.5 999.9 

4.5 963.7 

4.0 961.5 

5,0 692.0 

5.5 724.6 

o l=-::_~~ __ .. ___ ",.._. _ ...... , . .J,.I. ___ X __ ......L. __ 
3_._4_-'-___ s_. 5~--J,._----,7_3_1_,_1 __ -J 

l)C'sCriptton or l30dy Armor: Treated Zepe1 ... D Pretest, K29 1000/31 X 31, 
-Z 1b1 1 ... 3/4 Olil. la:rgc :t'cgular 

'':\ . 

'~ 

CI 
7 .. 20 

.' I 

, ~' 

/' 

I 
0,1 

I 
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Table 7-4. Federal Bureau of Investigation Body Armor Test Data Sheet 
-- Untreated Pretest 

Rounds 1 through 13 used a Smith and Wesson Model 45 with a 4-in. barrel 
and. 22- caliber, 40-gr Remington Long Rifle LRN ammunition. 

Test Results 
Round 

No. No Trauma Trauma 
Chronograph Penetration Depth Width Penetration (cm) (cm) (fps) 

1 X 2.5 5.5 961. 5 

2 X 2. 3 4.7 961. 5 

3 X 2.4 4.3 980.3 

4 X 2.5 5.2 980.3 

5 X 2.7 5~0 943.3 

6 X 2.5 4.5 968.6 

7 X 2.4 4.0 925.9 

8 X 2.3 4.0 961. 5 

9 X 2.4 6.5 999.9 

10 X 3. 1 4.0 1211. 4 

11 X - - 961.5a 

12 X - - 936.0 

L13 X - - 969.9 

Description of Body Armor: Untreated Pretest, K29 10001'31 X 3i~ 2- 1b, 
1- 3/4 oz, large regular 

.. 

aVest was immersed in cold wace;: for 1 ~r, drip drained for 1/2 hr. Weight 
before wetting -. 2 lb, 2-1/4 oz; weight after - 31b, 9 oz. Weight after drip 
drain - 2 10, 14- 3 /4 oz. Six shots with. 38- caliber; no penetration. 



'ruble 7 .. '5. It''ccleral Bureau of Investigation Body Armor Test Data Sheet 
- Subject 1 Untreated 

RQunds 1 thrQup;h 10 used a Smith and Wesson Model 45 with a 4-in. barrel 
amI. 22 ... caliber t 40-gr Remington Long Rifle LRN ammunition. 

0 

I> 

Round 
No. 

1 

2-

:3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

<""=-~, 

-
P(mctration 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

,,. 
.(). 

X 

X 
"""""=-

Test Results 

No Trauma Trauma Chronograph Depth Width Penetration (em) (em) (ips) 

X - - 1155. 1 

- - 1183.2 

- - 1141.. 6 

- - 1180.3 

.. - 1179.4 

- .. 1200 

- .. 1162.7 

- - 1190 

- - 1200 

- - 1205 

n(~acriI>tion of Body Al'nlor: Subject 1 Untreated, K29 1000/31 X 31 
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Ta.ble 7 -6. Federal Bureau of Investigation Body Armor Test Data Sheet 
- Subject 2 Untreated 

Rounds 1 through 10 used a Smith and Wesson Model 45 with a 4-in. barrel 
and.22-caliber, 40-gr Remington Long Rifle LRN ammunition. 

Test Results 
Round .. -
No. 

No Trauma Trauma Chronograph Penetration Depth Width Penetration (cm) (em) (ips) 

1 X 971 " 

2 X 955 

3 X 929 

4 X 966 

5 X 948 

6 X 943 

7 X 992 

8 X 962 

9 X 964 

10 X 961 

Description of Body Armor: Subject 2 Untreated, K29 lOOO /31 X 31 
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--------------

'rable 1-7. rj~(Hl(u:al Bureau of Investigation Body Arn10r Test Data Sheet 
- Subject 3 Zepcl .. D Treated 

Roundo 1 through 10 used a Smith and Wesson Model 45 with a 4-in. barl·el 
and. 22 .. ealUu·r, 4() .. gr Remington Long Rifle LRN amrmmition. 

---; . 
Test Results 

Round 
No. Trauma Trauma 

P0'l;'lctl'ation No Depth Width Chronograph 
Penetrati.on (ips) 

"- (em) (cm) -
1 X 2.0 4.0 980 

2 X 1.9 4.0 970 

3 X 2.4 4.5 962 

4 X 1.9 3.5 972 

5 X 2.4 5.0 964 

6 X 2.2 4.5 964 

7 X 1.8 5.0 969 

H X 2.3 3. 5 962 

9 X 2.9 5.4 982 

L~,,:~,~~~_~ __ X 2.9 6.0 962 

Dt'o('ripHon of Body Al'rn()l'; SubjC'ct 3 Zepel-D Treated, K29 1000/31 X 31 
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CHAPTER VIII. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 

The final phase of the Body Armor Program consisted of activities 

related to technology transfer. A major goal of the progralu was to dissemi~ 

nate the results of the design, development, and field evaluation among 

industry and the law enforcement c.ommunity. As 110ted in the Introductiorl~ 

the transfer of this technology to industry was initiated during the develrr·pl.'1'lent 

phase, beginning in 1974 when the Institute released to the armor industry its 

findings on the superior mechanical and ballistic properties of Kevlar fab;ric~ 

Since that time, the garment industry has' switched almost exclusively to the 

use of Kevlar as the ballistic material in the manufacture of soft body armor. 

The technology transfer to the law enforcement community utilized two 

methodE.l. The first was the development of the IIModel Procurem.ent Docu

The ment ll as a guideline for the use and procurement of soft body armor. 
n 

second method consisted of a series of briefings to the major law enforcement 

agencies in the United States, at which the procurement guidelines were dis

tributed, dis cus sed, and clarified. In addition, an overview of the progr,an'l 

was provided which stressed the findings of the analyses and tests that were 

the bases of the l'ecOlumendations. 

A. Procurement Guidelines 

The procurement guidelines were based upon the results of the develop

ment and field test program and were cool'dinated with the IAGP, a$ well as 

with the many organizations that participated in the program. These we11 e 

published in the IIModel Procurement Document, II which is rep:rodu,ced as 

Appendix D of Volume III of this report. As the Preface to Appendix D states, 

recom..-nendations are given on the garment design in order to defeat a speci

fied threat and to achieve maximun'l comfort and wear ability • The recom

mendations are less restrictive 'than no!tmal m.ilital'Y specifications because 

of the limited resources of most police departments. Limited acceptance 

testing is proposed, with reliance placed on the vendor .for certification of 
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rH~l'i(Jrmr).tH.'n and d(wign. The lCHHJ restrictive requirements also allow 

flo:dbility and inn()vative approaches by industry, which (::ontinues to make 

doaign hnpl'overnentD. 

'l'h(~ Preface to Appendix D also stresses that the guidelines only address 

tiw et)mmon handgun loycn o£ protection, which is normally characterized by 

the to ,g,,('alibcr opecial with normal ammunition. This choice stems from the 

1"Of1Ulto uf the p"'ogranl in which the greatest amount of blunt trauma data 

o'dElL, yi(llding the highest:{~(mfidenc(} that adequate protection can be provided 

o,gilinot tlwfJC thrml.ts. Additional research on bh:mt trauma caused by higher 

rmnrgy impMtto is needed to prope1'ly specify suitable ballistic performance 

{Ol' thclIo threats. Sil'nilarly,l the field test data on frequency of wear indicate 

that opUrnn:m protection is pl'ovided by garments with 8~ to 12-ply ballistic 

111atm:iu.l lwcrmso of the tendency of o£ft,cors to not wear the heavier garments, 

'1'hc 111tJst important specification is that of ballistic performance. The 

guldelineo rGl('mnr,nc:t1.(l that tho vendor certify ballistic performance by means 

o£ toots (~al':dcd out in an appl'oYcd laboratory using two threats as follows: 

.. Pcnetl'ation ... ZZ calibel', 1000 to 1080 fps, 40-gr lead round 

none 
Blunt T, .. aU1TIn. .... 38 caliber, 800 to 900 fps, 158-gr lead 

f()uml m>D(; 

'J.'he vcmdol' rn,\.lst c~rtify that there is no penetration in five fair hits of 

(m,c'h nO/tuple 'tNltod a.~d that bl\mt tl'UUlna is controlled to the extent that the 

I.wc~aft{~ ('la.y ('avit~r depth ia not greatel' than 44 mm (no single cavity deeper 

than 4ft lUll)') in five fair hits of each sample tested. The samples consist of 

t t~ hy 1 Gin. 1 8"'1>1)1' pn.l'lcls selected at randonl honl fabric woven from a single 

mc,l'g<,of yu.rn. fl."he t'lull'lber is determined statistically to provide a quality 

a!Hml'i.lll(,(', U1' failure l'ate, of less than O. 2.5 percent (e. g., 5 panels for lots 

ti up to ')0. H panels £~J.Qts of fl'Oln 91 to 150). Details of the test conditicms 

;\l'C giv(.'l) in At)pcndlx D, Volume III. 

'l'he: ~'\lidclinea on aeceptanc~ emphasize that each garment should be 

\11m.ml1y innpeeted {or defects in const1'uction or worklnanship. In particula:r.', 

8im.·('Ii propel' fit is irnpol'tllnt for wear and comfort, the size of each garment. 
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should be checked. The use of destructive ballistic testing as part of the 

acceptance procedure is considered optional because of the recommended test 

laborat.ory certification. If ballistic acceptance h~sts al'e 'conducted, it is 

impol'tant that the proper instrumentatio'", and test procedures are used in 

order to obtain repl'odudble results. In particular, the chronograph used to 

measure bullet velocity rnust have sufficient precision and accuracy, and be 

properly calibrated, in order to discriminate the relatively narrow l;egion 

« 1 0 percent) that is the border between no penetration and con"lplete penetra .. 

tion. Similarly, the clay must be han(l.led properly to obtain uniforln cavities. 

For these reasons, an acceptance pOlicy that sends buyer representatives to 

witness laboratory certification tests conducted by the vendor has much to 

recommend it. 

The remaining guidelines define the salient aspects of quality assurance 1 

construction of the garment, and ballistic n"lateria.1. In gelleral, the guide

lines on construction follow that of the recommended design discussed in de .. 

tail under Chapter VII. A. It is particularly important to maintain £lex:ibility 

by not sewing the plies together. 

B. Briefings 

The briefings on the results of the Body Armor Program were presented 

to the ,J.jor law enforcement agencies of the United States during July and 

August of 1977. In an attempt to maximize coverage, invitations were sent 

to all police departments with more than 1000 sworn officers. The letters of 

invitation urged that smaller, neighboring jurisdictions be invited to attend, 

In addition, briefings were presented to each of the test cities that participated 

in the field test and evalu.ation. State and county agencies, as well a& city 

departments were included. Out of the 57 agencies invited, 45 accepted and 

12 declined. The most cornrnon l'easons giver! for not accepting were a lack 

of money £01' purchase or the fact that the depavtment already had an oJ;l.going 

armor program. A tahle listing the host agencies, the jurisdictions in attend" 

8,nce, and total attendance is given in Appendix E, Volume III. Including the 

smaller departments invited by the host age-p.cies, 183 jurisdictions were 

represented. 
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'!hrN'typN! of bricfingfJ were prepared. The fil-'st was an executive 

tmmmal'Y to be I)l"(HHmtcd to administrators .. chiefs, and their staff. The 

sccond Wiln a deta.Hed bl'ic£ing on the program background .. test results, and 

prOCUftmlcnt guidelincs, to l)c prcscnted to staff members concerned with 

the lJtJO 01' pro{~urotn(mt of arm.or. The third was presen'i.:.ed to the test cities 

o.~~l ~h\pha{Jiz(~d test l'cfJults and procureInent guidelirles while ulinimizing 

bildq;p:ound and dcvclopxnel1t aspects already known by these departments. 

lJata. packages were prepared and distributed to attendees which covered all 

of the matcl'ial prcoented. In addition, models of the recommended garment 

d(HJign, were demonstrated, 

On thn basis of th(~ comrnents l'cceived and the questions asked, these 

hriefinga proved to be an effective means for disseminating the te<:hnology 

dovolopml by the nody Armor Pl'ogran1.. In general, the interest appeared 

to center un the nature of the wounds (e. g., skin contusions) received by test 

pal'ticipl).nta fro:r:n af.HHl.ults while W(H11'ing armor J the garments integrity after 

w!,\6h amI Wl)Ur, and the c()1,);lpromise that must be made betwl~en comfort and 

lovel of protection. Xn regard to the lattel', it appeared that the majority of 

thtHW who wear gal'm(mts arc willing to accept increased we~$'ht and heat con

tlliml1(mt in order to aehi,cve protection against a. higher en .. ~rgy threat. A 

pl'ilnc n1<J-tivation for this a.ttitucle is the officOl,l s concern of being assaulted 

with Ilia own. woapt)n ainc(~ l'l:).OBt police guns represent a higher threat level. 

1"0'1.' the UU:X'I.10 l'ct\SOIl, the LI<:AA desigll concept of ballistic inserts was en

dm."'t1Nl 8in(~e it a.lluwB flexibility in selecting the degree of protection in accord 

with the pCl'cclv(~d tl11~cat. 

In UUU1ll11l1'Y, the respol'l,SC and interest in the program was excellent. 

It wan a.lrw evident that lUOS'/; agencies believe research should continue on the 

l)otc:mtial fOl' blunt tl~aUlnu froxn higher energy weapons. 
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CHAPTER IX. CONCLUSIONS 

As developed in the Body Armol' Fh~ld Evaluation Test and Evaluation 

Plan of June 1975, the field test was structured al'ound a set of four goals 

and related test objectives. Conclusions relative to the stated test obi~ttives 

a.r e 1" eported in this section and can be summarized as follows. 

A. Objective~ De1~1'miBf'I Attitude of Individual Officers to Protective 

Garments ...;;.;...----,. 
The attitudes of individual officers were defined in terms of 'three items: 

the offICer f s conception of an adequate level of protection, his attitt1.des when 

interacting with the public, and his concept of his peer group feelings toward 
::) 

the garment. 

The majority of the officers felt that a,n adequate level of protection 

could be obtained from a garment which would protect the officel' from a 

projectile of an energy equivalent to a .357 "magnum. 

When interacting with the public, thel'e was no change among the test 

participants in th'9ir feelings of relaxation, public hostility, secul'ity, fatal-
I 

ism, or dogmatism. The data did indicate that among/the officers who WOl'e 

protective garments there may have been a slight decl'ea.se in their feelings 

of effectiveness, safety consciousness, and self-confidence. The of£icel's 

consistently felt that their peers were neutral (neither com.plimental'Y or 

critical) in their feelings toward someone wearing a pl'otective gal'ment. 

B. Objective: Determine Acceptability of Protective Garments to 

Individual Officer s 

Garment acceptability apparently was divided among three general 

groups. The first group comprised those who tried the garments, accepted 

them completely, ,land wore them all the time. The second group were those 

who tried the garinents and rej~cted them .?ompletely. The third and la:tgest 

group were those who tried the gal'ment/"/found them acceptable, but only 
(/ 

wOJ:e them when their assessn1.ent of either comfort, assignment. or some 

other ,.tactor favored ga:rment wear. 
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The protective vests were worn between 30 and 50 percent of the time. 

The garments having the most plies were worn a lower percentage of the 

time than the more lightweight garments. The garm.ents were worn an 

average of 55 percent of the time in the cold months and an average of 33 

percent of the time in the warm months. This correlates well with the major 

reason that the garments were not worn, i. e., because they were too hot. 

The discomfort due to heat was such that, on the average, the officers 

could not wear their garm.ents for a full shift. The integrated uniform jackets 

seem. to be appropriate for wear only during the winter months and during 

that period showed a high level of use, being worn on an average of 62 percent 

ot: the time. 

Protection level may have contributed to the acceptability or unaccept

abiEty of the garments. There were two known instances where officers 

performed knife thrust tests against the garments which resulted in penetra

tions. Both officers rejected the garments as unacceptable. There were two 

actual street knife assaults on officers wearing garments in which there re

sulted no damage and no penetration. Adequate and controlled testing is im

portant in demonstrating garments for acceptability to departments and indi

vidual offic er s . 

For the most part, appearance seemed to have little or no effect on 

acceptability. In one department, the tailored shirts issued by the depart

ment would not allow the officer s to wear the heavier garments. 

G. Objective: Determine Acceptability of Protective Garments bx: 

Department 

The participating police departments strongly supported the test pro

gra:m from the beginning. Only 1 of the 16 departments which were approached 

declined to participate, and that department did so on the basis that they had 

already decided to purchase garments for their whole department. 

Subsequent to the start of the program, a significant number of munici

pal, county, state, and federal law enforcement agencies have purchased 

garm.ents for their personnel. 
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At the end of the field test, the participating departments were offered 

the option of retaining the garments. All 15 depar'cments accep·ted. 

D. Objective: Obtain Data on Psychological Change of Officers While 

Wear~~g Protective Garments 

There were nib indications of any significant psychological change of 

the test group while wearing the protective garments. Concern was expressed 

by a number of law enforcement personnel that the wearing of the garments 

would induce a feeling of invincibility in the officers. The so called 

11 superman" syndrome did not manifest itself either in the data or in the inc'l

dents which were investigated. 

The officers' responses to questions of whether the wearing of protec

tive garments would make him more or less aggressive indicated a neutral 
.\ 

or no change response. There was some indication in the data that the 

officers wearing garments ar-.tually suffered proportionately fewer handgun 

as saults than the officers who were not issued garments. 

A series of short-form dogmatism questions showed no change in 

dagmatic attitude before or after the test period, in either the test group 
D 

wearing the test garments or in the control group that was not is sued gal' ~ 

ments. 

E. Objective: Obtain Data on Physiological Effect on Officers '\~i1e 

Wearing Protective Garments 

There were no indications that wearing the garments significantly de

graded the ability of the officer to perfocn.m his assigned duties. Initially, 
\ I 

there were reports of some irritation and rashes as a result of wear. In all 

but a few isolated cases, these disappeared with garment use and additional 
" 

instruction. According to the data, about 25 percent of the respondin'g 

officers indicated some increase in fatigue while on duty from wearing the 

garments. 

In a few cases, participating officel's ,.e~xperienced symptoms 01.t.hyper

ventilation while wearing the garments.· This'i;s,.",the type of thing which is 
"'.' 

difficult to attribute to the situation and/or the gartl.l.'e;ut. The possibility /-'0 
!----" ... 
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that wearing the garment could increase the probability of occurrence or 

aggravate an incipient situation should be part of the instructions to those 

off;lcers intenrling to wear protective garments. 

F. Objective: Ohtain Data on Benefit of Protective Garments to Indivi

duals and Departments 

The benefit to the individual is, of course, that it may possibly save 

his life. An evaluation of all incidents involving body armor during 1976 

upon which data could be obtained indicated that approximately 18 potential 

fatalities were avoided. Of these, 2 were contributed by officers wearing 

garments provided by the program, while the remaining 16 were as sociated 

with commercial armors. 

Based on data obtained from a major police departm.ent on only the 

monetary losses associated with an officer fatally wounded, estimates were 

made of thf.- cost benefit of the departments purchasing armor. For a city 

which has approximately 2000 sworn officers, it was determined that if one 

fatality is prevented in five years, then the city would break even. This 

assumes that the average cost of an undergarment is approximately 100 

o dollars. This does not take into account the cost savings associated with the 

injuries which would probably be avoided. Nor does it take into account the 

other factors such as impact on the survivors, impact. on officer moral, or 

police -community relations. 

One of the concerns early in the program was the possible impact on 

the community of the knowledge that the police were wearing armor. Some 

felt that the use of armor would create an additional barrier between the 

police and the community. It is interesting to note that in both Kansas City, 

Missouri, and Jacksonville, Florida, the local citizens and business community 

initiated a successful public SUbscription to purchase lightweight body armor 

for their polic e departments. 

G. Objectives: Obtain Data on Inconspicuous Appearance of Garments 

The majority of the data indicated that the garments were inconspicuous 

to the casual observer. As the garments become heavier and thicker, there 
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is a tendency to add an appearance of bulk to the officers wearing the gar

ments. There did not appear to be a significant difference in detectability 

between the Style I and Style II garments. 

H. Objective: Obtain Data', 0,1). Comiort of Garments 

As mentioned previously, the factor which was most uncomfortable 

about the garments was their containment of he~t. Other factors a.lso con

tributed to the comfort or discomfort and general wearability of the garments. 

Garment fit is one of the most important factors, particularly, with 

the lightweight armor garments. In the pro gr am, half the garments pro

vided wel'e regular length and half were long. One of the major complaints 

with the 7 -ply Style I and Style II garments was that they tended to ride up. 

It is believed this is due to trying to fit long garments to officers who should 

have had regular sizes. Fitting the officer with the proper length garment 

is extremely important and should be a major consideration in any procure

ment action. 

The Style! and Style II gcirments had no elastic in the adjustment straps. 
ii 

Sufficient elastic should be provided to allow the garments to give with normal 

changes in body dimensions. Also, the officers should be instructed to ad

just the garments without taking all the stretch out of the elastic. The lack 

of elastic in the adjustment straps and lack of tails on the Style II garment' " 

were the major causes for their riding up. 

The officers, in general, felt th.at the garments were easy to put on and 

off, fit well, allowed free movement and easy access to their weapons, and 

also allowed normal maneuverability. They did not feel that garment com

fort remained the same throughout a shift. 

Proper design for fit, load distribution, and clearance in the arm and 

neck area are the major considerations to assure maximum garment comfort. 

1. Objective: Obtain Data on Wear Degradation of Gal'ments 

TK6 ballistic material had a tendency to pullout from the bias binding 

tape which held the garments together. This could probably be eliminated or 

at least minimized by a qesign change (better shaping at the corners or wider 

tape) and by closer control of the sewing operation in the high-stre~ls areas. 
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Buckles should not be used on any adjustment straps. On the Style I 

garments, the buckles cut through the elastic tape and caused failures. Also, 

the buckles could possible cause secondary missiles either by breaking up 

, themselves or by impacting a projectile. 

Bunching of the ballistic fabric was not a problem, Also, the Velcro 

fasterl,ers held up well for the duration of the test. 

A total of 60 LEAA garments were recalled during the field test to 

determine if there was any change in penetration resistance, clay cavity 

depth, or fabric tensile strength in either warp or fill direction. The select

ed garments were those that were worn the most and laund0red the most fre-

c' quently. The ballistic resistance of thes e garments was not degraded, nor 

was there any significant change in cavity depth or tensile strength. 

J. Objective: Obtain Data on Predicted Protective Features of Garments 

On the basis of the incidents which occurred involving the 7 -ply gar

ments, all operational requirements were met with the exception of the 

desired 80 percent wear. The wear history was somewhat lower than ex

pected and will require a breakthrough in heat rejection to gain significant 

improvement. The recommended design changes should improve wear pro

bability by increasing slightly the apparent comfort of the gannents. 

In the incidents which occurred involving the 7 -ply program garments, 

there was no indication of any internal damage due to blur.t trauma. The in

juries which occurred were on the outer skin and comprised an abrasion-type 

contusion with some weeping of bloody fluid and a later developing bruise with 

discoloration. The contusion area was nominally 0.75 to 1 in. in diameter. 

The swelling and discoloration developed to 3 to 4 in. in diameter. On the 

basis of the limited data available, the U. S. Army predictions from the 

animal tests were too conservative .. 

"K. Objective: Evaluate Cost and Manufacturability of Quality Garments 

In fabricating both th;'; undergarments and the integrated garments, 

once the design was established, there were no major problems in manufac

turability. Good tailoring practices combined with commercial machines and 

qualified operators indicated no major difficulties in quantity production. 
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The best estimate average cost for the LEAA-designed garments was 

approximately $60. These were the first quantity (4000 garments) produc

tion, and improved fabrication techniques may have resulted in lower costs 

had these techniques been available at that time. Inflation in both labol' and 

material since 1975 have probably offset these potential savings. 

The new design garment which is recommended, including the 8-ply 

insert and carrier configuration, has been estimated at $80 to $90 in lots of 

10 units and $65 to $75 in lots of around 1000. Inflation will cause these 

estimates to increase aftel' the date of this l'eport. 
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CHAPTER X. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Body Armor Program has accomplished two difficult tasks. First, 

it met all goals and 0 bj ecti ves. Second, it achieved technolo gy transfer to 

both industry and the user, which is rare indeed. One result of this success 

is a rather clear and specific s~t of recommendations that falls naturally into 

two categories; viz, additional research and guidance on the procurement and , 
us e of soft armor. Both groups of recommendations are based on the findings 

of the program. 

A. Research and Development 

The results of the work just completed point the way to additional work 

that is needed. Based on the discussions held with the nation IS major law 

enforcement agencies during the body armor briefings I the us ers recognize 

this need and fully support What is recommended. Industry repres entati ves 

also support it. The point should be made that this work does not involve a 

question of feasibility. The results to date clearly indicate that further 

improvements in soft body armor can and should be made. 

• Almost all interested agencies asked for information on garment 

lifetime. The test program was limited toaone year periodl,dur

ing which time the garments remained relati'vely new. Since \~ll of 

the test cities except one elected to retain the garments , an 01~por
tunity exists to obtain a better fix on wear characteristics ant A the 

lifetime of armor at relatively low cost. The program should be 

to continue recall and test of the garments which have been left 

with the participating cities. Emphasis should be placed on the 

penetration resistance to the. 22 caliber threat. 

• Research should be undertaken to define the protection level 

required to defeat the higher energy threat represented by .357 

magnum and 9-mm handgun projectiles. The. 41 and. 44 magnum 
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should not be considered as design threats. The. 357 magnum 

should be the l5S-gr, semijacketed soft nose bullet at approxi

mately 1400 fps. The 9-mm should be the l24-gr, full metal jack

eted bullet at approximately 1200 fps. This effort should evaluate 

the ability of new weaves of various deniers of Kevlar, both with 

and withC)ut coatings, as well as existing commercial fabrics, to 

defeat penetration and to contr'ol blunt trauma from these threats. 

Additional medical res earch shoutld be undertaken to determine the 

potential lethality of internal injuries sustained from nonpenetra

ting impacts of these projectiles. 

• An evaluation program should be conducted on the characteristics 

of commercially available coated or impregnated Kevlar. Coatings 

are frequently applied to Kevlar fabric to reduce deformation 

caused by impact, particularly that from high energy weapons. 

The durability of these coatings, and their effect on wearability, 

should be tested. Emphasis should be placed on determining the 

useful life of coatings after calibrated exposure to various environ

mental agents (washing, dry cleaning, perspiration, etc.). 

Methods of garment construction and tailoring for maximum com

fort should be explored. 

Procurement and Use of Soft Body Armor 

The following guidelines are the most important considerations to be 

kept in mind when buying or using soft body armor. They are not directed 

't;9ward a single type of garment, though it is limited to the undervest. Other

wise, the guidelines are generally applicable. 

• Th.e ballistic certification of armor sold to law enforcement agen

cies should be provided by the vendor or by an independent agency. 

The certification should be based on tests conducted at a laboratory 

with proven and traceable standards for the chronograph, and with 

specified test procedures, particularly in the handling of clay for 
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cavity measurement. The l1.umber of samples should follow the 

schedule of MIL Standard 105 for a quality assurance level of O. 25 

percent. 

• The acceptance tests of the buyer should include a visual examina

tion of each garment for defects in material or workmanship. 

Since proper fit is paramount, the size of each garment should be 

checked. User ballistic acceptance tests are optional. If the 

vendor certifies the ballistic performance, witnessing these tests 

is more cost effective in most cases. 

• The ballistic material should consist of Kevlar 29 woven from 

scoured yarn of a single merge. The fabric should be treated 

with Zepel-D, or equivalent, w~ber repellant to avoid ballisti.c 

degradation from perspiration or other sources of watel·. If 

alternative water repellants are used, ballistic tests should be 

conducted to ensure that the fabric maintains its ballistic 

resistance. 

Since laundering of the test garments appears to cause mechanical 

damage due to the agitation in the washer and dryer, it is recom

mended that the basic garment design be changed to a carrier with 

a removable set of inserts. 

• The outer carrier of the garment should incorporate shi.rt tails 

front and rear to prevent riding up of the inserts. Relief at the 

arm holes should be adequate to prevent binding and to improve 

air circulation. No metal (e. g., buckles) should be used in con~ 

strucHon since this is a potential sourCe of shrapnel. Velcro 

straps, two on each side, with, a minimum of 3 in. of good quality 

elastic is recommended to ensure that additional stretch remains 

after donning the garment such that it flexes with body movement, 

particularly breathing. The plies of ballistic inserts should not 

be stitched together, but only minimally tacked to maintain 

fl exi bili ty . 
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• Fit is very important to wearability. Instructions should be gi.ven 

to each officer on the proper way to don the garment. The user 

should exercis e care in specifying sizes to be procured to ensure 

a proper size garment for each officer. The fabricator must exer

cise care in tailoring to ensure proper fit and comfort. 
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